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HATONN

I am petitioned over and over again as to
why "other" patriot Journals have really
pushed Gritz on the front page and we have
not lately. Number one, we are NOT a
'patriot" Journal. I am a Host of GodNOT a politician and, furthermore, I want
YOU to see the whole of the picture and
make your decisions on REASON and not
because of sheepleness. So, let u s consider
this election come upon you-AGAIN!
I told you the original plan of the Republicans to bring Perot aboard as VP, then
allow him to fall into the Presidency-then
on health (probably] deterioration Perot
would become President, pardon Bush and
thus and so. This was first planned to
happen with Baker but it didn't get done at
the convention so didn't work out. I also
told you that Perot was a 'very good" man,

z:~clyou cannot program out goodness
when it is predominant in the soul beingso, when approached with the overall
he declined-and I told you as much. Further, the plans he offers are la-la land
fantasies built on the assumption that
there is integrity in Congress. There is
NOT. So, he petitions you-the-people to do
the work. Are you willing to do so? It has
NOT PROVEN THAT WAY IN THE PASAFTER ELECTION DAY! So, what do you
have?
As1 also toldyou, Mr. Perotwas'pushed
too farn-THE REPUBLICANS SET HIM
UP WITH THEIR DIRTY TRICKS AND HE
RESPONDED INTELLIGENTLY AND EMPHATICALLY. What will he do here on in?
I can't be sure for in the ending he will do

that which seIves the nation and his perception of you-the-people in the long-run.
He does not understand nor have access to

is bettert\
fm a city to

'It

6e g m e r n e d
by a good
man than
even '!/good

the things Gritz offers and would work
through Constitutional channels. THAT
CAN BE CHANGED.
Next, then, what would Hatonn suggest? OK-here is what I suggest but YOU
are going to make your own decisions. I
repeat, politics stinks as rotted death and
I am not a politician and the governments
today ARE MY ENEMIES!
What I urge ones to do IF YOU RER U Y WANTTOCNANGE YOUR N A T I O S
IS TOATLEAST GO WITHCWANGE! You
know you get slop and poison from the two
parties in point. Can a change be worse?
Yes and no. If you push for big change,
they will pull the government down. If,
however, you do not make the change, you
are in the full path of TOTAL destruction of
your fundamental national sovereignty.
What I do see is possibility in great measure to the point of a cup filled to the
overflow in TWO porsibillties: one, ELECT
PEROT on Tuesday and DEMAND HE
WORK WITH GRITZ AS TOP ADVISOR
ONTHE-IS
OFCONSTITUTION, DEBT
PAYMENT, ETC. P a o t h m PROMISED
TO &BEALL EARS" TO YOUR VOICESSO VOICE THIS DEMAND! If Perot d m
not win-YOU START ON THE 1996
GRIT2 CAMPAIGN ON WEDNESDAY!
Please see PEROT, page 30

" W EPHOENLXLJBERATOR Is Not Pubiished By And Has No AfHbtion With
America West Airlines, Inc."
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Russian Weather Control

And Beam Blasts
10119192 #2

HATONN

flying a halfton metal ball on 12 miles of else in the astronauts' schedule, including
electricity-generating cord hooked to the the Tethered Satellite test.
From Jim F., Florida:
space shuttle.
Atlantis dove closer to Earth on MonOd.7, 1992
The experiment-a daring space day-from264 miles to 184 miles-inprepaDear Hatonn,
first-was set to begin Tuesday afternoon mtionfor the 30-hour experiment.
*,*
How about a little confirmationfrom a with the unreeling of the slender but sturdy
newspaper or two? How about there is "no tether a m s s Earth's elect tic all^ c h a m d
WEATHER CONTROL
such thing a s an ( I ) electron beam gun that ionospherre.
can cause an earthquake"? Well, if you
NASA expects the clothesline-like
Wall Street Journal, October 2, 1992:
read the article inclosed,from NASA-printed cable between the italiunsatellite and shuttle
in an Elite owned newspaper, Ocala Star toproduce up to 5,000 volts o f electricity
MOSCOW FIRM OFFERS
Banner, 4 August, 1992 you will see that as the f o m t i o n zoomsalonq at nearly
'WEATHER W E TO ORDER*;
"NASAprepares for electrifylylngshuttle ex- 5 miles per second! [H: This would do it,
WE REQUEST SUN
periment!" it's right there in it. And (2) old friends!]
"Hatonn are you crazy? They can't ignite
"The difficulty in this mission is that
MOSCOW: Rain, Rain, Go Away, Go
the ionosphere!" Well, ifthe satellite's wire we dontknow what'sgoingto happen when Soak Someone Less Willing to Pay. I
cable hadn't gotten stuck it is now evident it we deploy, " said NASA flight director Ron have been granted the power to control the
would have been ignited as was the fill Dittemore.
weather.
intent-but for some reason the darn thing
Thefirst satellite released by the asThat's what the people at Elate Intelcouldn't get unstuck. And (3),thank you! tronauts, af r e e - f l ' s c i e n c ePLATFORM, ligent Technologies Inc. promise. A small
"Oh!" you people say, "there is no remained stuck in a precariously low orbit. Russian company with big ambitions, Elate
such thing as a Cosmosphere, i.e., a space
The European Space Agency, which claims to have unlocked the secrets of the
platfom ?" Well,youjust keep reading this owns the $2 1 3 million Eureca satellite, heavens. Its calling cards boast: "Weather
passed on an orbital-raising opportunity made to order."
article, please. People, open your eyes!
Igor A'rogoff, Elate's commercial di7'hen the Wall Street Journal, 2 Od. Monday to give engineers more time to-1992 presents the story of a Moscow finn ure out what went m~afterthe craft rector, struts into this newspaper's Moscow
o*f
to try to persuade a journalist that
that shows they can control the weather. was released Sunday.
E u m only got as high as 276 miles, Elate is for real. A lanky young man with
They have Americans' figured out pretty
good don't they? They put this "stuff" you 44 miles short of its target. Rs thrusters long hair and thick mustache, Mr. A'rogoff
tell u s intoprint and wejust giggle and go on were stopped bemuse the satellite appeared comes equipped with a thick dossier of
graphs, weather maps and scientijic testias if .nothing is there.
tilted wrong.
Theprime susped was a satellite sun monials to make his case. Using eledrical
In this article under "WeatherExtortion" ( I ) It could divert typhoons, so how sensor that may have been programmed energy, he says, Elate anfine-tune weather
about creating one? (2)It could even have wrong. Ifthat's the case, the satellite was in patterns overa200-mile mnge---andforjust
tmnsfonned hummmneAndrewinto a wimpy the right place all along and controllers may $200 per day.
"Do you remember that strong wind
"squall". Then how about transforming try tofire the thmsters again Thesday, said
Andrew intoa 180 mph killer? Ifpeople read a spokeswoman for the European Space in Moscow two days ago?" he asks. "We
created that."
the whole article maybe,just maybe, they'll Agency.
wake up.
On its present course, Eureca and its
WEATHER EXlWRTION
Feel free to copy my letter and the two load of crystals, seeds, shrimp eggs, bactearticles and even correct spelling, etc.
ria spores, solar monitors, cosmicdust catchWhen Elate isn't creating wind, he
May God Aton help us, please. pith ers and teleswpe eueW
ywill sinkthrPugh
the atmosphere and bum up. The reusable explains, the company can clear up Snduspleasure, son.]
satellite is scheduledfor retrieval by shuttle trial snuq DIVERT TYPHOONS and chase
With Love and Hope,
astronauts next spring, provided it can be away acid mi=" aIt could even have
Jim
*
boosted.
tmnsformed thvrtcane Andtaw i n b a
squalLmThe system is so effeediue,
Engineers at the European Space
Ocala Star-Banner, Tuesday, August 4 ,
Dannstat,
Mr.
A'rogoff
says, that Elate has pioneered
Agency's
control
center
in
1992:
manu have struggled with satellite prob- what he calls "weatherextortion: in which
NASA PREPARES FOR ELECTRIFY- lems since Saturday, a day after Atlantis it "guarantees"organizers of outdoor events
that it can provide perfect weather-for a
ING SHUTTLE EXPERIMENT
blasted into space.
Thesatellite was supposed to befreed steep fee. Those who balk are threatened
CAPE CANAVERAL-Astronauts test- Saturday, but spent an extra day on the with day-long showers. "Sure, it's like a
f i ~ electron
d
beam .wnsaboard Atlantis shuttle crane because of communications racket," says Mr. Pirogoff "But it's a new
on Monday for the mission's headlining act: problems. That pushed back everything way to make money. And it's fin. "

w-
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For a skeptical journalist, what's
needed i s proofsign from above. Mr.
Pirogoff is thrilledforthe chance to show off
Elate's technical prowess. Moscow's
weather service has beenpredicting several
more days of rain. So I order fair weather
and clearskies. "Asyou wish," Mr. Pirogoff
promises.
Responding to my request, Elate's
technicians at suburban Bykovo Airport sit
down at their computer t e r n i d s toprepare
a weather alteration experiment. The Elate
system consists of dozens of aerials, each
25feet tall, that discharge electrical energy
upward to react with ions in the air. The
wmpany says the s ystemis cheaper, cleaner
and far more effective than cloud seeding or
other techniques that have been able to
control rainfall.
GUARANTEED, 100%

My order is placed on a Tuesday.
Elate guarantees that, from Thursday noon
until Saturday evening, all of Moscow will
havegood weather, despite the gloomyforecasts. "We'll even tryfor sun," Mr. Pirogoff
says, "butIcan assure you, 100%there will
be no rain."
The following day, a mere 24 hours
before my unseasonably fine weather is
supposed to begin, the skies are ominously
gray. It even starts to rain. Unannounced,
Mr. Pirogoff bursts into my office. "We did
this, too, " he says with an impish grin,
pointing to the grim weather outside. "To
heighten the suspense."
in post-Communist Russia, scores of
entrepreneurial companies with clumsy
English names like Elate regularly seek out
Western businessmen and jounuzlists with
tales of miraculous and lucrative new technologies. Some are legitimate: There are
thousands of talented fonner Soviet state
scientists now using their brains to make an
honest buck. &Lt a n equal number are
phony. It'sjust hard sometimes tofigure out
who i s w h o m
A little research reveals that, amonq
Moscow's experts, Elate's reputation &
mixed. Alexander U s p e n s k y of t h e
Hydrometerological c e n t e r calls t h e
company's directors "charlatans",while the
chief air-traffic wntmller of Sheremetem
Airport prefers the term "bogus". On the
other hand, Mikhail Malyei, military adviser
to Russian Resident Boris YeZtsin, was
rnuchimpressed by a demnstmtionin which
Elate seemed to clearup a thickfog blanketing Sheremeteuo. "Thisis very serious, *Mr.
Malyei says.
The company's founder, Lev
Pokhmelnykh, is a respected physicist who
specializes in "electrostatics". On Thursday, Mr. Pokhmelnykhpays a call. It isjust
minutes before my weather is due to begin
and dark clouds are again forming overhead. Mr. Pokhmelnykh, a white-haired
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scientist with penetrating blue eyes, seems
unfazed.
Minutes later, a s the experiment gets
under way, the clouds suddenly, indeed
magically, begin to disappear. The sun
pokes throughfor thefirst time in two days.
Within a couple of hours, the late autumn
Moscow sky is clearand blue. It has become
a toasty Indian summer day.
A Russian colleague comments on the
surprisingly superb weather. "I'mglad you
likeit,"Irespond, witha noteofpride. There
i s suddenly a temptation, despite lingering
skepticism, to suspend all disbelief. I ordered nice weather and they delivered.
IfElate canpull this off,perhapsit can
do everything it claims. Mr. Pokhmelnykhis
trying to persuade Moscow to let him tackle
one of the Soviet Union's worst ecologicul
disasters: the drying up of the Aral Sea,
which he believes resulted from the presence of huge power lines along the Volga
River. He says he can electrically restore the
sea to life.
On Thursday night, I crawl into bed
thinking that maybe, possibly, this is all for
real.
Then Mother Nature has her say. It is
Friday morning and the heavens have
opened. Visibility outside is about 20 feet.
Inside, my floors are soaked beneath windows foolishly left open.
Emerging from the downpour at my
*ffice is ~ rPirogoff.
.
UIt'sraining, " he says,
poking his soaked head in the door. Still
smiling, he does a song and dance about
poor communication among Elate's staff. It
turns out the engineer who knew about our
experiment didn't tell the other one, who
accidentally turned the system off. Orperhaps, Mr.. Pirogoff says, the system remained on, but not at peak power.
"All I know for sure is that when we
were in your office and the weather was
fine, the system was on, " he says. "After
that, I don't know. No one knows."
In a last-ditch bid topreserve a shred
of credibility, Mr. Pirogoff suggests a call to

officials at Bykovo airfield, where Elate's
system is based. "At the very least, I think
there has been no rain there," he says.
At Baykom, a n official responds over
a crackling telephone line: "It's been drizzling here all day. Just like the weathennun
predicted."
END QUOTE
So you skeptics, you are left with your
skepticism. Don't fret over it. On the day that
Gritz had a rally in Tehachapi, the Elite
planned to take out most of California and
promised total downpour on "our" parade. I
didnt mind the rain so much, or the wind, but
it did seem unseemly and ungracious to take
out Californiaviathe San Andreas Fault line.
So, the nice people "up-there" who can
override any ground based units-so fardecided to make their point another way:
"OK, sir, we won't take all the people out
[sincewe tied up their beam systems and all
who attended will remember there was NOT
one cloud-NOR even a helicopter in the air
to so much as monitor the occasion!] ...but
Southern California will not have a drop of
rain during their late summer rain season."
How many ofyou note that you have NOT?(!!??)
I prefer to call it "negotiation" rather than
"compromise". You call it what you like but
the Russians, from those space platforms
and spheres, and now YOUR puppet-masters from the grid system, can control everything there is to control about the weather
systems. You have had fully-staged dernonstrations from Hawaii to Fl~rida-I cant irnagine what else you need! I hardly think the
Elite Russians in those Cosmospheres are
going to allow alittle earth-bound scientist to
"rainon their own paradew--do you?
You have fully operational systems (actually built by T.Constable" and we have
written about it) that can actually clear a
basin, like Los Angeles, of smog in mere
days-with all the conditions of smog production unchanged. His group has done soBUT, there is far too much money to be made
by "smog" industrieeso, there you have it!
Good luck and thank you, Jim.

The Unjustice System And You
-
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YEARS WITH MYRIADS OF COURT APPEARANCES, HAVE THE EKKERS SO
MUCH AS BEEN "RECOGNIZED" IN THE
COURTROOM, MUCH LESS BE ALLOWED
TO SPEAK. THIS, WITH THE HELP OFTHE
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTERS MR.
DIXON IN ATTENDANCE! Still think you
have a good system over all? Think a bit
further and then consider what if it be you!

From Connecticut comes information
from a reader forwarding more information
from ConstitutionalRevival, P.O. Box3 182,
Enfield, Conn. 06083.
There is very worthy instructional information included in this document which
might be VERY helpful to you citizens. It
speaks to the issue of abuse by the judicial
system and even unto disallowing"trial by
DIRECT CONFRONTATION
jury" as is Constitutional. This has been a
MAJOR cause for delaying this property
This is an information and *how-tom
legal abuse upon my people here in point. letter produced by Constitutional Revive:'
Not only have they never yet been allowed
June, July, August, Sept., 1992
a "jury hearing" but have NEVER, IN FOUR
To All Who Seek Truth:
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This is an era in which life can be
very miserable for persons of principle.
The politicians and policemen have been
perfecting their age old craft of doing evil in
the name of good while cleverly controlling
the lives of supposedly free people.
A recent example: Juanita Martin
was on her way back to her house after
dropping a runaway boy at his home, when
she saw a police cruiser following her with
his lights flashing. She pulled over to let
him by, but he stopped behind her. She
then went forward and the cruiser followed
her all the way to her house.
Juanitawent into the houseas three,
possibly four, other cruisersjoined the first
one.
The policemen kept calling her to
talk to them, and she kept yelling a t them
to stay off of her property.
Juanita called me on the phone. I
drove over, parked in the driveway next to
her car and went in the house at her
request.
Meanwhile the police kept calling to
her to talk to them, but they would not talk
from the curb. She insisted that they talk
from the curb, so it was a standoff.
About ten minutes later, as Juanita
was yelling at them to stay off of her
property, two cops walked over to her car
and one of them put a ticket under her
windshield wiper. The police mob then
went away.
The "ticket" listed charges of operating while under suspension, failure to
obey an officer's signal and expired emissions sticker, all Constitutionally invalid
charges.
Unless the words "in such a manner
as to cause harm, or clearly threaten harm
to others" can honestly be added to such
charges as the above, the charges are
Constitutionally invalid.
The fact that the policemen went
away shows that they recognize that they
needed a warrant to go onto private property to apprehend someone. It is unfortunate that they seem to be unaware that
even out on the highway a car is private
property, subject to the law of probable
cause.
***
The next seems to be in response to an
'eviction/ejection" of ones, the Andrew
Melechinskys, from their home. This
seemed to have come about by "zoning"
restrictions of unconstitutional nature.
The Melechinskys did then, in fact, appeal
to the court with OBJECTION TO AND
DISCLAIMER OF DISMISSAL OF APPEAL
AND CLAIM FOR RECONSIDERATION BY
COMPETENT
CONSTITUTIONALLY
JUDGES. Our assumption must be that
there was legal "objection" to the incident
in point. The cause of action is not as
important, readers, as is the procedure
under discussion so don't drift off the
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subject. This could help you if you pay
attention, and, ifyou are in such apredicament with a court handing down a "dismissal", it may serveyou well. So, let us go
on and see what was given as objection.
On April 9, 1991 this court "dismissed" the appeal of Judge Nevas's December 23, 1991, denial of the Plaintiffs'
"CLAIM FOR STAY OF EJECTMENT", "for
the reasons set forth below." Them we=
NO masons set forth Ubelow*.
Common sense, fair play and Constitutional imperatives dictate that the
Appellants are entitled to know how this
court can just@ acting in such an irresponsible and inexcusable manner.
Decent judges who take their oaths
of office seriously cannot turn away persons seeking the protections of the Constitution, without at the very lezst providing
wording out of the Constitution negating
such protections.
The Melechinskys have been grievously harmed by the unlawful seizure of
their home by U.S. Government officials
acting in conspiracywith U.S. District Court
judges. It is the duty of the judges of this
court to alleviate that harm to whatever
extent possible.
Somewhere in the recesses of the
Appellate Court building is a courtroom
with a judge who is primed and eager to
give this case the Constitutionally oriented
handling to which it is entitled.
The Appellants need only to assert a
claim to appear in that courtroom.
The Appellants hereby assert that
claim.
The court is reminded that there is
no power delegated in the Constitution
which would allow the U.S. Government to
claim the home property of Mary and Andrew Melechinsky in its own court, and
that ABSENT TRIAL BY JURY THERE CAN
BE NO LAWFULSEIZUREOREJECTMENT.
The Appellants claim a reconsideration before the above mentioned Constitu-

order to seek redress.
This court does have jurisdiction to
provide that redress. and (Signatures)

**

In another case concerning Leo Berning,
we shall offer one last case. Please remember that we are not practicing lawyers but
we are continually contacted and information is requested for updates and "What
can we do?" This is only a smattering of
things that others DO, which you might fit
to your needs or suggest your own attorney
does in your behalf. Better yet, have contact with ones who KNOW or are willing TO
LEARN, such as the Constitutional Law
Center. I further recommend that Mr.
Dixon get in touch with Mr. Andy Me1 of
ConstitutionalRevivd(addressgiven above)
and see if there is a working arrangement
of value herein. At the least Mr. Me1 will
know some attorneys or Constitutionalists
who can give input to the Law Center and
perhaps relieve some of the mammoth load
of burden of overload on you ones in Sacramento. It is time to consolidate as patriots and how better than through the very
law itselfl?
TRAVAILS OF LEO BERNING

Leo's command and usage of the
English language are very poor but if you
keep reading his papers it becomes obvious that he has been badly mauled by the
system. He says that in 62 court cases he
has been involved in he has consistently
been denied his right of trial by jury and
has never had any of his other rights
honored. r)l[: Unfortunately, the very
fact that he has had 62 carer before a
court is somaahat disconcerting because these people who continue to be
beforethecourtondmannersof issues
are considered troublemakers and
"crackpots" and this does not help a
plight of a nation of citizens but rather
has a tendency to even cause the cititionallycompetentAppellatecourtatwhich, zens with "cause" to react badly to the
in addition to the retroactive approval of individual in point. Be careful that you
their claim for a Writ of Prohibition, an do not likewise abuse a system that can
order is issued requiring Defendant come down very hard without cause at
Andersen to return the Melechenskys and any rate and bring more pressme for the
their belongings to their former status.
annoyances which are unneceuary. I
Quick approval of the Appellants' make no judgement, nor even discernclaims is imperative in order to soften, to ments regardingissues herein at pointwhatever extent possible, the unconscio- it is just unlikely that a citizen with so
nable trauma to which the Melechinskys many continual issues would be m e n
gracious respect as demanded. It is not
have been subjected.
"right"; it is simply the "way it is". I
suggest that our people stay to issues of
DISCLAIMER
importance and keep the nit-pichg
By taking part in this action, Andrew out of center stage if you want REAL
Melenchinslq has not submitted will- REFORM and not just snickerhg and
ingly to the jurisdiction of the federal ridicule.]
There is no doubt that the right of
court system. He is simply acknowledging that the federal officials have demon- trail by jury is being arbitrarily denied to
strated that they have the physical fire- tens of thousands of persons, including
power to force him into that jurisdiction in Leo, who would benefit from such trials.
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If misdemeanor cases are included, several days, are shocked, dismayed and
as they should be under the Constitution, outraged by the many violations of Constithere are millions of people being denied tutional law perpetrated by "Judgen
Michael Sheldon.
their right of trial by jury.
The following unlawful acts, among
According to Leo, he has been done
out of "1,832,850,000 of silver" without a others, have served to frustrate most of the
trial by jury.
protections of Constitutional due process
[H: Please see what I mean right here; which the accused, Juanita Martin, is enhow can you offer much when there is no titled to rely on.
meaning given to " 1,832,850,000 of
1. *JudgemSheldon has usurped
silver". Are these "dollars"? Ounces? jurisdiction in this matter, contrary to Arb e silver or d o y ? Silver paint? What? ticle 111, Section 2 of the U.S.Constitution,
"In all cases ...in which a State shall
This goes beyond issues of "command
and usage of the English language"and, be Party, the Supreme Court shall have
though he should never be disrespected original Jurisdiction" and without the probby the judicial system, it does become able causejury finding required by Amenddimcult to establish in this day and age, ment IV in the words, "the right of the
a starting place for understanding. The people to be secure in their persons ...shall
rest of his paper may well be totally not be violated ..."
substantiative but many judges will not
Said "Judge" Sheldonhas thusmade
read past that fmst line. What you NEED himself a party to violations of CGS 53ais a clearing house for HELP for a brother 92, Kidnapping, and CGS 53a-94, abducin trouble. I do not say this is "correct" tion.
behavior-but it is certainly the "nor2. Said "Judge" Sheldon is pursumal" current behavior of the court sys- ing a stale, therefore invalid action, in that
tem. Quantity of "cases before the the accused was forced to trial several
court" is not even in point here for in months after, under duress, she signified
the instance of the Ekkers, there have her readiness for trial. Any delay of over
been perhaps a hundred and fifty mo- three days violates Amendment VI of the
tions before the court on this property U.S. Constitution which guarantees that,
i s s u ~ i t h o u hearings,
t
trials or any"In all criminal prosecutions, the
thing save hours of very expensive legal accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy.. .
paperwork and quarrels with the judges trial ..." (See also Article First of the
in total cahoots with the opposition Constitution of Connecticut).
governmental agency in point, the RTC,
3. Said "Judge"Sheldon has denied
as well as involving criminal actions of to t h e accused, her absolute a n d
both the Savings and Loan in the case, a unchallengeable right to have unlicensed
major brokerage house and other secret counsel of her choice. This right is guaranElite participants which go all the way teed by Amendment VI of the U.S. Constito the White House, The point I mast tu tion, especially as supported by Amendmake is that you ones need unity in ment IX.
order to cause the court to HAVE TO
Article First of the Constitution of
TAKE NOTE AND THAT CAN ONLY BE Connecticut also guarantees the right of
ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH DILIGENT counsel, without restriction as to choice.
WORK AND GOOD CONSTITUTIONAL ('No person shall be deprived of liberty.")
DIRECTIVES.]
[H:Here is the other point for which I
His (Leo's) worst detractor seems to print this writing, you are given the
be U.S. District? Judge? Carl B. Rubin of Constitutional right to have counsel
the United States District Court for the (UNLICENSED)IF YOU SO DESIRE.]
Southern District of Ohio, Western Divi4. Said "Judge" Sheldon excused
sion (Case No. CR-3-89-8) who ordered a his failure to abide by the above provisions
probation revocation hearing on Septem- of the U.S. Constitution by pontificating
ber 18, 1992. [H: This is the only reason that the U.S. Constitution does not apply
I printed this particular instance.]
to the states, in blatant violation of Article
V, Paragraph 2 of that Constitution which
BACK TO JUANITA MARTIN & COURT establishes clearly that,
T h i s Constitution shall be the suSo we make it on into a court situa- preme Law ...and the Judges in every State
tion which was, of course, at best a "Kan- shall be bound thereby; any Thing in the
garoo" trial.
Constitution or Laws of any state to the
Afterwards it was proceeded to file a Contrary notwithstanding."
complaint against the "Judge" by Remon...and with criminal disregard for
strance and Claim for Corrective Action. Amendment XIV which mandates that,
"The citizens have a right to. ..apply...for
"No state shall make or enforce any
redress of grievance.. .by.. .remonstrance." law which shall abridge the .. immunities
Article First, Constitution of Connecticut. of citizens of the United States ..."
We the undersigned, who have ob5. Said "Judge" Sheldon browbeat
served the proceedings in this action for the accused into accepting a court ap-

.

pointed, licensed, stand-by counsel as a
condition of honoring her right to speak for
herself (under duress).
6 . Said "Judge" Sheldon has elevated court decisions above the Constitution, using decisions which flagrantly violate the Constitution as justification for
further violations, effectively cancelling
many of the unalienable safeguards of the
accused.
7. Said "Judge" Sheldon has been
browbeating the jury panelists into agreeing:
a. That they must accept the
law, including his version of the Constitution, as he dictates it to them, even if it
violates their consciences.
b. That they must apply his
version of the law as he tells them to, even
if it violates their conscience.
c. That their unalienable right
as sovereigns to have, and act on, an
opinion of the law does not apply in this
court.
d. That they are not to be
concerned over the possibility of the judge
making a mistake because that can be
corrected on appeal, ignoring the facts
that:
(1)The burden of proof shifts to the
convicted person, who becomes guilty until proven innocent.
(2)Appeals are prohibitively expensive, partly because,
(3)The appeals ccurts dictate virtually impossible procedures which must be
followed by appellants, if they want their
cases to be heard, and
(4) Appellate courts demand large
fees from appellants before their appeals
can be filed, in violation of Article First of
the Constitution of Connecticut which guarantees that,
"Justice shall be administered
without sale, denial or delay."
(5)The higher courts are very unreceptive to Constitutional claims of individuals seeking their rights.
8. Said "Judge" Sheldon did not
allow the accused to make the panelists
aware that when they take the oath they
will become the judges in the case and that
the judge will become a referee.
9. Said 'Judge" Sheldon instructed
the panelists that his instructions are binding, when indeed they. are not.
10. Said *JudgemSheldon has demonstrated that he intends to conduct some
of the trial proceedings out of the presence
of the jurors (judges),in violation ofAmendment VI of the U.S.Constitution,
"In all criminal prosecutions, the
accused siall be entitled to a ...public trial

..."

***

This case continues on into the next issue:
of Constitutional Revival but I believe it ha.s
served our purposes. The point is, citizens,
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that you no longer are given any rights
under the Constitution-in your nation.
You CAN offer rebuttal and d e s s the
whole of you rise up and do so-you will
continue to be buried under the "assumptionn that what is being handed down is
"law" and "acceptablen court procedure.
It is, however, imperative that your presentations be, at the least, correct or you
will be "thrown ou tnof the court by lack of
proper proceedings. Our people have been
dismissed and not allowed reentry simply
because the "formn utilized was not "authorizednin format. This, too, is not proper
but by the time you fight just for the sake
of fighting,you run out of funds and ability
to stay long enough to get any "law" determined.
I honor you ones who "go to batn in
"spite o f circumstances-bu t oh my, what
a massively important tool you would have
if you orderly structured your Constitutional recovery and left no opening to the
"boughtn system to decline your submittals.

There are many points of valid importance in this above document which are,
of course, in interest of time and space,
out of context with no background, etc.
I offer it only for the points given in
behalf of Constitutional rights for I am
not offeringthat any ofyou should "fight"her
case for her-you don't know anything about
it and that is why I have left it that way--so
you w
ill stay on the point and not get distmcted by the case itself. You HAVE Constitutional rights and orders--IF YOU USE
THEM. I only ask that you PROPERLY use
them so that the way can be left open for all
to utilize and not have other laws passed
which bind the whole.
Let us take leave of this please. Thank you
for your service.
uNO PERSON SHALL BE DEPRIVED
OF.. .PROPERTY, WITHOUT
DUE PROCESS..."
DUE PROCESS INCLUDE8 A TRIAL BY
JURY BY ONE'S PEERS
Hatonn to clear.

What matters ifyou have more time and ye
are p q a m d ? You are p q m d and ready for
that which willcome another day! My commitment is to WARN you over and over and over
again, ifnecessary-for the "intent" is to dow
n o w of the wamings to come about so you
mistrust andyouwill becaughtunprepamiand
again at sleep. I s it so unthinkable to simply
check your emergency gear to insure you have
something for you and children IN CASE?? So
be it.
CAMPBELL

w-

Mark Lane (yes, the author/counsel of
@ht notation and books on hidden eventsKennedy assashation, etc.) will be representing Campbell in his case-as will be involved
with the Constitutional Law Center. T h d o r e
legalcourtaction hasbeenwaiveduntillaterthis
week to allow for Mr. Lane's appeamnce as he
could not be pmsent earlier. The CLC attorneys
am in contact and we will keep you posted as
thmgs unfold.
WEAVER

Today's Walk On Eggshells

w e ~ ; ~ ~ ~ : ~ : ; ~ : ; A ~ ~
EVENTS TO DISTRACT AND PULL ALL TO A
HALT IN ACTIONS THROUGH EMERGENCY
10/20/92 #1 HATONN
children given emergencyinstructionsin ALL REGUIATIONS AND MARTIAL IAW. I CAN
areas because, if not now, when?? Make sure ONLYGnrEY0UTHEFUNS-ICANN(XSOF3
THIS C O W BE
there~fdsa~leforsuppingevenwithoutTHE AClWAL EVENTS FOR YOU AS THEY
CHANGEWITH EVERYBULLEI'INWE GIVETO
needs of oooking.
Win
rarealing
the
plan
be
enough
this
YOU!
YOU MUST BE READY IN ALL EVENTS,
Draw together your thoughts and pr*dyers,
childrenofGod,forthenext72 hourscouldbe the time? I think uNO"-we Wm umtinw aur JUST AS DO WE.
most important of your experience. Things are d b r t s but with the hain Cnbmbia
GF?ITZ
unfoldmgand it appears that thistime the "last and e h w h e s e 4 t has aham@ rCarted the
straw" may be W e d onto the camel.
" t r a i n " i P R 0 ~Chdas,~i8no
I do not attend Grit. thrrough this mute
Theleadershipdebates= werandwhatwas 'REASON' in the Elite mad-men's znhdset
hoped to be gained was NOT. Now the next set of Just as K k h g e r has been d h c t h g the unless absolutely necesmy fm security of my
"plans"may well go into inwersiile action.
Yugodadamadmss(~tripsintothsareapeople-includmg him. What does he think of
[and pbement d Patrich in high pdtb+
~ s t r i a l sWhatdiffmnce
?
doesitmakeAIARl", ALERT, ALERT
in the past e@t
weeks) this train to &dml hebelievesintheMasterChristretumingtoyour
c a p l t r o l a n d d ~ i s o n t h s and
~ " place and HE is an
He believes
in the Host's presence and guidan-d
by
Milita~~bases
werr alreadyon "ahf,hospi- rdling.
tals in various places am on speaal alert for
gUshtoldt-oly
you would need any label,it matters-.
What he callsame"
receiving injured, ambulances are ORDERED him because "crises* weR corning and he was or does not call me matters not. His receiving
"OUl" and being parked at ready OUrSJDE not joshing! You see, it no longer is even in his mechanismis workingjust h e .
I donot sanction anycallto amsforweapons
structures AS IN ALL EARTH MOVEMENT AC- hands for he is but the puppet.
TNmES and now, in W o m i a (and this is
Do what you will, but the word on the stnxts will be made useless and just get God's people
infomalion h m the "horse's mouth" who is is that it's happemg and ALL WE CAN DO IS killed as well. Be wise in your actions and
attentive in your "guardn. I ask that you who
within this circle and also is an independent WARNYOU.
would continue to sewall times, use wisattadment to the State Fire teams)was notified
dom in action for we need you to continue your
THAT AS OF 4m A.M. THISDAY ALL FIRE
POLmCAL HAPPENINGS
VEHICLES AND CREWS ARE ON FULL
semi-not
be gun-fodder. This has no specifALERT+ATIONED
UOUI'SIDE"A S WlTH
Itisrnandatorytonotewhatisnowhap~ ics as to 1ocations-t.h.i~
is for EVERY location.
Willthishappen,you askagain? Chelas,you
ALLEARI'HQUAKEINSTRUCMONSAND~ in the political thrust-and what is coming from
WIU REMAIN ON FVLC AISRT FOR A MINI- it: ie., the Vietnam councils are producing pic- must now be prepared for ANYTHING at ANY
MUM OF 72 HOURS.
MASSIVE EARTH- tures of smviaxnen, over 4000 of them, all TIME! GOD will walk with you and ifyou listen
QUAKE IS
e
think
AS ARE MULTIPLE claimed to be dead. A demand is made to bring you will be given g u i d a n ~ o n shall
FOR
you
nor
A
C
T
FOR
YOU!
Keep
the
hght
-INCLUDING
BRUSH AND FOREST." the "orders* to Glaspie re: Iraq and Hussein to
You canverifLthis informationby drivingbyyour public ethen
,
the bank scandalsare ready about you, do not panic and hold the course for
loml fire station (dont bother to call them, they to blow full open! No, chelas,it would appear the in that course rests your safely and instrucElite octopus has its tentacles in a trap and tionwell as your shelter. "For I am with
canriotbetruthfill).
. What do I suggest? Again, get water purifica- erneIgmcyactionswillh a .to be takento stopthe you in whatevermay befallyour path ifyebe also
with Me", sayeth the Lord of Hosts.
ti$n suppliesNEAR water storage, make sure all roll of information.

'm
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Should We Hide From The Truth?
More Confirmations And Nostradarnus
10120192 #2

HATONN

PROPHECIES AND CONFIRMATIONS
A s we sit to pen again this day, much
floods the consciousness and I respond to
it.
I am going to again tell you about the
"phone information line" so that there is
no misunderstanding to you readers who
call. Anvthing totally out of context is
dangerous information and clarification is
a must if we are to make any headway in
awakening the brethren.
Today one called who is a long time
reader but always with great skepticism,
now wishes to cancel her LBERATOR because we have come to have too much
"gossip". Gossip? Cancel all information
inflow so you do not have to look at Truth,
perchance? I'm sorry readers, we write for
6 BILLION individuals and ifyau do not like
the way we bring informatiorr I am sorry
but we are doing the best we can and shall
continue to do so. It appears to me that one
would wish to stay ignorant and, yet, I
further perceive that it is TOO LATE. Do
what ye will but dd not- "blame" such
things as this for your o'wn-desire to remain
in darkness and lack of infomation. Responsibility is the name of the game along
with wisdom and coming into KNOWING.
You ones are going to be barraged with
those who will now claim we are false
teachers, fear mongers and thus and soespecially since the hookup of the phone
line with immediate "action" information.
So be it, I am going to continue to give you
information as it flows in here through
ones of YOU out there and I shall validate
it wherein I can do so.

OUR OWN "FAMILY" AGAIN
One from our own little circle at the
location of the phone resource, called this
very morning to say that it appeared that
the phone message gave out too much fear
and alarm. Dear ones, THERE CANNOT
BE ENOUGH "ALARM". I have tried for
years to get your attention-what does it
take? At any rate this one stated that she
had "gone to her own higher resource and
the message was overdone" (which indicates negation and confrontation that the
message is false). She continued that
"only" Northern California was put on
"alert" status and felt we should not say
these things. Oh? Funny thing, dear one,

the message was later announced on national television that the "alert" was on for
all of Southern California!(!!)
I do not tell you what you HAVE TO DO.
You do not, including this person in point,
have to so much as call that phone line. If
you believe not that which we give forthwhy burden yourself with the information?
There will be NO CHANGES from that
which is given to place into public information through that s o u r c e 1 am truly getting weary of "competition" from what areespoused as being my own working brothers of this realm. The "brothers" are right
here with me and there is no lack of communication so I have nothing more to offer
all you receivers who contradict that which
are not comfortable
is presented. If
with that which I bring and then confirmthen I have nothing more to offer unto you
for you shall believe that which ye will,!
Information is being brought as it is received from EARTH resource-these are
not some sort of "maybe" prophecies. The
hot line is for immediate information as
given through the very earthly routes within
whjch you function-a network if you will.
You can quarrel with me until we all turn
purple and it will not change a hair of it. A s
information pours in it will be passed to
you. Some will be erroneous but we are not
to sort it all-we are to pass it along as we
find it and find substantiation for the network information. We are NOT quarreling
on a level of higher energy forms-THIS IS
EARTH-BASED INFORMATION AND WE
DO NOT ACT AS A GOVERNMENT IN HIDINGTHAT WHICH ISYOURRIGHTTOKNOW!
So be it. Have not "others" decided that
which "you" are able to know and handle
quite long enough? You are each and all given
grft of reason and knowledge, perception and
choices--you are able to choose and judge
what is happening quite well without us
"censoring" more to buffer that which another thinks is unduly harsh.
I cannot get harsh enough to suit m e 1
am trying to save your very lives physicalyou are due a deadly earthquake in this area
if "nothing"else were going on. It IS bad and
it IS frighteninem for goodness sakes, get
some supplies and preparations in order.

man called this morning from Southern
Oregon and reports that not only were
guillotines brought into a site of detention
in southern Oregon but, in addition, so
were several cremation ovens. He saw
them with his own eyes so it is not hearsay.
The reports come also from Florida, Louisiana and San Francisco-almost verbatim.
I s this a form of simply terrorizing? Are
they getting ready to burn victims of some
death-dealing disease spread such as typhus? To protect my scribe from assaults
of "lies"-I won't tell you whether or not to
verify this--I will simply tell you that the
report has now come from dozens of witnesses to same.
I can only suggest to you readers that if
you don9t want the news-then don't
call that phone line at the LIBERATOR
because our people are working around
the clock to get information on that line
as it unfolds, to the very best of human
ability. If you wish to ucomplainnabout
the line, then spare us for the cost of
same is breaking the backs of the workers as well as the work required. W e
cannot do more unless we have help.
One person did offer assistance with a
generous gift but the person with whom
she spoke did not have useful information for the expenses of a multiline
system which we are told w i l l be over
$4000. The $600 will purchase another
answering machine which i s really
needed, also, but please be gentle with
oar people for they foot the bill, do the
work and have t o be as terrorized as any
other listener.
TIMELY OUTLAY OF NOSTRADAMUS

We are offering you unraveled prophecies as quickly as we can when they are
shared with us. We have more this day
from D.J. as well as one of the most remarkable confirmations you will ever receive. This person in point was given
instructions to take the picture from the
Shroud of Turin and overlay a transparent
image of the picture of Sananda (theChrist)
from insertions in the very early JOURNALS-align the two and see what you get!
The results are stunninql There is no way
we can reproduce this overlay adequately
in the paper [butwe'regoingto try, anyway,
inthatthe topofthe nextpage showsthe two
pictures side by side--rather than as we
received them with the Sananda transparAh so! Another (this is the third report) ency exactly overlaying the Shroudpicture].

I
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he?" 1 whisper s i l e n t l y .
A s g e n t l e a s a beam o f s u n l i g h t , s i l e n t a n s w e r i s b r e a t h e d
a c r o s s my m i n d , "He i s t h e s o n o f G a b r i e l , t h e S o n o f Man, a
C h i l d o f God.
He i s / w a s P r i n c e S i d d d r t h a a n d B u d d h a , t h e P a l e
. P r o p h e t , t h e L i g h t o f A s i a , t h e L i o n o f G o d , t h e Lamp o f t h e
Lord.
You b o r n o f Man g i v e H i m t h i r t y - e i g h t n a m i n g s a n d t h e n a
b i t more.
H e i s , t h i s t i m e , a s J a g a n N a t h a , Domkni M o n d u s , I , o r d
o f y o u r W o r l d -- T h e J u g g e r n a u t .
Soon, a l l w i l l h e a r H i s r o a r of
rage.
Soon...."

"... a n d

FSU

EMMAKIFL,
BORN

AIJGUST 8 , 8 R

.c.

C r u c i f i e d , A p r i l 7 , 3 3 A . D . i n J e r u s a l ~ r n , a t t h e o r d e r of
t t i ~ .n r ~ ~ ~ ~ dP ot r ~
o it ru s r ' i l a t e .
S J ) yori l o v e d t h e P a b y ,
Rut 1 o 1 , r . r u c i f i r d the, " a n . .
Jim Crooe, !974,

'*You

."

W h i c h Way 4 r e Y o u G o i n g
IX

t h e s a i n t l y p e o p l e o f ~ k d ,o b s e r v i n g . # i s ' ~ a w s ,
w i l l b e g r e a t l y p e r s e c u t e d a n d so g r e a t l y a f f l i c t e d t h a t t h e
b l o o d of t h e true E c c f e s f a t i c s w i l l f l o w e v e r y w h e r e . "
Michel d8Nostradamus; F p l s t l e
t o K i n g H e n r y TI o f F r a n c e ,
t
a 5 1 , v r i t t c n J u n e 27, "1558.
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Rrhaps our p o p e can fi&
a way to that YOU *ill be m u n t i a w& from now,
havk &ts made"at th* k@mtogmpher or much Kiss w&en books are assembled-and
pGnter, say,in cafd size. I WU
also,reqwe published. Since this will be a pageout of
tha&thewritings as gien;with the pictures ,avolunte, i will no%+nake comment nbr
be included in full, either within as withthe &plain anything-just use what is here td
verse in a greetingdor c
m the face cover your best enjoyment. Thank you.
itself. Those could then be offered as close
HEIGH'E Approximately five feet ten
to cost as possible, with handling expenses and one half inches.
PHYSIOUE: Ecto-mesomorph (tall and
for our workers cannot longer pick up the
full costs of overages. This must be made muscular).
WEIGHT: One hundred seventy-five
available to you ones so that you too can
SEE how history is coming together to give pounds. American type build.
FACIAL INJURIES: Fractured septum
you proof of that which you are now being
given and experiencing. We the Hosts are two places, right eye orbit ecchymotic and
come to "fulfill" as did the Master Teacher swollen (black eye), laceration to upper
and lower lips, right nares enlarged from
"then" and again now! .
blow to face. Possible fractured left zygomatic arch (Cheekbone)with small bleedSECRET ON THE SHROUD
"WORKSHEET" FROM ROUGH DRAFT i g g laceration. Ooze of blood at edge of O.S.
(Left eye). Streams of blood from both
The following information is not yet nares (nostrils). Midsagittal upper lip lac"ready" for publication according to the eration, possibly through vermillion borauthor (D.J.).
Therefore, utilize it for gen- der. (A cut up past the demarcation line of
eralized confirmation until all facts are lip coloring.) A deviated distal septum
assembled. I am sharingit NOW,however, indicative of a fractured nose. Bilateral
because frankly, we cannot tell for sure depressions on either side of the nose that

could be indicative of shattered nasal bartilage. Wt side 6f " b d showhg dgtted
blood. Multipie blows to the face, veM5dd
by Matthew 27:30,Mark 15:19,L u k 2
~2:63
and John 19:03. (Sources: STET W u p
andcomputer enhanckd three dimensional
image.) Multiple deep puncture wounds
from the "plaited" cap of thorns, most
probably acacia thorns, which are approximately one to one and a half inches long.
(Three-quarters to one centimeter.)
ERROR IN DR. BARBET'S THEORY:
The "Destiny"spear head is 10 inches long
(15centimeters),the fifth and sixth ribs are
located at what is anatomically called the
mid-nipple line. The wound is clearly
closer to the ninth and tenth ribs, NOTTHE
FIFTH AND SIXTH! Dr. Barbet also has the
heart enlarged to nearly three and one half
times the size of normal. A human heart,
minus severe cardiac disease, is approximately the size of a human fist. There is no
way that the ten inch spear could or DID
penetrate the heart. With the magnification of 30x, it is clearly as 1 have stated,
thus just above the diaphragm and liver,
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penetrating the lower and middle lobes of
the right lung, thus giving forth the "water
and blood" mentioned in the Scriptures.
The "water" was from a trauma induced
fluid build-up in the lung pluera from the
"scourging"Esu Emmanuel received. The
secret is hidden in plain sight of those who
WILL SEE! The man in the shroud is NOT
dead, the dead DO NOT bleed, the blood
clots within minutes! There is not one sign
of lividity (the pooling of blood after death)
in the lower extremities. Joseph walked
approximately 400 meters to Pilate's palace before receiving permission to have the
body of Esu, that is roughly, a twenty
minute walk a t best. The day was one of
crowds and down, then uphill, it was more
probably forty minutes or better. Many
have also missed the significance of a
centurion soldier being there; this was not
an ordinary execution. Esu was also on a
high cross of olive wood and acacia, (the
common woods used for crosses then), He
was high, as the Scriptures indicate, most
were not put up high. Thus, two feet for the
stabilization as an estimate, would make
the center piece roughly twelve feet long
and a weight of one hundred or more
pounds to lug up to Golgotha.. .. And so,
thank you, chela.

***

You are welcome to turn u s off, deny our
words and warnings and instructionseven argue and bash about in your desire
to make things "humanly and physically
like you WANT them to be"-you can even
vote-in your wishes and "out"your "rather
nots". It will not make any difference
whatsoever except in your placement and
journey. It will not change MINE or "MINE".
BUT, you are most welcome to do that
which pleases you vs. that which is Truth.
But before you turn u s off, perhaps you
would enjoy reading the next piece which
comes from a friend in Arizona relative to
the location of Sedona:
N.K.: Oct. 16, 1992.
QUOTING:
Dear HatonnIDharma,
This letter to you is prompted due to
so many incidents that are occurring in
Sedona. I will sum them up as follows:
Constant explosion type sounds are
heard, with no explanation from the Press
or the local radio programs. Quote: There
is no logical explanation for the sounds
that have been reported to our local 9 11
number." One of our local officials asked
if I was one of those "New Agers" with all
their crazy stories.
The "local" black helicopters are
increasing in numbers and are now joined
by the green army type helicopters. Sometimes they fly alone but most of the time in
a group of 2 or 3. The black helicopters are
always coming from Boynton Canyon and
are, of late, heading toward the Village of
Oak Creek where they circle certain places

and eventually are replaced by the green
helicopters. When the black helicopters
are overhead, our emergency monitors are
scrambled and our cordless phones go
crazy when in use.
The helicopters have now been joined
by army type green cargo planes. The ones
with 4 prop engines.
Sounds are heard coming; from under mound, our sidewalks are cracking,
my own drive-way has cracked into the
garage, the wall near the window in my
office building is cracking away from the
frame and the door in my office will not stay
open any more without a doorstop.
We now have black cars with tinted
windows on all 4 sides in town, and there
is no license plate visible anywhere.
The CIA does not hide their presence
at the local Coffee Pot Restaurant and are
f d y "equippedn....
[H:The rest of the note is about
personal physical ailments which have
gotten out of control. This person was
told that the "environment was absolutely polluted with all sorts of dangerous viruses that we have never before
experienced" and it is not known what
to do about symptomatic treatmentantibiotics only act on side-symptoms.]
We have always known that something was going on in the Boynton Canyon
area, my compass can attest to that, butPLEASE--what else is going on here in
Sedona? I have always felt that I have been
very protected in the eyes of God and that
maybe Sedona is a Vortex/contact point
for our planetary brothers. [H: Indeed, but
they may not be the most beneficial
"brothersnyou could have. There is a
cyclic opening of an energy field in the
area of Boynton Canyon utilized for a
long time by ones from Orion. Every
effort is being made by military and
gwernment personnel to prevent the
passage of any from the underground
area8 of Boynton Canyon into and
through that "window". The beings
involved have been earth-boundbut it is
come upon the cycle wherein exchanges
can and will be made. These are NOT my
people and they can be very dangerous
for, if they serve any master at all-it is
not the Lighted God Creator. I can't give
you more on this, chelaa, for it is not in
my area of "right to do sow--itis a time
of incredible physical preutues on that
particular location and you will find it
dimcult to function clearly there. Keep
the rhield around you and you will be
fine for it is not easy to mwe anywhere
nor is it "safernanywhere.]
I was "brought" here. Beyond all
rational explanation I left California and
moved here with very little in my pocket
and a lot of Faith in my Guidance. My life
has made a complete turn-around; I created a wonderful position in the work field

and have been able to "touch"many people.
Most of all, after 10 years of not having
contact with Hatonn's material, the PHOENZX LIBERATOR and all the readers of
Sedona and far reaching areas came with
that Gift and the sharing and support has
been wonderful. In these past years, my
Faith has been tested, my "Philosophy of
All" questioned and with discernment of
the spoken and written words, doubt crept
in many times. And every time, in some
miraculous way, my Faith was restored
and strengthened. Thank you for finding
me again and putting my path back in the
right direction.
PLEASE...if you would shed some
light on the Truth of that which is happening here in the Sedona area, maybe we
could act accordingly. We sometimes feel
to be protected here in this Sacred Indian
area, far away from the large cities with
heavy crimes of all sorts, we are limited to
news, and of course do not get very much
of anything that could be considered the
Truth, except for your news from the LIBERATOR and that which we share with
each other.
Well I could go on ......etc.
END OF QUOTING
Peace be with you, blessed ones. It is
the same in all places as this evolvement
continues; time seems to speed in crazy
spirals of impulses and battering frequencies. It is so and it is a time of "getting
through". It is everywhere-you are just
very fortunate to know that which it is for
in that "knowing" can you find balance
and sanity. Remember that NOTHING can
be done to you by these alien fabrications
unless you ALLOW IT. You know how to
block those pulses and if confronted by one
of these energy forms-demand it not so
much as touch you in the name of God of
Creation. They will back off, chelas, for
they cannot function within the aura of
LIGHT frequency of God projection. You do
not have to be even "rudep-just firm and
unbending. There are many, many wondrous things at the site of Sedona, from the
Ancients also-but be cautious and always
wise in your discernment of beings and
judge in wisdom that which is taken as
"action" and you shall be given to always
"KNOW. All of the bombardments can
only affect you IF YOU ALLOW IT. YOU
HAVE THE POWER WITHIN TO COUNTER
ANYTHING PUT AGAINST YOU IF YOU
HOLD STRONG IN TRUTH. THERE ARE
THE ONES OF GOD WHO MUST CARRY
THE STAFF IN ALL AREAS AND SO BE IT
ALSO FOR "THERE". KEEP ALWAYS
WITHIN THE LIGHT AND YE SHALL BE
SECURE! SALU.
Do you actually think we LIKE to tell
you these things? Come, children, the
facts are that something very BIG is com-
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ing down and my job is to share that which
I can and so shall I do it. Always look
unto our purpose for service and mission upon these physical places. We do
that which needs doing-not that which
seems easy and allows escape from that
which must be confronted.
LET US NOW LOOK AT
UNFOLDING INSIGHT
QUOTING (D.E.J.E. [D.J.]):

Centurv VI:05
"Si grande famine par onde pestifere,
Par pluie longue le long du pole
arctique:
Samarobrun cent lieues de
l'hemisphere,
Vivorant sans loi exempt de politique."
TRANSLATION
"Very great famine by a wave (or
shower) of plague victims,
By long rain the length of the pole
of the arctic:
Hoarded (or amassed) gold, herbs
(plants), 275 miles
above the hemisphere,
Living without law, exempt from
politics."
'Samarobryn" breaks into amas
or bwn, amassed or hoarded gold and
herbs or plants. 'Brynn is phonetically
spelled 'brin", which in French means
herbs or plants, i.e., foodstuffs. In early
1999 there are plans for the spacestation
'Freedom" to be launched. It is a multinational effort of the United States,
France and England, (all of the G-7 group,
in fact), plus a few other nations, but I
cannot for certainty give you all their
namings at this moment. A league equals
3 miles or so, I used the ancient Roman
league, but either puts this quatrain,
quite literally, into orbit. The first line
speaks for itself, since the spacestation
is set to be launched in early 1999, this
sets the date for you. THERE WILL BE
WIDESPREAD FAMINE BY 1999. And
just to make everyone in America feel
just ducky, there has been a n 'antihoarding" law on the boot. since rationing of the 1940's. I do SUGGEST
you go and read up on the rationing
that took place in the 1940,s and the
era known a s the GREAT DEPRESSION, then compare the times. If yon
have foodstuffs set away-?!?KEEP YOUR MOUTHS SHUT!
Erroneously, many think Michel's magrams are always 'placesm or names;
this is not so. They are,for much, also in
French. A s Hatonn has said (OVERAND
OVER, AD NAUSEAM), storms, disease,
droughts and such will be WORSENING.

Michel's quatrains say the exact same
thing THAT COMMANDER HATONN HAS
BEEN TELLING YOU!! I do not do this
because I like working 18 hours a day, I
do it to save just a 'fewmmore. Remember, a rectal-cranial inversion is lethal[H: and also creates countless more
"blind" spots!]
AND
Oct. 12, 1992:

make u s all feel very safe and secure.
In Michel's time, most of western
France and the southwest of France was
considered'Norman" territory, asyou can
see, the fallout extends approximately 250
miles, (400 kilometers) north
south of
that latitude.

CENTURY VI:97

It has grown too late today to do the
"Press Release" requested of us, entitled
KlLLING PEOPLE TO GET ELECTED. It
comes to us via one Neal Chase who has
shared other valid and good information
and I think it would assist all readers to
attend the information in point. [Seepage
12.1 A s with all things and all presentation,
mine included, be discerning and read
always within the presence of God and
Truth shall be shown unto your searching
eyes and ears. I find the document well
researched and well done and the least we
can do is share that which we can in timely
manner. Considering the LIBERATOR'S
weekly schedule, it will arrive in the hands
of some readers too late for much input
prior to election. I assure you, however,
that no matter how the 'election" goes, it
is 'fixed" and therefore the information is
as valid and necessary after the farce as
before. Our task is not to focus on immediate 'elections"-but to theawakeningof
mankind!
Allow u s to close this segment please, it
is a long and eventful day as the bombardments against the fault lines continue to
cause frequency-field upheaval and chaos.
This too shall pass. Salu.
Hatonn to clear.

"Cinqet quarante degres ciel
brulera,
Feu approcher de la grand cite
neu ve:
Instant grande flamme eparse
sautera,
Quand on uoudra des Nonnans faire
preuue. "
TRANSLATION

END OF QUOTING REGARDING
NOSTRADAMUS

UThesky burning at forty-five degre-9
Fire approaching the grand new city:
Instantly, great scattering flames
leaping up,
When people requiring, (prooq, from
the Normans will come evidence."
Nostradamus is not writing about
any CITY! He is referring to the J e t
Stream and radioactive fallout! In all
probability he is referring to New York,
which was a t one time called New
Amsterdam. Boston is closer to 45 degrees latitude than New York is, but
neither city is in point in this line, it is
the J e t Stream that is being referred to!
I give you your proof from a photocopy
from The Nuclear Weapons Fact Book by
Christopher Campbell, that goes with
this quatrain. A s you can see on the
map, [seeillustration to right and at top of
next page] the sky will 'burnw at 45
degrees latitude which extends on over,
east, right across Normandy, France.
This book was written in 1984 and, as
you can read for yourselves, there were
over 550 ATMOSPHERIC tests of nuclear
warheads a t that time! The reason New
York would be a prime target is because
of the fmancial districts; in fact, any
major city over 50,000 people is a 'targetwduring a nuclear war.
It is also evident that if anyone
bothered to check such a latitude at this
moment in time, that indeed, the '...sky
is already burning." (I heartily recommend getting Christopher Campbell's
book from Presido Press, it is written
with no apologies, just FACTS. Presido
l_Dl nmml,, wIxr,,m
Press, 3 1 Pamaron Way, Novato, Ca. .-,~,.pknmb.~lorrn
USA, 94946) It defines everything from
PBW (Particle Beam Weapons) to EMP ---dm.
m.3 0 0 d
fd
(electromagnetic Pulse or Phenomenon) S J - ~ w A e o r a r h A J o w . u l 4 5 0
wiaU~Mdmaa.rpomdlon.
and includes satellite warfare just to

,
,
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Fallout: The way the wind blows
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Today's Watch
10/21/92#1

HATONN

THOUGHT AND ACTION
As you WAIT and WAIT for something big to

happen,perhapsyou MISS the biggest of all. It
is simply not wise to sit upon thine assets and
Wt".
Whileyouaredistmctedyouareusually
"hadw.Pay attention, listen to what warnings
DO come untoyou-SEE WHAT'THEYA MAY
BE WISHINGTO DISTRACTYOU AWAY FROM
IN ANY GIVEN TREWARNING" SrrUATION
FROM EAITTHQUAKES TO SUNSI'ORMS
THENPREPARETOTHEMINUTETOlUEEl'
THE RESULTS IF THE WARNINGS BE UNFOLDEDMTRUTH. THENMOVEONWITX
THME:TASKS,~getyourlistscheckKi
for needs, &ox up suitably and attend what
else needs tending. You will never again have
one thing at a time if the adversary can
same. Let us b k to other thingsthan weather
and earth change patterns.

NUCLEAR TEsrING

Ah,you might note, that Russiaextends the
ban on "nuclear testing?and other "nudeaf
capable countries go along with that edictq
t ont43ritain. So,what doesthathave to
do with you in the U.S.? Everythingl GREAT
BRITAINDOESITSTESTllUGINTHEUNITED
STATW OF AMERICA4GHT WITHM NEV A M!

WHICH CROOK FOR PRESIDENT?
What of the lymg tricksof George Bush who
accusesC l i n t o n o m and%aBngf? Seems

now floating
t h m is a document (top
-..dwrimnby~&whowentwitha"hideit-hm-the-public" stance on all Iran/Contxa
affairs. Ithasbeen pilferedhm the secretaesbut what else is new? It is a nest of ratspilfkhg
and blacknxdhg one another. The point is that
NONEof the people whowould fillthe Presidency
are worthy of note. Perot might well WANT to do
something and perhaps 'couldA-4, but will
he? Ifhecouldandwouldactuallyrnakepositive
changeswould he beto doso? LOOK
AROUND YOU and see if you actually thbk
anyoneisgoingtobewiIhglyalhred to pull
down all the wtxk of the Advenmq to this
point in histodg wherein the prize is w#hin
the-em?
Came,mme,
&ply
doer nat wark that way.
Butyoumightgoontow-"butGodmay
make it right for us hard workjng citizens and

magically change it all 81r0undlS Haw many
d~sdoyou~~~~~~believearrliv
workingsolelywithin God's lawsanddhxtives?
Anyone who SILLTHINKS TT CAN BE POLdllCALLYACCOMPLISHEDasto Godlydhxth is
deceiving self. ' P O W and ''Godness" are of
opposite meaning!

--IRA01 HELP

+

So we still struggle with the Iraq problem
wherein it is pmen then denied that your
American leaders helped Saddam-so why,
then, did the inspectors yesterday find: E h e
tropic p W welding equipmentin a super-

Jdgh
whichfrthe~8tatedtheartequip

m e n t 4 ~ F R O M T H E ~ S T
OF AMERICA?

.
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war With Saddam
Start Again Soon?

w i l l The

According to Hoag Levins, in his
book, Arab Reach, dropping the bomb
made Harry King of the World.
" When World WarlIended abruptly
in a geyser of glowing ash above Nagasaki,
Harry S. Truman sat in Washington a s de
facto "King of the World". No other person in history had the range of unrivaled
10/21/92 #1 HATONN
60 Minutes and John R. MacArthur's book power enjoyed by Truman for the four
Second Front proves) but they are also his years between the heat of the old war and
For the next information we offer, I Ito a witless victims drawn to the slaughter to- the chill of the developing cold war."
d o c u m e n t h ~ e d t o m e f i r w n M r n ~ U . S Award
.
an un-winable war that would make
with an uqgnt request froma brother who asks Vietnam look like a game of tiddly-winks.
EUPHRATES:
printing of same immediately.
T h e Bible is Not a Liar
In a recent televised report (Cable),
B e f o you
~ mad the information I have in- General Colin Powell, Chairman of the
structionsand re~uest-DO NOT GET HUNG- Joint Chiefs of Staff and head of all U.S.
In the Hble, in the Book of ReuelaU P ON NAMES, LABELS AND/ OR military operations (whowas against going tion, it clearly states that the four winds
"WHATZIT"-I do not w i s h to sort it out into Iraq in the first place), revealed that of destruction are let loose from the river
for you but there isso muchargent truth Iraq is still armed to the teeth. Powell Euphrates (in Iraq) where they are being
to look at that it is time you sort. Truth explained that Iraq still possesses about held back (Revelation 9: 14;7: 1). This is
is Truth--but t h e r e are many ways to 500 scud missilesand that the elite Repub- not to be taken lightly. You can bet
present that truth--even if it be in tiny lican guard is intact. They came out un- Saddam knows where the Euphrates
bits a n d p i e c e s as each sorts and seeks scathed and are stronger than ever. He River is. Most Christians don't know it,
and reasons. This statement d o e s not said that the Iraqis have reevaluated the but the Muslims believe in the Book of
sanction, d e n y o r make comment for it situation and have made improvements. Revelation and in Jesus as the Chrisis time for you to realize that n a m e s and He said that the U.S. hasn't been able to tians believe in the Old Testament. On a
labels are of no consequence-TRUTH IS find either the chemical, biological or recent Final Jeopardy (the game show)
OF CONSEQUENCE! PERCEPTIONS nuclear facilitiesor destroy them. The Iraqi they were asked who the Muslims were
come in all manners and presentationsplanes didn't fly (during Desert Storm) and waiting for and they all got it wrong. The
YOU GLEAN THE WHEAT AND MAKE for the most part are intact. And, like answer was "Jesus". Regardless if you
THINE BREAD FOR IT IS CAST UPON before, he has again advised Bush not to go believe about the prophecy of Revelation
THE WATERS FOR YOUR USE AND, in. Iraq has solved their anti-aircraft prob- about the River Euphrates, you can be
THEREFORE, IF YOU CHOOSE TO lem.
sure that Saddarn believes it 100°/01 and
STARVE, SO BE IT YOUR URIGHTn.
Recent C.I.A. information published feels that he is doing the work of God
QUOTING VERBATIM FROM A DOCU- in Parade Magazine (page 14, Sept. 13, according to his beliefs. Bush is not only
MENT WRITTEN BY AND RECEIVED 1992)explains that to back Saddam into a playing with fire, he is playing with your
FROMONENEALCHASEWTHREQUEST corner (like Bush is doing to Saddam) life and mine and those of all the AmeriFOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE TO OUR means leaving him no alternative but to can people and the world. What right
READERS. IANISORRYTHATWECOULD use his weapons of mass destruction of does he have? The right to do anything
NOT HAVE GOTTEN IT TO YOU IN YES- which he has over 500 scud missiles and to get re-elected?
TERDAY'S EDITION OF THE LIBERA- an entire arsenal of chemical and biologiNOSTRADAMUS PROPHESIED
TOR BUT THE INFORMATION BEARS cal weapons. Israel is also a target, as well
WITNESS EVEN WERE THE ELECTION as our American men and women fighting
SADDAM BY NAME
ALREADY OVER AND DONE.
overseas, most of whom joined up because
The Christian seer Nostradamus
they were minority, middle and lower class
PRESS RELEASE
and can't get any other type ofjobsfor good (adevout believer in Bible prophecy) saw
the name of the one who will take reFOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
PaySaddam has said that his war (which venge as 'Mabus" in the mirror-which
BAHA' IS UNDER THE PROVISIONS we are still in) is the mother of all wars, is Sudam! This is Saddam Hussein!
meaning that this war is the one that will Mabus in the mirror i s Sudam backOF THE COVENANT
MISSOULA ,MONTANA 59801
give birth to all the other ones leading up to wards (mabus/ sudam)!
UMabus [Sudam/Saddam] shall
CONTACT: Neal Chase, 328 Stephens, the final battle of Thermonuclear Armageddon
(Revelation
16:
16)
(like
the
domino
c
o
m
e
,
a n d soon after shall die,
Miruoula,
Of p e o p l e a n d beasts shall b e a
effect) where one-third of mankind is fiMontana (406)728-4721
nally killed in one hour (Revelation 9: 15). horrible destruction,
September 29, 1 9 9 2
T h e n on a s u d d e n the vengeance
This scenario is not only realistic but
KILLING PEOPLE TO GET ELECTED its possible time frame is fast approaching [Saddam's revenge] shall be seen.(with the election in November) and could 11.62
by Neal Chase
This revenge against American
easily take place shortly if Bush doesn't
Bush has a history of killing people raise his ratings in the polls by some other Christian forces in Iraq is further spelled
to get what he wants. Nicaragua, Panama, means. He could easily resort to bullying out by Nostradamus in succeeding prophGrenada and the Gulf War with Iraq which Saddam into another confrontation which ecies including Bush possibly being
driven out of office because of his crimes
we are still in at this moment (we are only would only end in disaster.
in a temporary cease fire). Now Bush has
Using the American President Harry and/or possibly losing the election if his
said that he wants to be re-elected and he Truman-the only man in history to ever ploy to transform himself into a war hero
says he will do anything to get re-elected. drop the bomb (use Nuclear Weapons) as (Rambo) backfires in h i s face.
The American people are not only the big- his role model, is not a comforting and Nostradamus names ALUS (Allied/U.S.
forces) as the victims of this revenge.
gest suckers for Bush's propaganda (that reassuring sign from Bush.
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THE WAR OF REVENGE AGAINST
THE WEST
"The tyrant [Emir of Kuwait] will
be put to death in the Moslem port
puwait], but that doer not bring back
freedom. A new war breaks out, throurth
spite and vengeance [revenge].-1.94.

THE USE OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS
AND THE ATTACK OF THE
MOSLEM FLEET
"ByfireDm bomb]andpestilence
[chemtcal and biolugical weapons] the
fruits of the trees arre destmyed, then
s h z s of oil in abundance [A& oi Y...
The MosZemjZeet will jeopardize fmntiers by its attuck. Presage 125, July.

DEFEAT OF BUSH

Li

-

calamity that is already upon us. A s the
BushISaddam debacle began in 1991 this
date still holds as the beginning of the
mother of all wars. Like a Hurricane that
passes over a town (such as Florida) first
the severe winds blow in one direction
(Bush's rating went up in the polls and he
killed 100,000 innocent Iraqi women and
children) [H: That's what is reported-+
whole lot more than that were slain as
were a lot more U.S. / allied troops than
you were toldl] and then we enter the calm
of the eye of the storm-but it's not over.
The second wave (like a Saddam's
Revenge) comes just as strong and powerful but this time the winds are blowing in
the opposite direction! It is the Americans
that are in jeopardy and Bush would be
exposed for what he is.
All this to awaken the world and the
nation before we are escalated into a World
War (WW 111)like World War I that began in
Yugoslavia. We have come full circle only
this time the Arab-Israeli situation and the
"loose-cannon" of Russia are further elements in this horribly uncontrollable scenario that Bush (one man) has the potential to release upon all of humanity.

"His [Bush's] hand through the
bLoodyALUS[All~U.S.
fomes], he will
be unable b protect himseZf by sea.
Between t w o rivers [Tigris and
Euphmtes in Iraqi he will fear the militag hand, the black and a n . one
[Saddam wears the black hay shall
A BULLY EXPOSED!
make him [Bush] repent his actions.VI.33
According to Robbins and Geesen
'The great Senate [U. S. Congress]
wiZZ see the parade [ddorypamde]for (The Glory News), "big Bully Bush" needs
one[Bush]who afterwards will be driven to get "his pants blown off". In other words
out, vanquished. His followers will be the American people don't know just what
there at the sound of his triumph- he has been up to. On a recent segment of
X. 76
60 Minutes (titled "Nayirah* and aired
"The earth will tremble when an September 6,1992)they showed how Bush
airborne fome is defeated [Bush-Al- and the Kuwaitis used the testimony of a
1 k m . S . fom esj... The commander-in- fifteen year old girl, billed only as a Kuwaiti
chkf [Pmddent Bush] will be asked to escapee who claimed that the Iraqi soldiers
give himsew up.-11.86'
had taken babies off incubators and bayoneted over 312 infants in order to steal the
REASONS WHY?
incubators, as a ploy to lead America to
war! Her testimonywas shocking! She was
The World, and especiallythe Ameri- all in tears to what she said she saw with
can people, desperately need an awrken- her own eyes. Later it is exposed that she
ing (truth) to the situation in the world is actually part of the royal family, the close
around them. From the Rodney King trial relative of the Emir of Kuwait and her
(exposingcorruption in the legal system)to father is the Kuwaiti Ambassador to the
the hole in the ozone layer, the world is United States living in Washington D.C.
After the Allied-U.S. (ALUS) forces
inflicted with a disease (caused by man)
that needs desperately to be removed like re-occupied Kuwait they investigated the
a gargantuan cancerous tumor. Any claim and found that it was TOTALLY
method including radiation treatment FALSE! The first thing they did was inves(Nuclear War), needed to remove this fes- tigate the hospitals at the maternitywards.
tering and malignant rot from the body of There was not one case of any babies at all
humanity is nothing but mercy and kind- killed in that manner. They could only find
ness. Mercy and kindness are qualities one claim and that was riddled with holes
and attributes of Cod. It is precisely this and was spurious!
type awakening that a Saddam's Revenge
Yet the true identity of "Nayirah"
would evoke that is necessary before the was purposely kept secret by the advertisworld plummets itself in one hour of Ther- ing firm of Hill and Knowlton (H&K)hired
by the Kuwaiti government (price tag
monuclear War.
Since over one year ago (199I), that $11,852,329.00) to "sellnthe war to the
date given in the Bible, we have been trying American people by lying about Nayirah
to awaken the people of Montana and and getting her to cry before the ConMissoula and the world to this serious gressional Human Rights Caucus. The

. .

-.
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whole operation of H&K to "sell" the war
through lies and emotional propaganda
tactics was run under the administration
of Craig.Fuller, President of H&K up until
a week before the 60 Minutes telecast exposing his company. Craig Fuller was the
right-hand man to GEORGE BUSH (hir
chief of staff) during Bush's dm-pr-iden- showing that Bush knew full well
(was in the loop) of Nayirah's true identity as well as the ad firm and Congressman Tom Lantor, one of the original
council members on the Congressional
Human Rights Caucus that also deliberately withheld the truth from the people,
the Congress and the rest of his fellow
members of the Caucus including the
chairman. Fuller also worked on the
election campaigns of both Reagan and
Bush.
Yet Bush repeated this story of
Nayirah knowing that it was false at least
10 different times in order to EMOTIONALLY incite the American people to War
and divert them from the FACTS. If
Nayirah's identity were known earlier she
would have been disqualified as biased as
she is a member of the royal family and
highly prejudicial and suspect.
Yet with Presidential "confirmation*
and Bush, Fuller, Lantos, Hill and Knowlton
and the Kuwaitis all keeping this a secret,
the U.S. Congress passed the bill to war by
a margin of only 5 votes and 6 of these were
based solely on Nayirah's bogus testimony
alone. When Bush says he will do anything to get re-elected this includes propaganda, lying, manipulation, as well as
murder (killing people). Watch'the tape
relating to this material and see how you
the American people and the media were
fooled, and have continued to be fooled.
Will you be fooled again?
FOOLED AGAIN
The reason Bush made war with
Saddam in the first place was simply to
raise his ratings in the polls by removing
his wimp image and therefore he needed a
"war" he could "win", that is, come out
looking good at, like Rambo or John Wayne
or something. After the United States
broke their treaty to turn the Panama
Canal over to Panama by warring on
Noriega, Bush was still seen as a wimp and
was low in the polls. So he needed another
"war" to make him look like "Rambo" to
get the peoples' favors.
The first glimmer of hope for his
scheme was when American Intelligence
discovered the codes to the Iraqi antiaircraft system. The Iraqi system is the
most sophisticated anti-aircraft system in
the world. It all runs on computers. Radar
instantly picks up anything flying over
Iraq, aligns the big guns and blasts it out of
the sky. American money helped install
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this system when we allied with Iraq to stop
the threat of Shi'ite Iran and the militant
fanatical Ayatollah Khomeini. Whoever
installs the system and sets it up knows
the codes.
The Shi'ites believe that America is
the "Great Satann and are always taking
hostages or hijacking planes and using car
bombs (asin Lebanon on our Marines) on
Americans. But now they are supposed to
be Bush's friends? The American People
will believe anything!
When Bush found out that we had
the codes to jam the Iraq anti-aircraft he
realized he could go in there and drop
payload after payload, sortie after sortie,
upon Iraq and not one plane could be shot
down. With the greatest military "fireworks display" ever (and telecast live on
TV) he would assuredly come out on top
and raise his ratings. Now all he had to do
was find a way to start a war with Saddam,
our long time friend and ally against Iran,
the real threat in that area.
Bush couldn't use the excuse, like in
Panama, that he was fighting for democracy because Iraq is the only democracy
over there. Saudi Arabia and Kuwait are
dictatorships run by despot Emirs who
Bush allied himself with against the democracy Iraq. So he had to find another
way.
After he got the codes he knew what
to do. He purposely had the American
Ambassador to Iraq, April Glaspie, (Pierre
Salinger, SecretDossier,p.45f.) tell Saddarn
(the executive of the Iraqi parliament) that
Iraq could go ahead and take back their
19th province (Kuwait)which Britain and
France had illegally took away from them
after the end of World War I. The same as
if Canada took Montana for themselves
during the Civil War and then later the U.S.
would want it back.
Iraq was very happy that their Ally
and American friend and support against
Iran, that helped arm them to the teeth,
was now willing to even help them solve
the problem (by non-interference) that
France and England brought upon them
in 192 1 when they took away its 19th
province and gave it to the despotic
Sheiks, turning them into the richest
people in the world as puppets for the
British oil companies (such as Shell Oil
and British Petroleum).
Once Bush told Saddam (through
the ambassador) that he could have the
19th province in private and that the
U.S. was not interested in "Arab-Arab
conflicts" (Salinger, p. 58) then Saddam
and Iraq moved back into their 19th
province. Then Bush turned to all the
people of the world and yelled, "See! See!
See the horrible bully Saddarnl He is
against our interests!" (meaning oil and
t h e economic i n t e r e s t s of t h e
Trilateralists). But it was really Bush

who was against our interests for now
gas prices have risen and if Saddam is
killed (which Nostradamus says he will
be after his revenge) this will create a
massive power vacuum to be filled by
Russian-backed Iran. Domino one, two,
three.. .Armageddon.
Bush has done this for his own
interest and no one else's. Besides bringing his rating up, his son George Bush,
J r . owns oil wells in the Persian Gulf
right off the coast of Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia. The reason Bush has purposely
delayed doing anything with Saddam
until now is because now is right before
the election and back then wasn't. October (before the election) could have more
surprises in it than just Halloween and
Devil's night!
The same as Carter delayed the
release of the hostages until right before
the election of 1980 or the way Nixon got
elected on the platform to end Vietnam
but then waited four years before the
next election to stop that war to get reelected, Bush holds restarting the battle
with Saddam as his final trump card
which, if left with nothing else, and unin
able to raise himself in the p ~ l l s , ~any
other way, he can easily play, as he has
done before over and over again in his
history.
During the Reagan/Car€erelection,
Carter purposely delayed the release of
the American hostages until right before
the election so that fheir last minute
release would boost his re-election. But
it was Bush who then intervened (in
order to influence the election in his arid
Reagan's favor) and delayed the release
of the h o s t q e s until the very moment of
Reagan's inauguration by engineering
the Arms for Hostages trade off. This is

documented in former President of Iran's,
Bani-Sadr's, book, My Turn To Speak.
In a way Reagan was a puppet,
signing Savings and Loans (S&L) deregulations (and many other things) so
later Bush's son Neil and his pals could
steal a lot of old women's money and get
away with it in the Savings and Loan
burglaries. More money was stolen by
Neil Bush and the S&L bandits than by
all the bank robbers and safe crackers
throughout the entire history of America
put together. Officials estimate that the
S&L bandits stole anywhere from 80
billion to 180 billion dollars in only ONE
year! whereas all the bank robberies add
up to only 2 billion over the entire history
of the United States. It is believed that
Bush was pulling the strings behind
Reagan all the time (while Reagan sat
around watching old movie reruns from
his Hollywood days) making Bush's first
year as president really his 9th year in
power.. Nostradamus explains.
uFor nine years the thin man
[skinny Bush] will keep a peaceful
rule, then he will fall into so bloody a
thirst [began with Panama],that a
great nation [America] will die for him
without faith or law; killed by a much
better natured man.-11.9"
At least the cause of Saddam is to
defend Islam and resurrect (El Ba'ath)
the former Ottoman Empire for the sake
of his people. Bush is out only for
himself and h a s even most likely gone
against his Trilateralist friends. This
makes Saddam (Mabus) a much better
natured man. The Saddam's Revenge
comes as the second wave of war in the
prophecies of Nostradamus.
'Tor several nights the earth
wi 12 shakerirst bombing of Baghdaq;
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in the spring [temporary cease f ire] to
g r e a e o . e s e o m a n e n
Saddam's ( M d u s ' ) Revenge] in succession. XI. 52
And like the Bible (Revelation9:14),
10/22/92#1 HATONN
Nostradamus identifies the scene of deBOOK TITLES
feat in Iraq a t the great river Euphrates.
aThe great band and sect wearinga ctr)ss[Ame~canChristianArmies I can see that I mis-titled the recent
of
Bush] w i l l
rise
u p i n book! [Seethe humorous discussion of this
Iraq.. .[Mesopotamia] near t h e matter in last week's LIBERATOR, page 26;
Euphrates with a tankforce and will we thought w e were doingpretty well with
hold the law t o be its enemy.-111.61 thelatestJOURNAL'SnamebeingSEXAND
Now is the time for all the people of THE LOTTERY. 'SATAN IS ALIVE AND
the world to awaken! We had already WELL ON PLANET EARTH!" But it now
forewarned the world of all these things seems that "marketingstmtegy" was a bit
over one year ago in releases such as too shy.] To get abundant sales and distri'Saddarn's Revenge" and 'Bush Loses bution of THE WORD I should have called
the War!", long before everyone else had it simply, 'SEX", and pretended to label
begun to see the light. Over one year ago myself the Holy Father (in similarity to the
we warned that Bush would have his Holy Mother, Madonna). And yet the machance to restart the war as a push to get jority of the masses still label ME as Sare-elected and now one year later the tanic in practice. How many AIDS cases
papers and media such as the New York will be spread by that one little creature of
Rmes and 60 Minutes have given these evil's workshop, 'Madonna"? How many
people do you think will be utterly detruths credibility.
If Bush falls low in the polls and stroyedTHROUGHthatONELITTLELADY?
h a s no other possible chance of winning,
EARTHOUAKES AND OTHER
his history shows that he is not beyond
ASSAULTS
re-starting the Gulf War up to get reelected. No one says that Bush h a s to do
Please, chelas, let u s walk through the
this, however. It is his choice. If he does
do this he will be responsible for un- presentations. You haven't stopped havleashing the four winds of destruction ing quakes-theyjust aren't at Parkfield or
from the great river Euphrates (in Iraq) on the San Andreas. Why? Well, let's look
at some generalizations-ifyou even watch
by pushing over the first domino.
[H: There is but a tiny bit more of the non-news as presented and the "lips"
the document. If you wish it all, then slip.
please obtain it from source for I canSHUTTLES AND SATELLITES
not give into print the final paragraphs. They are brief but state that
You MUST connect everything or you
religious order has been formed by a
miss the messages! What is going on
"man" as its head and this will u ~ will
"
the problem if all follow, etc., etc. NO, here? A satellite for MEASURING earth
it is not accurate and though I honor movements to a centimeter and receive
greatly the people in preparation of and transmit laser 'beams" and 'pulsed
these informative documents-I will frequencies of a low frequency band" is
not give credence to that which is not DELAYED in launch-alongwith no quake
fully correct in urnan's* projections of YET in California along the EXPECTED
God-connections, orders and founda- path. COULD THIS MEAN THAT YOU HAD
tions of and for action. It is stated BETTER PAY ATTENTION TO TOMORROW
that "(The Baha' is Under the Provi- OR WHENEVER THEY LAUNCH THAT
sions of the Covenant) free from all THING"?
charlatans, fakes, frauds, liars, imEXPLOSIONS REPORTED AND
posters, phonies and corrupt limitations." THIS I8 NOT SO! To even
ENERGY RECORDINGS
make such a proclamation is indeed
NOW it comes out from ones in the area
showing that the earliest foundations
of the statement itself is fraudulent. of Parkfield-"there was the sound of an
Does this make the truth less truth? air explosion as the earthquake was beginNO-if anything, it shows more cre- ning" and "The monitoring equipment aldence, and most certainly I highly ready in place registered strange and heavy
honor Neal for his compilation of ex- changes of frequency on the recordings
and then after the quake, nothing." Does
cellent perception.
He also gives references which we this all strike ANYONE as INTERESTING?
will not take space to reprint herein- Even "little" shakers have after-shakers.
Why did THIS little shaker get such
those can be obtained from source
attention?
Could it be to allow for the
also if desirable. Thank you.]

Today's News & Shenanigans
placement of heavy duty monitoring equipment to be moved into the area without
notice? COULD THIS WHOLE INCIDENT
HAVE BEEN PLANNED FOR A BIGGER
EXERCISE AS THE DAYS PASS? YOU BE
THE JUDGE!
One of the reasons given for the delay in
launching the shuttle was that 'the window for orbiting the satellite for proper
'alignment'with earth receivers is critical"
and 'there is a bit of wind at the launch
site", (adnauseam). A'bit ofwindw???(???)
A multi-zillion pound rocket system and a
thrust that will get you into space orbitand a'bit ofwind (breeze)"stopsalaunch?
Come now, chelas, don't act as dumb as
'they" already accuse you of being.
OTHER THINGS TO ATTEND
I suggest that if you are 'preparedmso, stay that way; alert and ready. If notGET THAT WAY!
Now, pay attention to what else is going
on. Information of 'confirmation" of our
work is pouring all over you. Look at the
MIAIPOW unfolding information. Look at
the assault of information about Bush,
Clinton, etc. I believe you will even find
that a 'crosser" of the system (another of
some 200 people who witnessed or questioned)'diedof naturalcauses" yesterdayJim Garrison-author of the book upon
which the Kennedy assassination movie
was based.
Right in the Daily News (L.A. area) of
Oct. 20,1992 came an article on the 'drug
war" and other cover-up information of
interest in which a paragraph read: 'The
gowemment (US.)has bmuaht in more
cocaine than the Medellin Cartel. They
are vmbablw a b b e r importer than
PabZo ~ o b c v . "
And, how isYOUR day?
The article was written and put on the
'wires" from Boston as given to the Houston Chronicle (Texas).
There is word directly from helicopter
(military-troop mover)pilotswho are quite
pleased to talk about moving Russian,
Canadian, etc., U.N. troops for exercises to
all sorts of locations around the 'States"
for 'maneuvers or something". Well, it is
the 'something" which had better occupy
your attention.
Next time you peruse a site of interest,
especially military or seemingly 'shut
down" sites of former heavy construction
and movement--checkwhich way the safety
razor wire "leansn-inward or outward! It
might just tell you a lot-are people going
to be kept IN or OUT? Little things can tell
you a great big bunch, "Dr. Watson"!
By the way, the 'States" are now divided up into districts as is the United
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States (as we have presented)-they are
called "BIO" DISTRICTS or similar terms.
California -has 10 active districts. In
observing the intent-it is one big "land
grab" as organized and, overall, irrigation
districts are restricting or stopping water
for all sorts of reasons to break the farmers
and ranchers. ARE YOU NEXT?
TEHACHAPI WATER PROBLEM:
LATEST HIDDEN SHENANIGANS

It is interesting to note that in this small
little town, where the tainted and contaminated water was brought to legal, public
view-there is the cutest game afoot you
can imagine.

First the price of water increased by ITY.

SO WHAT ELSE ARE THEY HID-

20%, and now the water is proclaimed to ING??-WHILE YOU CITIZENS PAY FOR
be clean and "good" BUT, millions of IT IN BAD HEALTH AND MONEY? Will

gallons are being "flushed" down the
gutter from storage sites Ubecausethe
turbidi- continues to be unacceptable".
This area is all but on water "rations"
because this part of California is into a
seventh year of drought and water is the
most precious commodity available anywhere-ANYWHERE-and
yet this "turbid" "cloudy" water is being drained into
the drainage system without reclamationmillions of gallons!
So, let u s look at THIS. You DO NOT
STIRUPTHEWATERMORETODECREASE
TURBIDITY! THIS INCREASES TURBID-

the evidence all be GONE when the courtroom case is "heard"?
How do you expect to change a government of dictators when you WON'T EVEN
GETRID OF DELIBERATELYDICTATING
CORRUPT PEOPLE RUNNING A LOCAL
(SMALL) COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT IN WHICH THE MANAGER IS NOT
EVEN AN ENGINEER?
PERHAPS,
CHELAS, YOU CITIZENS GET EXACTLY
THAT WHICH YOU DESERVE! WHAT DO
YOU AWAIT? MAGIC--OR U S TO FIX IT
FOR YOU? NOT LIKELY, DEAR ONES,
NOT AT ALL LIKELY!

The Adversary's Numerical Fingerprint:
Deceptions In Words And Definitions
10122192 #2

HATONN

FREEMASONRY AND MARK OF
THE BEAST
Boy, am I weary of the attacks against
u s for the outlaying of information. I am
getting more flak from the nice "Masons" than from the nice "Zionists". I do
not denounce your work or your godliness. Ifyou are of God, why hit me? Why
DOES our work and WORD bother so
many who in turn claim that "no-one
listens to such rubbish and garbage"!
Why is the ADVERSARY so upset over
that which we write? If it be NOT Truth,
WHO WOULD TAKE NOTE?
The following information was compiled information sent with the information regarding this person or any publication. I wish to honor this person for
the incredible research but I do not wish
to bring any undue attacks upon his
person. Therefore, until we hear from
him personally, I shall leave identification as is. I also suggest that if there is
a better format than I shall use here with
Dharma, that you Editors are free to
restructure the "diagrams".
It is not longer a matter of how you
readers WISH to interpret things or accept information-it is simply that the
time has come to take the best of that
which is interpretation and presentation
and compile it for your inspection. It is
THE TIME of lifting the veils from the
puzzles so that you can function in knowledge and in Truth for ultimately through
those routes within the God-KNOWING
will you make your journey into and
within the LIGHTED God Presence-and

THAT does become important for HE is
returned unto you and THAT FACT must
be confronted. I have written on this
subject prior to this in JOURNALS so I
have to suggest that you get that information for I prefer to make little comment as we share this with you. We will
be caught with our proverbial "pants
down" if we don't simply move sharply
along.
It is important that "this" beast of
computerized communications and international workings is now under "all
stops out" way to have operational THE
new international telecommunications
system-BY THE END OF JANUARY,
1993. THATIS ONLY THREE MONTHSBROUGHT DOWN FROM OVER A YEAR
FROM NOW. REASON? "TO BE ABLE
TO STOPALL MONEY TRANSFERS FROM
AND TO ANY NATION IN THE WORLD AT
THE PUSH OFA BUTTON! INSTANTLY!!"
We had not warned you about this prior
to today because we wanted several
sources of confirmation before springing
such a load on you who are in the business of money management, wire transfers and those of you who are in Mutual
Funds which will require resolution and/
or have off-shore facilities and investment in other national currencies. This
indicates that a t the very most-you
have less than two full months to get
those financial arrangements made and
finished. A word to the wise is sufficient?
I will write more on this tomorrow morning but I feel this is a place to introduce
the network capability and intention
because of our subject matter which will
greatly involve computers, etc.
QUOTING:

MARK OF THE BEAST...666

A s we have learned from the Bible
the number seven signifies Yahuweh.
The number &c is the number of man
and/or represents Satan (666). From
this we can establish a basis for putting
together a system, using the English
Alphabet. Using 6 as the base, each
letter graduates by 6 (man's numberman's alphabet):
A B C D E F G H I J K L M
6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 78
N
84

0 P Q R
S
T U
V
90 96 102 108 114 120 126 132

W
X
Y
Z
138 144 150 156

Many people have tried to determine who the man is that his n a m e
totals 666. The "mark of the beast" is a
SYSTEM, and one of the marks ("mark"
meaningan impression, influence, power
over men or things; effect on the mind, to
induce) will have a great effect on man
and his reasoning.
One such "markmis the dictionary
used by most people. The scribes of the
m o s t commonly u s e d dictionary
(WebsterJs)tell u s what they want u s to
believe pertaining to words used in the
English language. We accept these definitions and place them in our minds
(forehead)and we carry the dictionary in
our hand to verify the meaning of given
words.
Depending on this source of information, we have accepted the word (mark)
of the scribes as being the FINAL WORD

-
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OF AUTHORITY!
If we use this source to get Bible
definitions, we are accepting FALSE INFORMATION with regards to the Bible.
BY DOING SO, we have accepted the
'mark of the beast".
Let u s take the name “Webster's"
and see what the number value is:
W-138
E- 30
l3- 12
S-114
T-120
E- 30
R-108

S-rn
= 666.

W EBSTER'S, THE MAN WH 0's

NAME IS REVEALED IN REVELATIONS
"THE BEAST". [H: A t this point Dharma
shook her head and said, "Sir, this is not
right for I rather think Kissinger would
be more likely the culprit." That's right!
SO, YOU GO ADD IT UP. KISSINGER'S
NAME ADDS U P TO 666 IN MORE THAN
ONE WAY. IN OTHER PLACES HE IS
BETTER KNOWN BY HIS NAME BEARING
THE INITIAL "A"
AND
UK"ISSINGER-THAT EQUALS: AN
uA99,-6 AND A "Kn=66 or, "666" as well
as totalling "Kissinger" by alphabet. It
becomes a hand tool--so read on. I let
her stop to add it up and perhaps you
would like to get your calculator and do
that, too, before moving on.]
Usingthis system, I have discovered
that other things, places, names, etc...total
either 6 or 3 or 9. If we take anything that
we know to be evil, and add the number
v a l u e t h e n break it down to the smallest
number, it will come up 6....i.e.:
MURDER = 474: 4+7+4 = 15. 1+5= 6,
RAPE = 240: 2+4 = &.
SATAN = 330: 3+3= 6.
HATE = 240: 2+4 = 6,
Negative things will always come up
6. Positive things will be just the opposite.
The "flip-side" of 6 is 9. Therefore, things
that are of good as "defined" by Mr.
Webster's, etc., i.e. Wahuweh" will add up
to 9.
LOVE = 324: 3+2+4 = 9.
TRUTH = 522: 5+2+2 = 9.
And so forth, to get the picture.
Some things will add up to 3. This is
a NEUTRAL number, meaning that it can
be both good evil, depending on how it is
used and its designation:
GOD

=

156: 1+5+6= 12;1+2 = 3
(WHICH GOD?);
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KILL = 264: 2+6+4 = 12. 1+2 = 3 (KILL of the beast" ( Webster's Dictionary) and
WHAT? SHEEP-LAMBS-PEOPLE, ETC.); checkit out, then also we will take Strong's
Concordance:
JESUS = 444: = 4+4+4 = 12 = 3 (THIS IS
STRONG'S CONCORDANCE =
A NAME MEXICAN MEN USE, ALSO IT IS 1242; 1+2+4+2=9.
A GREEK NAME DERIVED FROM IESUS
AND EA-ZEUS (HEALING ZEUS).
WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY = 1374;
=IS=&.
Webster's says Zeus is the sky god
Satan has a counterfeit for everyand is also known as Deus (Latin), Dio
(Italian),Dios (Spanish),Dayus (Sanskrit), thing which is good! This not only applies
and Zeus Soter meaning Zeus the Savior. to THE Bible DEFINITIONS but also to
"Jesus" is notthe correct name of the SON POLITICAL SITUATIONS. Satan has dupliof Yahuweh! [H: Now, take "ATON", cated the Nation of America also. What we
6+120+90+84= 300. 3+0+0= 3 (ATON, know to be the 'United States ofAmerica",
BEING ALSO MY OWN LABEL-ALSO which is a 3 Branch Republic, has been
MEANS THE "LIGHT", THE UONE"OR duplicated and it is known as the District
THE "SUN", ETC. You can also add up of Columbia. This new (counterfeit)United
"Hatonn" and you will come out with States was created by a flaw in the Constionly a "7" which means nothing either tution, Article 1, Section 8, Clause sevenway for it is only an identification sym- teen, wherein the Congress of the Republic
bol and not my actual name. I don't was allowed to fully control Legislative
want to belabor the point-just point Authority over a body of citizens and a 10
out what you are doing here in concept. mile area of land known as the District of
You also must recognize the identifica- Columbia, Washington D.C. Not only does
tion according to language and defmi- Congress have exclusive Legislation over
tion so don't get carried away for we only that District but also over ALL LAND
want a "concept" and not get hung-up OWNED BY THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
on counting and reciting the alphabet. which are subdivisions (enclaves) under
We are only talkinguconcept" and "con- exclusive Rule of Congress. Every citizen
cept as in English presentationn.] The who resides in D.C. or any of its enclaves
correct name is more as YAHSHUA (pro- (territories)are subject to direct rule under
nounced: ya-who-ah). Therefore, the name Congressand/or the Federal United States.
"Jesus" would come up a 3, depending on This happened during Nixon's Administration when he established 10 Federal Rehow you are using it.
[H: Dharma is holding her breath so gions throughout the Sovereign States; 50
let's see how it adds up. Remember it States divided into 10 Federal Regions with
must be considered "hown a word is clusters of 5 States per cluster. Each
being utilized:
DHARMA = cluster was numbered 0-9 for all functions
24+48+6+108+78+6
= 270. 2+7+0= 9. I of Government, directly connected to the
do not, howwer, suggest you all rush District of Columbia. Anyone (subjects/
out there and add up your names and fall persons) who lives in one of these Federal
into a funk because you cannot be sure Regions is considered to be resident/citiof the spelling OR the meaning of your zens of the District of Columbia, subject to
labels in almost all cases. Let us take Legislative Rule. A few years passed and
Ukali"as example, it could be spelled, Federal Postal Office introduced the new 2
Cali, Calee, Kalie, Kali, Kalli, Kallee- letter State abbreviation,and the ZIP CODE.
etc. We simply happen to KNOW the Now (the Courts have determined) if a
accurate spelling of "dharma". BE VERY person does not lawfully claim his resiCAREFUL AS YOU PLAY THESE GAMES dence in one of the Sovereign 50 States, he
OR YOU WILL MISS THE POINT.]
will then be considered as being a resident
The same applies to the word Christ, of the District of Columbia! If a citizen
which comes out to a 3 also. (462 total). accepts the 2 letter State abbreviation and
Christ means savior. Savior of what? If we the Zip Code (rather than using his LAWjoin the name of Jesus (444 total) and FUL State abbreviation, i.e., Ark., Calif.,
Christ (462 total) it adds up to 906. 9+6 = Wyo., etc...then he has just informed the
15. 1+5= 6. OOPS!
Federal Government (also known as
HOWEVER: If you use the Son's cor- "United States") that he is a resident of a
rect name (Yahshua)which totals 498 (=3) Federal Region of the District of Columbia
and the number value of 'Lord" (294) we and subject to all of the Statutes of Congress, including the Internal Revenue (Title
arrive at the correct name and title.
26 USC).
LORD 294
This is just another one of the tricks
YAHSHUA 498
of Satan. This 'secret" United States is
= 792, 7+9+2= 18; 1+8 = 9.
of the 'BEAST" system described in
Revelation 13. The District of Columbia
To illustrate a bit further how this owns "States"such as: Puerto Rico, Guam,
numerical chart works let's take the "mark District of Columbia,Virgin Islands, Ameri-
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can Samoa, the Northern Mariana Islands,
and the Pacific Islands. Seven entities
termed "States" (HEADS)which make up
the system of the Federal Beast (see title 42
United States Code, Chapter 7, Sec. 1301
a, 1 . ) The 10 'HORNS" described in
Revelation 13 are the 10 Federal Regions
established in 1972 by Pres. Nixon. Them
"Crowns" of the Beast are the 10Chairmen
of each Federal Region. Who is the man
representing this part of the Beast? It would
have to be a man of Satan who has World
Wide influence over the Nations being controlled, which rnakesup thecomplete System
of the BEAST. p:NOW, chelas, is the time
to hold your breath!] The person who has
this much influence with World Leaders
(couldbe). XISSINGER.

use a standard dictionary. They will rarely It can also be titled: the "Mouth" of the
give the same definition, if a t all.
English speaking persons.
MARK OF THE BEAST

REVELATION 13:5 "Andtherewasgiven
unto him a mouth speakinggreat things and
Webster's Dicfionary (666 on the blasphemies; ...."
Number Chart)tells u s that the word 5vork"
means any type of labor, occupation, job,
BLASPHEME: To speak irreverently of
etc.. . Since the King J a m e s version (aswell God; ( Webster's)
as others) is written into English, most
IRREVERENT. N0treverent;disrespectpeople accept the definition given by the ful. ( Webster's)
Webster's "fact" book. According to
GOD: A being of more than human
Webster's: the word "work" and "labour" powers; a divinity; an Idol; any person
(labor) means virtually the same thing. honored unduly; any object esteemed as
However, according to the B'ble LXctionary the chief good, false deities, etc... (Note:
(Strong's) they are worlds apart in mean- Webster's definition of God.. .are these defiing. The terrn'work" in the English Dictio- nitions not of 'great things
Blasphenary ( Webster's) has taken different words mies? Webster's says that God can be
from the Hebrew Text of the Old Testament either an "object" of false deities, an Idol,
KISSINGER = 666, on the number and assigned them to all mean one single any person honored "unduly".)
chart.
meaning!! This is true with relation to
Of course Webster's doesn't give the
For a couple of decades or more, 'work", "labour" and 'servile".
correct name of the Supreme God (recogKissinger has been meeting with MANY
To show how this can affect the nized here by the simple label of origin as
World Leaders putting together the ONE average Christian let's take the Sabbath Yahuweh), because this is considered IRWORLD ORDER. This One World Order is Day Commandment and translate it into REVERENT (meaning disrespectful).
planned to take effect in 1992or 1993 [H: its correct meaning.
Webster's merely places God in the same
FULLY OPERATIONAL BY YEAR 2000
category as deities, Idols, false deities and
WITH DEPOPULATION HAVING ALSO
EXODUS 20:9'10:
persons honored unduly. If this isn't BLASPHEME I11 kiss your "chamaf or "etham"
BEEN ACCOMPLISHED! We d o not s t a t e
WHEN this document was scribed.] This
"Shesh (six) yowm (days) shalt thou (chamar: see 2 5 6 w t h a m : see 386 in
Both words (chamar
explains why the Berlin Wall came down so Abad (labour)and do all thy MeLakal (work), Strong's Concoda-.
unexpectedly. Satan is working on a time- but the SHeBlYiY (seventh) day is the and etham) are given the same general
table, BUT SO IS YAHUWEH! Satan knows Shabbath (sabbath)of the Lord thy God. In word (ass)but these words are different the
that he and his angels (agents)are running it thou shalt not do any MeLakal (work),.... same way ' W O W takeson different meanHere are the correct definitions for the ings. To find out what I reallv said I would
out of time and they must hurry.
Let's check these two (2) separate words (Hebrew)used in the original text: Kiss...please locate the correct meanings!
One (1)of the 'marks" of the Beast
LABOUR (5647 Strong's) ABAD-aw"United States" with the number chart:
Ifyou
bad': to work in any sense; serve, till, in Revelationis Webster'sLXctrctronary.
accept the definitions of this book, for your
United States of America = 1368 = 18 = 9; enslave, bond service, labour.
WORK(4399Strong's) MeLA'kah-MEG biblical definitions, you have already ac(The correct "United States").
AH-KAW': deputyship, i.e. ministry. (Also cepted the MARK OF THE BEAST!
same as 4397-to dispatch a deputy; a
"United States" = 942 = 15 = 6;
messenger; also a prophet priest or teacher); END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SITTING
(The counterfeit United States).
SERVILE (5656 Strong's) Abowdah***
ab-o-daw': work of any kind: act, bondage,
District of Columbia = 1194 = 15 = 6;
(Known as the Federal United States). labour, ministering, office, service.
Now we can see that Ezcodus 20:9,10 Dharrna, allow u s to leave this for this
does not mean what Webster's L)ictr'onary afternoon. I realize this is the most tedious
D.C. = 42 = 6.
writing you have had to do thus far bewants u s to believe.
LAW = 216 =9.
The
following
is
a
correct
translation
cause of the poor structure of the docuEQUITY = 582 = 15 = 6.
ment in point but I believe as we make it
of Exodus 20:9,10:
LEGISLATIVE = 720 = 9.
"Sixdugs shalt thou work in any through the maze we will find it most
LEGISLATIVE EQUITY = 1302 = 6.
sense (&&our,
work, setvile work, set- interesting for consideration. Remember
COURT = 462 = 12 = 3;
vice, ministry, etc.) and do t h y that the riddles all must be solved before
(What kind of court?).
TRIBUNAL = 582 = 15 = 6; (Article 1 d e e s h i p of ministry(asa messenger- we get the tapestry finished! Every clue is
Legislative Court under the District of prophet priest or teacher), But the valuable in both concept and in actual
seventh day is the sabbath of the Lord application. This whole deviation fmm
Columbia).
LEGISLATIVE TRIBUNAL = 1302 = 6.
thy God, I n it thou shalt not do any central meaning of % e n d ' is upperas with
dutyship as a deputy of ministry as a most in importance for
COMMON LAW COURT = 1116 = 9;
(Article 3 Court under the United States messenger-prophet,priest or teacher." unknowinginUrat whichgoesonabout
The Webster's Dictioruzy is the final you-or, moreover, in NOT KNOWING
of America).
work of definitions used by the general TRUTHyou have no buds or founda[H: You w h o have followed our work public. If you ask the average person to tion upon which to build accurarte
know the c o n c e p t o f U 2nations" and the give the definition of "work" and explain KNOWLEDGE. So be it. In love and honor
Judicial t e r m s u s e d above.] Remember: where they got their definition, they will no I will now clear the frequency and allow YOU
when using Law terms always use a Law doubt refer to the Webster's Dictionary! respite.
Thank you,
Dictionary. When using Bible terms use a This is the authority. The book (dictionary)
Hatonn to clear, Salu.
Bible Dictionary. When using man's terms is the WORD ofthe English speakingpeople.
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Children Are The Precious

"Jewels

99

7/2/92

SANANDA

Greetings, precious Druthea. I AM
Sananda. I come in the service of Holy
God/Aton of Light and to you my brethren
upon Earth Shan.
This day we will discuss the importance
of the children of your species. There are
now birthed and being birthed many whom
are destined to become the "leaders" of
your Spiritual Transformation and Alignment in the 4th and 5th dimensional experience which Earth is moving into.
You, as a species, must regard ALL
children as the potential for creative and
spiritual upliftment for your evolving species. There must be a universal and common interest paid to ALL children, whether
YOU are a parent or not.
During this time of kali (chaos), there
exists the tremendous opportunity for
CHANGE toward "higher" spiritual KNOWING and many HIGHER Spiritually-Developed Beings are coming physically, now, as
your babies and children, to assist the
birth of YOU within the ONE. Will you give
them a "place" upon which to blossom
within GOD'S knowingness? Or will you
continue towards the "suicide" of your
species? This uncertain answer remains to
be played out upon your plane.
"HOW DO I TEACH MY CHILD
ABOUT GOD AND CREATION?"
There is a feeling of sincere and serious
responsibility being felt by you young parents at this timeofchange. InherentlyYOU
KNOW of the importance of YOUR mission
in raising an emotionally stable and mature child into his/her adult state of independence and responsibility.
One of the most important 'jobsw you
have as a parent is how you explain and
share your perception of God and Creation. In order for you to express with
integrity and KNOWING, you must possess
the integrity and KNOWING within YOU. It
is crucial that you explain God FROM
YOUR PERCEFTION, always, that the child
be allowed to come into his/ her own KNOWING within, without strict rules and
unwavering projections of THIS IS HOW
IT IS, SO DONT ASK ME ANYMORE."
The most important bit of information
which you can give the child is that GOD

Of Your Species
EXISTS WITHIN HIMIHER, NOT WITHOUT. You must tell the child that which
YOU KNOW from soul KNOWLEDGE. God
is Light, Love and Knowledge and WE ARE
ALLRELATED FRAGMENTSOFHISTHINKING MIND KNOWING.
Remember THE SPIRITUAL TRUTH,
such as of DMNE SPIRITUAL ONENESS,
will not confuse or upset the child at all.
HE KNOWS inside. You are simply reminding him of that which HE KNOWS.
You will be giving him his spiritual stability
in preparation for the probable human
instability which will confront him from
other "humans" whom he will undoubtedly encounter.
You are preparing the child for his LIFE'S
WORK upon Earth. Are you not honored
and humbled by YOUR commitment to
GOD?
YOUR ACTIONS AND BEHAVIOR
ARE THAT WHICH THE CHILD
WILL "FOLLOW"

rance, he is slowly destroying our planet.
Tell him not to FEAR that which he
witnesses as unbalance and suffering.
Show him that HE can offer assistance to
CHANGE that which he sees into balance
again.
Teach him about GOD'S DMNE LIGHT
of protection and guidance. And that if he
truly wishes to understand something
which you are unable to offer an answer
for, that he can ask GOD within him to
show him THE TRUTH and return to him
HIS knowledge.
Show him that ALL answers and
KNOWLEDGE exist within W, therein
lies his power.
Teach him to give honor and appreciation to God, to Earth and to ALL within
Creation every day for the LIFE experience,
beauty and sustenance graced upon him.
Teach him about absolute LOVE and
His connection to all. That he exists as a
product of God's LOVE giving and regiving
principle.
Teach him to respect all of Nature and
that Nature and God only gives and regives.
Human has the choice to give or to take and
taking is that which creates the unbalance.
SHOW him that HIS will and God's Will
are ONE.
Tell him about the nature of the Adversary, and how the Adversary fools him
through fear, pain and other human e m o
tions into thinking he is separate from God
and powerless to control his ''reality".
Remind your child that ONLY GOD IS
REAL. WE ARE ALL ONE.
Teach him about the Universal Law of
CAUSE AND EFFECT. And that only
through petitioningwithin for GOD KNOWING will he understand CAUSE and not be
fooled by his senses of what is the EFFECT.
Remind your child of the IMMORTALITY
of his soul and that 'reincarnation" is a
natural cycle of rebirth and one of the most
important 'facts of life".

Do you live your life in balance with the
Laws of God and Nature? If not, how can
you expect the child to do so? YOU are
setting an example, not by that which YOU
SAY, but by that which you DO.
I do suggest that your copy of the JOURNAL called PHOENIX OPERATORIOWNER
MANUAL become most worn from your
study of same so that, as you teach your
child of THE LAWS, you live accordingly in
balance with them yourself IN KNOWLEDGE. If you are not responsible in your
behavior, how can you expect the same of
your child?
Become an honorable reflection of GOD
and your child will desire the same within
self for he will see the example of TRUTH
and B A W E and LOVE which you are
expressing.
The child must also be shown how
powerful are his thoughts and that HE is
responsible for that which he sows. Encourage him to ASK questions when he
BABIES AND CHILDREN ARE
does not understand.
NATURALLY SELF 'CENTERED"
Encourage him to seek TO KNOW
CAUSE of that which he witnesses or par- OR SELF "ORIENTED" FOR A TIME
ticipates within. If he asks you WHY the
This is most natural since the baby and
water is dirty and the sky is brown, tell him
the truth that mankind is not very KNOWL- young child are solely dependent upon its
EDGEABLE about the NATURE OF GOD parents for its food, clothing, home, nurAND CREATION and, because of his igno- turingand love. The awarenessof the child
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is centered on the needs and wants of self,
until he learns about "respect" of and
"regard" for others and that 'others" have
needs and wants as well.
Most of you have heard I he disgruntled
exclamation of complaint * lade in regard
to a particularly inconsic ,:rate child or
adult. 'He/she thinks the .vorld revolves
around him/ herselfl"
These ones are often eferred to as
'spoiled", which is quite ? unpleasant
term to refer to someone w ) is excessively
selfish or self-centered.
I must tell you honest1 hat it is up to
you parents to SHOW the I ild what CONSIDERATEbehaviorisver: sself-centered
inconsiderate behavior.
lu must show
the child that there are ot .rs to consider
in his world and that as 1 rents you will
not give him everything he asks for, such
as of material goods. He must know that he
ALWAYS can count on your love, not your
pocketbook.
If your child becomes demanding of
more, more, more things, then, parents,
YOU have contributed to this ungracious
behavior and ONLY you can set it rightwith
SELF and therefore with the child.
I am sorry to inform you of the fact that
in MOST all cases of "spoiled", demanding
and unruly children, you have, as examples, one or both parents behaving in
the same way. REMEMBER, the child
follows YOUR EXAMPLE OF BEHAVIOR,
parents.
GIVE THE CHILD RESPONSIBILITY
THAT HE MAY DEVELOP
INDEPENDENCE AND S!,LF ASSURANCE FROM HIS HELP UL DEEDS

It is most beneficial to the child when
you parents give the child duties, such as
household chores, and responsibilities.
There is no strict or set age to begin. I
would suggest that you use your GODgiven intuition to guide you in each child's
case. Often a child will ask to help you in
some way and so that is the perfect opportunity to begin teaching about responsibility.
I would suggest that, in order to help the
child develop and maintain discipline in
his responsibilities,you are somewhat flexible and alternate duties when you have
more than one child. Also it is most
important that the consequences of ignoring duties is made VERY CLEAR in advance and adhered to every time so that the
consistency of the consequence is well
understood by the child.
You must instill in the child that, as
with Nature, when Her "laws" ;ire broken,
there are consequences to be had. So, too,
when he does not do his chores, there are
consequences. Always explain WHY you
give him duties and WHY it is important
that he DO them a s agreed. IF, for ex-
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ample, he "forgot" to feed his dog, what
would happen to the dog? He would be the
CAUSE of hunger for his pet and that is not
acceptable. Or IF he forgets to take out the
trash or clean his room, then how will it get
done?
An extremely beneficial and fun way to
teach a child about responsibility is when
you have 'pets", household or farm, to
tend. Most children are naturally interested in Nature's creatures and, by giving
them responsibility for the care and feeding of animals, they will learn responsibility AND love and respect for God's creatures as well.
Many of you Mothers, especially, get
into the habit of just DOING everything,
such as laundry, dishes, cleaning for your
children-and then wonder why they are
so irresponsible and demanding of MORE.

When they are old enough and big enough,
let them learn to cook, clean, feed the pets
and do the laundry so that they do not
expect all to be done for them. And they,
then in turn, learn to care for themselves
and be neat and orderly in their functioning.
More than anything else, your child
must be secure in the KNOWLEDGE that
YOU, his Mother and Father, love him
absolutely.
Let u s take a rest, Druthea. Thank you,
precious little sister, for your service. I
trust that my suggestions are beneficialfor
you strugglingparents. We will continue in
guidance on the subject of children as
needed or requested. I AM Sananda, in
service to God/Aton of Light and to you, my
brethren. Walk gently with one another in
Peace and Love. Salu.

Nevada Corporations
CORPORATIONS AND REAL ESTATE
There are many many advantages today
for holding real estate in a Corporation.
Corporations afford owners of real estate
privacy and asset protection which can
make all the difference when that hungry
lawyer's lawsuit comes up or when the IRS
decides to make you their next victim for
whatever reason (usually they don't need
one). What you will find, with most large
landholders, is that they will never hold
property in their own name. If they do, they
have not been in the game for very long.
Liability risk should be on everyone's
mind these days. Courts have gone as far
as to say that a motorist involved in an
accident who has no fault in that accident,
can be partially responsible! Lawsuits
need to be a concern of everyone today.
Property held in a corporation can spread
out your risk to the point where judgements against you, as an individual, cannot be easily attached to a corporation.
Your ownership of that corporation can
become very hard to determine if you use
all of the protection that Nevada allows
with their structuring of Corporations.
Privacy is another area where a corporation can provide you the cover for owning
real estate and remaining hidden. Let's
use this real-life story as an example: Three
partners were the owners af an apartment
complex and the partners were in constant
disagreement. One of the partners, having
sufficient financialability, made an offer to
the other partners to buy them out.
The other two partners were being given
a very good price for their share, but would
not sell because they did not want to sell
their shares to the first partner; ego differences I believe. So the first partner, being

crafty, created a corporation and hired a
man to represent it. This unknown corporation then came in and made an offer to all
three of the partners. The partner/owner
of the corporation put on a good show and
said that he didn't want to sell out but
would if the other partners decided that it
was a good deal.
This approach allowed the first partner
to buy the apartment complex for about
the same price as he was originally directly
asking, but without having the other two
partners know that they just sold to him.
This same strategy can work for you in
your day-to-day life. Isn't it true how
people that appear to have money will
attract all kinds of attention and trouble?
This is an unfortunate situation but it is
true, and getting worse by the month, as
the economy continues down and, along
with everyone else, lawyers get hungrier.
Keeping a low profile can make your life
much more peaceful.
Real estate held in a corporation keeps
the focus off of you and on this unknown
corporation. Normally, no one will know
who the owner of the corporation is. Just
always remember the saying 'I just work
here" or, in this case, I' just represent Big
Corporation In The Sky, Inc." and play
dumb. It's fun and taking this approach
works. You will disappear and this new
name will show up everywhereyou used to.
Many states now have statutes where
real estate that is sold is automatically
reappraised (forexample, California's Prop.
13). Well, if a corporation is the owner of
the real estate, and you sell your property
by selling your shares of stock in that
corporation, the deed on the property is
never changed. This sale of personal property, not real estate, would never be re-
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corded and, therefore, no reappraisal would
occur. Now, if every Californian who has
seen his real estate value grow and grow
could offer a buyer a corporation for sale,
that would be a very nice incentive to pay
a higher price. This strategy has many
advantageous implications with the tax
system also.
For these and many other reasons, holding real estate in a corporation can be very
beneficial. By proteGing what you own,
you can save a tremendous amount in the
long run. Plan today for the unexpected
tomorrow.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
NEVADA CORPORATIONS CALL CORPO
PENSIONERS ALERT
RATE ADVISORS CORPORATIONAT (702)
885-9638 OR WRITE TO THEM AT 28 10 W.
Please, you ones who have Pension Plans
CHARLESTON BLVD., SUITE G-6723, LAS and intend to do something with them-like
VEGAS, NV89102. A S K F O R C D R T C ~ .withdraw assets-DO IT NOW! THE LAWS
FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND INSTRUC- ARE BEING MORE STRINGENTLY APPLIED
TION ABOUTTHEVALUE OF NEVADA COR- AND NEW ONES PUT IN PLACE REGARDPORATIONSAND THETRUTH BEHIND OUR ING TRANSFERS AND WITHDRAWALS-MODERN ECONOMIC MALAISE. SEE THE IMMEDIATELY IN 1993.
PHOENIX JOURNALS: S P I TO~ ECONOMIC DISASTER (#4) AND PRIVACY IN A
TELEPHONE/BANKING/SrOCK
FISHBOWL (# 10). [See back page for orderMARKET
ing information.]
The massive changeoverto acentral emergency international phone system going into
operation (insomeareaslike W o r n i a by the
end of Decemberf is for the sole purpose of
s~ppinginstan~d~sfersofmoneyfrom
or to any place in the world. Thisisgiven forth
for
consumption as a method to "stop
another fall-out of the stock market computer system". Well, aspirin is good for you
insmdowem!
-

99
CGC~incidences
And

Confirmations

CART0 IS HATONN?
10123192 #1 HATONN

BETTER LOOK AGAIN AT
'COINCIDENCES"
Do NOT put out your best porcelain
figurines in fault line areas! You aren't
finished YET!
Let me point out a few things that you
probably will not know!
1. There is a very large "squawK"about
launching a monitoring satellite from a
multi-billion dollar 'shuttle" when it could
'...have better been launched from a
cheaper rocket"! Oh my, but you would
NOT have photon phasers and photopulse beam capability fkom a rocket.
Chelas, there is massive evil afloat this
day! The shuttle is primed and ready to
strik-d,
apparently, at many sites
about the world, not the least k now the
New Madrid Fault! The shuttle is to
travel for about ten days in the same
orbiting cycles as the satellite "beam
bouncern sphere. Do what you will and
condemn if you wish--but you MUST
KNOW THAT YOU WILL CONTINUE TO
GET THESE THINGS FROM US WITHOUT LETUP--A8 THEY SURFACE. W e
are quite accustomed to the "sticks and
stonesw,and Uwordsncan only help us
get attention to the problem.
CHECKING OUT!

Many in the area around Edwards Air
Force Base (general area) witnessed massive flash after flash of brilliant light in the
pre-dawn time this morning. The light
came "pulsing" from the ground upward.
Indeed, the lasers are being tested with the

new receiver "bouncer" just established
yesterday! You cannot hide lights of that
magnitude-they would have been visible
in the daylight hours also and noted by far
more people, so the testing was done in the
dark. Lower frequencies will be tested in
the day hours until the satellite is "tuned".
The testing has to be done at appropriate
sequence of orbit.
This same routine is being tested from
every central phaser-pulse (beam)base of
operations within the grid.
NEW MADRID ALERT
There is a full-stage alert and 'quake
drilluall along the New Madrid Fault system
today and running for the current 12 hours.
After which, of course, and as in California,
the toys go back in their collapsible hovels all
neatly tucked away for assured damage, the
hospitals go off alert and when no-one is
expecting it-like the thief in the night shall
come the disasters. You do, however, have to
have drills and alerts to allow for movement
of equipment, monitoring stations, guard
duty and operations run-throughs without
note of the public as to what is happening.
That election in the good old U.S.of A. is
coming up very, very soon now!
SPEAKING OFDoes anyone take note that Clinton is
under attack by the Elite administration
%hips". What is worse, they are finding all
sorts of nasty little things. Does it also strike
you as interesting that you have these earthquake alerts in AREAS WHERE CLINTON IS?
First the San Andreas earthquake area and
now the New Madrid location? So be it.

New confusion: I am asked if one by the
name of Willis Carto is actually Hatonn. The
interpretation is that he IS! No, he is notHatom is Hatom and Willis Carto is NOT an
energy speaker at all. If he be human he
seems to be a national
axinot be ME!
~~nnectio
being
n made with this person and
the LIBERATOR. No, no and no!
QUEEN OF ENGLAND-GEFMAN
I told you that Queen Elizabeth, head
honcho of the world and the richest woman in
the world, is of German heritage stemming
from the Khazarian background. Today you
have it verified: shejust Visited the memorial
sites of HER RELATIVES IN GERMANY
DAY)."C o n f i t i o n s ARE comforting,aren't
they? I know you who have been faithful
readers and efforted to get others to see and
hear have been at great disadvantage foryou
have gotten such a pile of truth in such a
short while that the circuits have shortedout. The smile shall be comingfmmyour side
much, much more frequently now as things
unfold and the Adversary cannot keep it all
under wraps.

o-

POW/ MIA

Are there POWs alive? YES! This recent
show-and-tell is a ghastly and nasty way of
lying to you and doinggreat pain and damage
to those ones who survived. Keep up the
pressures for old pictures can be produced
against this day of reckoning and that is
exactly what is happening right now-to
cover whatever is happening now or recently! Perot is correct and he DOES plan
to look into it immediately if he gets the bid
for 'chief".
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More Marks Of The Beast:
Federal Districts & Freemasonry
10/23/92#2

HATONN

MARK OF THE BEAST
(Continued from 10/22/92 #2)
Let u s now turn to our subject in point,

The Mark of The Beast. We have so many
subjects to cover that you precious readers
will have to be patient with u s for we hurry
as fast as we can and we must bring unto
you that which is the most useful as we
move dong. Recognitionof your enemy
and his henchmen is u p p e m s t in importclnce.
@: Readers, pleasebe gracious as you
read this reprint for it is most difficult to
retype. It seems to come from one by
the name of "IrPing Stien" but as we go
along it appears to be that even that
name is misspelled as are two/thirds of
ALL words. It becomes evident that the
material is taken from a recording of a
presentation or two and mixed. The
fingerprints of one, Howard Freeman,
are all over the document so we also
honor him for his great contribution
to you-the-people. Be kind to Dharma,
however, as you read along, because
she is having great difficulty deciphering correct presentation. She is
experiencing a new task of presentation as she is totally accustomed to
my redoing and sorting all presentations FOR her. I choose to cause her
to have to mentally attend the information in point and it slows us tremendously. Thank yon.]
QUOTING:
"And I stood upon the sand of the
sea, and saw a beast rise up out of the
sea, having seven heads and ten
horns,and upon his horns ten crowns,
and upon his heads the name of Blasphemy." Revelations 13:1.
This vision describes the Federal
System (beast)which h a s dominated the
'oncew sovereign United S t a t e s of
America. The seven heads of this system
are: District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
Guam, Virgin Islands, American Samoa,
Northern Mariana Islands-Pacific Islands. These entities a r e termed
'States". To verify this let u s go to the
United States Code for the definition of
STATE.

TITLE 42 UNITED STATES CODE
Rule of Legislation over the District of
THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE Columbiaand the Possessionsowned and/
or created by the District of Columbia (also
Chapter 7-Social Security
known as the "Unite6 Ttates"). If a person
SUBCHAPTER XI-GENERAL
merely admits that Lr: lives in one of these
PROVISIONS
Federal subdivisions (enclaves), for example: by using the 2 letter State abbreviaSec. 1301.
tion and the Federal Zip Code, then the
(a) When used in this CHAPTER - person is subject to EXCLUSIVE LEGISLA(1) The term "STATE", except where TNE JURISDICTION as being a resident of
otherwise provided, includes the Dis- the District ofcolumbia! Ifyou don't claim
trict of Columbia and the Common- to be a citizen of the United States of
wealth of Puerto Rico, and when used in America, then it will be assumed that you
subchapters N, V, VII, XI, and XIX of are a citizen and/or resident of the other
this chapter includes the Virgin Islands 'United States".
and Guam. Such term when used in
America is now (1990) the Federal
subchapters 111, IX,and XI1 of this chap- United States, due to in part, by the "creter also includes the Virgin Islands. ated" citizens and/or foreigners who have
Such term when used in subchapter V been allowed to become U.S. citizens via
and in part B of this subchapter of this the 14th Amendment of the Constitution.
chapter also includes American Samoa, What Congress creates-Congress controls.
the Northern Mariana Islands and If Congress creates citizens they control
American Samoa.....(in part)
them under the Exclusive Legislative Power
(2) The term "United States" when given by Article One, Clause Seventeen of
used in a geographical sense MEANS, Section Eight in the Constitution. The
except when otherwise provided, the same applies to Federal regions. Today,
people are unaware that they are living
STATES.
SEC. 170.60INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE under this Rule.
All "Federal" subjects (people who
"Words in the plural form shall include
the singular and vice versa, and words in are created citizens, Federal employees,
the masculine gender shall include the people working for Federal created entities
feminine as well as trusts, estates, part- such as corporations, companies) includnerships, associations, companies and ing those persons drawing income from the
corporations."
Federal Government (Welfare) are RECODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS
OUIRED BY L A W to have a SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBER.
TITLE 26
Revised January 1, 1 961.
When the "States" such as Puerto
SEC. 6109. IDENTIFYING NUMBERS
Rico, Guam, etc...are joined together they
(a) Supplying of identifying numbers.. .:
are called the 'United States" (not the
When required by regulations
United States of America) meaning the
Federal United States. Since these 'States" prescribed by the S e c r e t q ;
are owned by the Federal Government,
(d) USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACCongress can write any LAW for these COUNT NUMBER:
The Social Security Account
possessions, and the 'laws" passed DO
NOT HAVE TO BE WRITTEN PURSUANT Number issued to an individual for purTO THE BILL OF RIGHTS! Therefore Con- poses of section 205(c)(2)(A)of the Social
gress (actingin behalf of the Federal United Security Act shall, except as shall otherStates) can pass any statute they please wise be specified under regulations of the
upon the citizens and residents of these Secretary, be used as the IDENTIFYING
'United States". Ifyou happen to reside in NUMBER for such INDIVIDUAL for purone of these entities (including the 10 poses of this Title.
TITLE 26-INTERNAL REVENUE CODE;
Federal Regions established by President
Nixon) then yob ,.,come subject to direct EMPLOYMENT, CHAPTER 24
Any person who works for a corporag& by Congress.
Article 1, Section 8, Clause 17 of the tion (which is created by Government)can
Constitution gave Congress the Exclusive not avoid having the Social Security Num-
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ber. This is a requirement!
REVELATION 13:16,17: "And he
causeth all, both small and great, rich and
poor, free and bond, to rem've a mark in
their right hand, or in theirforeheads. And
that no man might buy or sell, save he that
had the mark, or the name of the beast, or
THE NUMBER of his name."

The Social Security System, and the
assigned number to each individual, is the
system in which to identify EVERY PERSON who has such a number. Today
( 1990)the Social Security Number 000-000000 is used for virtually wery aspect of
business, bank accounts, credit cards,
driver's licenses, etc.. . This number is
assigned within a central computer in
Washington D.C. (District of Columbia)
known as S.I.M.S. (Service Information
Management System) and referred to by
government employees as "The Beast".
This gigantic Computer System has everyone who has a Social Security Number, in
the memory banks. This computer knows
more about you and I than we do ourselves!
All government agencies have access to
S.I.M.S. and to YOUR personal and business information! Let's now take the word
"COMPUTER" and use the number chart:
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20), Banking (Title 12), Public Buildings,
Property, and Works (Title40),Public lands
(Title 43), Agriculture, Hospitals, Money
and Finances, Public Printing and Documents, Telegraphs, Telephones, and
Radiotelegraphs,Transportation, etc., etc.,
etc .... All of the United States Codes control our everyday life! We are living under
the Federal Control of the BEAST, without
even realizing it! This other nation which
is also called the "United States" is a
mystery to most Americans, and the codes
and language of the codes are confusing to
the average person. The Hebrew word for
Babvlon translates to uconfusionn.
"AND UPON HER FOREHEAD WAS A
NAME WRITTEN,MYMYSTERY BABYLON THE
GREAT, ....." Revelations 17:5.

Most American people have been
tricked into believing that they are living
under aconstitutional Republic, protected
by the Bill of Rights, when in fact, they are
living under a LEGISLATIVE DEMOCRACY
fully controlled by the Federal Government
under the counterfeit identity name:
"United States". Our proud flag, RED,
WHITE and BLUE has even been changed,
to the Federal Flag which has added an
extra color to it ...y ellow. The yellow fringe
which has been placed around the borders
P
U
T E R
of the American Flag, has been in EVERY
C 0 M
18 90 78 96 126 120 30 108 = COURT of our Nation since 19381 This
666. THE BEAST!
"ensign"is the International Maritime Flag
used by the Navy when our ships enter a
All people, both small and great, rich foreign port, to acknowledge to said foreign
and poor, have been caused to receive a country that we are recognizing InternaSocial Security Number in order to work tional law!
Our courts, therefore, are telling u s
and pay Taxes to the Government.
(in a most subtle way) that the court is
exercising International Law under ADWISEC. 30 1.6 109- 1 IDENTIFYING
RALTY JURISDICTION. Under Admiralty
NUMBERS
Jurisdiction (Maritime Law) the Constitu(a) In general-(1) Social Security tion and the Bill of Rights are in-valid for
numbers and employer's identification your defense in a criminal case against
numbers. There are two types of tax- you. The so-called "national Debt" is
payer identifyrng numbers: Social Se- actually the Federal Credit Debt of the
curity numbers take the form 000-00- District of Columbia, owed by the Federal
0000, while employer identification United States to the International Banking
numbers take the form of 00-0000000. Houses (RothschildBank of England), and
Social Security numbers IDENTIFY IN- "We the People"...are paying that said debt
DIVIDUAL PERSONS and estates of (the usury on the credit loan) in the form of
taxes. The interest on the credit debt is
descendents.. ."
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, now over 5 trillion dollars and climbing
TITLE 26 (Internal Revenue Service) daily. The Sovereign United States of
America has been enslaved to the creditors
1985.
The codes written for the Federal (International Bankers) who now own and
"United States" total 50 in number. These control our Congress and Judicial branches
are the "laws" and Statutes written only of government. We are now under the
for the Federal United Statesand NOT for mark of the beast!
America was the only nation which
the United States of America (being the
Sovereign 50 States under the Constitu- was founded on Biblical principles and the
tional Republic). Included in these 50 common law, enumerated in the first ten
Titles are the Internal Revenue (Title 26), "Amendments"known as the Bill of Rights.
the Public Health and Welfare (Title 42), The Ten Commandments and the Bill of
Postal Service (Title 39), National Guard Rights are God's given laws and rights
(Title 3 2 ) , Labor (Title 29), Education (Title guaranteed to "We, The People ..." The

general public has allowed the government
to supersede the natural laws and place
individuals under Legislative Law (man's
law) thereby controlling the people by statutes of Congress. Things which were once
lawfulto do under the law of God (Yahuweh)
such as marriage have now taken on the
State as a partner. Once upon a time two
people who wanted to marry simply obtained a preacher and had a church wedding-no license to do something that is
lawful under God's law and the common
law. People are conditioned to believe that
a child born out of wedlock will be a "bastard" and termed an illegitimate child.
Most Christians have read the passage in
Deuteronomy 23:2 which states: "A bastard shall not enter into the congregation of
the Lord.. ." Most people, accepting
Webster'sDicEioruzry as the correct authority on words, use Webster's definition of
"bastard":
Bastard (bas'. terd) n. a child born
out ofwedlock; illenitimate;false; counterfeit.
This leads the average person to
believe that without a state license the
child will be considered as being not legal
by the state, and therefore a bastard, and
therefore cursed by the Bible. This compels the couple into accepting a State Certificate of marriage, to assure that all children born will not be "bastards", in the
eyes of the State.
A s I stated before, when using words
of general usage use the standard dictionary. When using words relating to the
Bible use a Bible dictionary. Let's see what
the Strang's Concordance has to say about
the word "bastard":
4464 MAMZER, marn-zare'; from
an unused root mean. to alienate; a mongrel, i.e., born of a Jewish father and a
heathen mother:-bastard.
What Deuteronomy 23:2 is really
saying is: a child who is of the seedline of a
Jewish father and any heathen woman
(does not say a married woman) is then
considered a bastard. The definition of
"heathen" is (accordingto Webster's)"one
who is not an adherent of a religious system; an infidel; a pagan; an irreligious
person;. .."
Now we can see how Webster's Dictionary has tricked people into accepting a
completely different definition of a word,
thereby giving the state jurisdiction over
the marriage and the children born under
the state approved marriage.
Since the married couple is now a 3party contract marriage, all products (children) of that contract are in the interest of
the State. Therefore, the State subjects
(children) must be protected by the State
who now has an interest in the product.
This is where Title 42 of the United States
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Code comes into effect as well as Title 20 AROUND YOUR NECK, ETC, YOU MlBT h b y surear d hemon most solemn@
and sincere@pmdse d swear that I
(Education). All "State" children are now CO1\K:EAL...HEl\lsCEOFCOmSE, YOU-T
required to have a Social Security number DELIBERATELY LlE ABOU7' l?'. It bpart will a k q p hail, er#r conceal and never
prior to attending public schools. It is com- of your d b l ~ ~ . . "
~ z c u r ~ o f t h e ~ , p a r t S
Each member swears an oath to the slecret arts d mgsterk of wrcien2
mon practice now to give new born babies a
Social Security number, followingbirth, and conceal the signs and secret passwords of Xhemasonty which Z hawe redud, am
in some cases, prior to birth! When the this cult/religion. One such "initiation" about to rreoetue, or may herreaffer be
American public bows to the Statefor permis- involves dressing in a two-piece garment tnsbucted h.."(Oath of obligation, Ension to do something that is lawful in God's made of thin, white material and looks like teredApprentice/ 1stDegree,andincludedin
si&t we can understand that some people pajamas, and each new member is given
all subsequent degrees, always on penalty of
are worshipping a false god (the State). By sandal to wear on the right foot, leaving the mayhem and violent death).
worshippingman'slaw (LqgislativeLaw)rather left foot bare. Next, the candidate is blindBLOOD OATHS-MASONIC
than God's law (the Common Law and the folded, the blindfold is called a 'hoodwinK.
DOCTRINE
After
the
hoodwink
is
placed
over
Commandments), they have become "subjects" of the State.
his eyes, a heavy cloth is placed under it to
Blood oaths on penalty of mayhem
Another"trick"wordisPERS0N. Most insure that he can not see a crack of light.
people think that the term "person" means Then the light cloth shirt is m g e d so that and violent death are administered at the end
exactly what Webster's says" ' ...a human his left arm is out of it, and the left side of the of initiation into all Masonic degrees, binding
being, an individual; the body of a human shirt is folded backand tuckedunder, leaving the initiate to protect the "secrets" of the
the left arm and left side of the torso bare. The degrees. These oathsofobligationare considbeing.. ."
All Legislative Statutes use the term left leg of the 'pajama bottoms" are then ered unbreakable, and are (collectively) the
"person" rather than "individual". Why so? rolled up high, leaving the left foot and leg thing that makesaman a Mason. In this way,
Let's see what the law dictionq (Black's5th bare. Then, a blue rope (called a "cabletow") these oaths are the cornerstone of Masonry.
Edition)has to say about person(s):
is tied around his neck. Now he is ready for
Now, chelas,when you go forth and ask
a Mason if these statements are correct
PERSON: In general usage, a human his initiation.
After a speech by the Senior Dea- and he says "of course not" and 'no, that
being (i.e., natural person),THOUGH BY
STATUTE TERM may include a fum, con: T o u are received into this lodge of is stupid"-remember: HE 'MUST ABSOlabor organization, partnerships, asso- Entered Apprentices upon the point of a LUTELY LIE ABOUT IT-it is part of his
corporations,
ciation,
legal SHARP INSTRUMENT PIERCING YOUR NA- OBLIGATION." But in his heart and soul
represents*es... Blaclc'spage 1028-Per- KED LEFT BREAST, which is to teach you as answerable unto GOD, HE WILL KNOW
this is an instrument of torture to the flesh, so THE TRUTH OF IT11
son.
Legislative Statutes are written for all the remembrance of it be to your mind and
(1) QUESTION: What makes you a
'persons" and not for all individuals. People conscience, should you ewer presume to Mason? ANSWER: My obligation. (Question
under contract with government (including reweal any of the secrets of Freemasonry and answer from the Entered Apprentice/
State marriage contracts)become "personsn unlawfially."
First Degree)
(2) binding myself under no less
The 'sharp instrument" is actually a
in the legal term. Instead of being an individual, people have become PERSON large compass with the two sharp points a penalty than that of ha*
my throat
SUBJECT(s)of the State/ Government.
brought together as one, wherein it isjabbed cat &omear to ear,my tongue torn out bp
Understanding Government and Law into the bare breast! Following this, he is its roots, and w i t h my body buried in the
is a mystery to most. Understanding that taken to the middle of the room for prayer. rmgh sands of the sea, a cable's lengh
there are now two (2)nationscalled the Made to kneel, the Worshipful Master prays from the share, whme the tide sbb.and
United Statesis even a bigger mystery to most a formal, g e n e d k d prayer, newer men- flowstwice in menty four hours..." (OathAmericans. The counterfeit 'United States" tiodng the nAme of "Jemu", and ending 1st Degree)
(3) .bindingmyself under no less
with, "So mote it be."
Ever hear any of
is the BEAST of ReveZdon
your so-cded emhaterrestrial 64,000 yr- a pemdty than that of having my left
old entities say such a phrase? I thoag;ht bmast torn ope^^, mv heart plucked out,
THE MYSTERY RELIGION
so! More clum perhaps? I thought so!] and given to the beasts of the field and
Following this prayer, the Senior Dea- fowls of the air as a mw..." (Fellowcraft/
'Comeh~Zwillshewuntvthee
the judgemerrt of the great whom that con instructs him to be led to the Worshipful Second Degree)
(4)"...binding myself undex no less
Master in the East", then he is instructed:
* ~ m c r r g ( ~ "
aAndqonh e r f m k z d 1 w s a name "You will face the East. Take one step with penalty than that of having my body
urritten,ng(stery,Ba&ylon the grreat, the your left foot, and bring the heel of your right severedin twain,mybowels taken out and
mother of hatLats d crbomtnntions of foot to the hollow (instep)of your left foot, feet burnedto ashes, the ashesacatteredtothe
forming the angle of the oblong square." win& of hemen..." (Master Mason/Third
theeurth."
In Revelalion, chapter seventeen, we Once this position has taken place the Senior Degree)
(5) '
.
.
.
I
n willful violation whereof
are told of the secret religion which gives its Deacon shouts: 'Stand Etectf" Instrucpower to the beast. This secret religion w
illbe tions are then given, then the candidate is may I incur the fsarfrrl psnalty of ha*
large in numbers of members. Membership placed into a kneeling position before the my eyeballs p i e r d to the center with a
will range h m the average citizen to the altar, 'in due fom". This is to kneel on the three-edgedblade, my feet w e d and I be
President and leaders of nations. This "I-IAR- naked left knee, right leg extended to f o m the forced to walk the hot sands up- the
LOT" has been discovered! Membership [in Tau Cross (angleof a square),left hand under sterile shores of the Red Sea until the
F'xeemasonry]is now over 400 million world- the Bibk on the Altar (on top of which are the flaming Sun shall strike me with a h i d
square and compass),his right hand resting plague, and may AUah, the god of Arab,
wide. Let's review some of their doctrine:
or chi24 or friend, thereon and his body erect, he is now ready Moslem and Mohammedan, the god of our
'IJ your
fathers, support me to the entire WIIIshould ask you anything about your m-to take his Oath.
Does
this
not
sound
like
a
lot
of
fun?
ment of the samen(from the oath of obligaTIATIOI\F-as for instance, IF YOUR
CLOTHES WERETAILENOFF,PY0UWER.E The fun hasjust begun! Now, portions of the tion). Ancient Order of Nobles of the Mystic
BLINDFOLDED, ZF YOU WAD A ROPE Oath which all members swear: "I,...& Shrine (Shriners).

w:

'...

'

w:

'..
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From the above "Blood Oaths" taken,
10124192 # 1 HATONN
Lodge,P. 175)
(2) "Freemasons are emphatically
we can now understand why Masons never
Since
we
have
a
meeting
this
afternoon
called
'Sons of Light'...while the profane or
talk about their' "religion" to profane (nonMason) persons! Who becomes a Mason? [see The Word ad for audio tapes of the uninitiated (non-Masons)who have not reYour next door neighbor-me man down the meeting] and time is short this morning, I ceived this knowledge...are said to be in
street, City Fathers, Attorneys (most espe- suggest we move directly into the subject darkness." ( Masonic Didionary, "Light",
Consolidated Book Pub: 1963)
cidly Zionists),Judges (mostespeciallyZion- under writing.
(3) Blindfolded ("hoodwinked") and
I do, however, wish to share a couple of
ists), policemen, school teachers, some
preachers, legislators, Congressmen, and varying ideas with you, regarding Truth- kneeling, half naked and bound by a rope
yes-lots of Reddentsl The most common and you determine the "man" in point rela- ("cabletow")the candidate for initiation into
known Masons are the 32nd Degree. These tive to the projection of ideas regarding the Blue Degrees is asked, by the Worshipful
Master, "In your present, blind condition,
MEN (women are not allowed to join) are "Truth":
usually your average "Joe six-pack" and
Will Rogers: " Nothing maices a man or what do you most desire?" His reply, accordlocal businessmen (City Councilmen, lower body of menus mQdasthe Truth. Ifthere is NO ing to the ritual, must be "Light" (First
Degree), "Further Light" (2nd Degree) and
Court Judges, Mayors, etc.). The men who Truth in it they laugh it ofJn
Nietzsche: "Thereare many kinds of eyes. "More Light" (3rd Degree). ( Verbal Masonic
are allowed to receive the 33rd Degree are
Federal Judges, Politicians, Governors, and Even the Sphinx has eyes-Mfone them Ritual, lst, 2nd, 3rd Degrees)
mustbe m a n y ~ o Cbuths+,andconf
The Masons are "hoodwinked" p:
Congressmen-and Presidents!
Didn't
you sometimes wonda where that
The "lower" Degree Masons; (up to -tEy
them can be no t r u t h "
It appears to me that all save the last three "term" (hoodwinked)came &om? Is this
32nd)are the "do-goodersnfor the community. What happens at the 33rd Degree level words have VALIDITY (which is also recog- not what has happened to all of your
can only be imagined! To receive the 33rd nized as "truth"). So be it. All your life you civUzation? YOU HAVE BEEN "HOODDegree the Mason must go to Washington live so close to Truth it becomes a most WINKED"!] into searching for "never-endD.C. to be honored. Since most (if not all) permanent blur somewhere in the comer of ing" light. This constant search leads
Judges and "Prosecutors" are Masons, we your eye and mind, and when something (cabletows) them from the lower levels of
can now understand why 'brother" Masons nudges it into outline, it is like being am- Masonry to higher degrees. However, and so
are seldom (if ever) convicted of a crime. This bushed by agrotesque fact one wishes not to sad, they never reach the end of the search!
can be attributed to the following oath:"You see or hear. It to the timefor seeing AND A s we "profane"people know...the Messiah,
must CONCEAL ALL THE crimes of your hearing AND COWRONTATIONI Now, let the Christ, IS the ONLY true Light:
(1) UIamtheLightof the W o M H e
brother masons ...and should you be sum- us move on to some of those nasty confrontations:
(By
the
way,
we
have
only
"warmed
thatfolloweth
me shaU not ~ ~ l 2
indark.k
moned as a witness against a brother Mason
be always sure to SHIELD HIM.. .I t may be up" to the subject of Henry A. Kissinger. A = 6, ness, butshall have the Lightof Life." (Jn
PERJURY to do this,i t is true, BUT YOU'RE k = 66 = 666;"KISSINGERn = 666 also! Just 8:12);
(2)"This then is the messagewhich
KEEPING YOUR OBLIG~TIONS."(Ronayne, ponder it a bit.)
hami
heard of Him (Christ),and declare
we
QUOTING:
Handbook of M-nry,
p. 183)
unto you, that God is Light, and in HIM is
There are MANY secret words and
MARK OF THE BEAST
no darkness at aUn (1st Jn 1:s).
hahd-shakes used by the Masons. This is for
identification purposes.
(Continued)
THE BBLE
Let's now take certain Masonic n k e s
TYPES OF "MASONS"
and match them with the "number chart":
MASONIC DOCTRINE:
FREEMASONRY = 258 = 15 = 6.
The Bible of the Christian is merely one
There are two types of Masons; one
MASONIC TEMPLE = 870 = 15 = 6.
being Stone masons and the other being ofthe "holybooks" of man, no better than the
MASONIC BROTHERHOOD = 1212 = 6.
Freemasons. Freemasonry is a secret craft Komn, the Hindu scriptures or the books of
SHRINER = 546 = 15 = 6.
which is unknown to the average person. the Chinese and Greekphilosophers. It is not
SHRINERS CLUB = 888 = 24 = 6.
However, things done in secret ways are to be taken literally, for its true meaning is esoteric
FELLOWCRAFT = 126 = 15 = 6.
exposed
for God knows ALL. [H: Nothing of (hidden from aJl but a small number of
SENIOR DEACON = 744 = 15 = 6.
GOD is rrecretrrfy myst- UNTIL you "enlightened"elite leaders);the literal, obviEND OF QUOTING FOR THIS PORTION recognize the k e r r r . 1 "For there is no ous meaning is only for the ignorant masses.
***
man that doeth any thing in secret, and he It is right to remove references to Jesus in
When we sitto write again we shalltake up himself seeketh to be known openly. If thou passages used in the ritual. Masonry, conwith the subject of the two types of Masons: do these things, shew thyselfunto the world." trary to popular belief, is NOT based upon the
(John7:4) "For it is a shame even to speak of Bible. Masonry is actually based on the
Stone Masons and Freemasons.
Are we "just little boys playing a t those things which are done of them in ~ ( & 6 a l c r ) , a m e d i e v a l b o o k o f M a g i c
and Mysticism.
games??? Perhaps, in evidence of the good secret." ( Eph 5:12)
( 1) "Masonry makes no profession of
done through the o~p:anizations.However, as
SECRECY
Christiani@...but looks forward to the time
the levels get higher in "power", so too do the
when the labor of our ancient brethren shall
seriousness of the oaths and obligations
MASONIC
DOCTRINE:
be symbolized by the erection of a spiritual
and don't ever forget it for a moment! Part
Secrecy is the essence of Masonry as a temple.. .inwhich there shallbe one altar and
of the other side of the coin is that if YOU
break an oath (unless of course, you have "club", necessary for its very existence, pro- one worship; one common altar of Masonry
adhered to the Kol Nidre) you are subject to tected by blood oaths of mayhem and on which the Veda, Shastm, Sade, Zet,.:E
Avesta, Komnand the HolyBibleshalllie...a;d
having a "brother* do the dastardly deeds murder.
(1) "In Masonry, the darkness, which at whose shrine the Hindu, the Persian, the
TO YOU even if you have "changed your
mind"! YOUmaythinkyouplaygame-the
envelops the mind of the uninitiated (non- Assyrian, the Chaldean, the Egyptian, tile
Mason) is removed by the effulgence of Ma- Chinese, the ~oharmhedan,
the Jew and the
head Adversary IS NOT!
sonic Light. Masons are appropriately called Christian MAY KNEEL..." ( The Kentucky
Hatonn to clear please, thank you.
the 'Sonsof Light'." ( Lightfoot's Manual of the Monitor, "Fellowcraft Degree", p. 95)
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(2) 'The Jews, the Chinese, the Turks,
each reject either the Nau Testament,or the
02d,or both, and yet we see no good reason
why they should not be made Masons. In fact
Blue Lodge Masonry has nothing whatever TO
DO WITH 7EE B B X It is not founded on the
Bib4 if it was it would not be Masonry;it would
be something else." ( Chase's Digest of Masonic h,
pp. 207-209)
(3)'The removal of the name of Jesus
and referencesto Him in Hbkverses used in the
ritual are slight but necessary rnodiEcations."
(AlbertMackey, M d R i t u a l i s t , p. 272)

WHERE ARE YOU?

Im
e
r suggest to you editors, that you
include the drawingwingas
glhrep. (See drawing

a Who i
s a liar but he that denieth -4
the Christ? He is ANTIC-T,
that
There are a whole bunch of you
denieth the Fatherthe Son Whoso- "hoodwinkedn servants to evil out
ewrdenieththeSon,thesamehathnot there-some have come t o "see the
the Facther." ( 1 John 5:12);
Lightn but many play in the circles of
a I a n d t n g F a t h e r a m ONE.*(John 14:9); the blinding games under the decep[H:The author shouldbe a bit careful in tion that it is fun and games. So be it,
projecting his carrectly speIled name and for by thine "signn shall ye be taken

i d e n ~ b e f i J r e t h e s w i n e ~ ~ I dnote--BY
's
GOD!]
Qfte"becat11mhsisa~fobmez32nddegme
MaUnr-..ddi3Cted''.
END OF QUOTING.

MARK OF THE BEAST by; I R V I N G STIEN
(former 32nd degree mason
defected.)

...

An Important History Lesson On

Thse Mark Of The Beast
10/24/92#1 HATONN

the Bsast which was put to paper by some perceptions am good, if not perfixt, for you am
"thoughtful"pemn. I cant hereingive inforrna- working with a n untangling of prophecy
Couldwenowbokatfurtherinputhm&
t i o n r e g ~ t h a t p e ~ ~ ~ n , e i t h e r , f o r t h e r q uandvisions
est
all the way back to Daniel of
jtikrpmtation ofthe~kOfTheEfeast3Let us was to not even tell wherein the information the Old Testament and the one major
moveawaysintoapresentationonheMarkof arrived '&omn. It is quite well done and the player in point, King Nebuchadnezzar.
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This, however, is why I find it difficult
to understand how, with Daniel speaking of "space phenomenonn and "craftn
that you ones today cannot see that the
adversary KEEPS YOU BLINDED AND
IGNORANT! Daniel KNEW; Ezekiel
KNEW! S O YOU ARE AGAIN "HOODWINKEDn BY INTERPRETERS (MEN)
WHO TELL YOU WHAT BENEFITS
UTHEMn AND YOU SUCK IT IN LIKE
HONEY BY T H E BEAR. WELL, THIS
LATTER HINT I S ALSO GOOD T O
NOTE--FOR YOU, AMERICA, ARE BEING SUCKED IN AS HONEY TO FILL
THE BELLY O F THE "BEAR TO THE
NORTHn!
BEGINNING OF QUOTING: [This presentation is undated so you can know
that it is well over two decades past for
the sender h a s held it for longer.]

as the basis of their starting point, and
they are always -wrong. There is only one
place where you can get the correct key to
the symbolism of the Bible, and that is out
of the Bible itself.
We are going to talk about a beast,
and it is a very odd beast, obviously symbolic of something. The Book of Revelation
is at the very end of the Bible, so we are
going to have to look earlier into the Bible
to find the key. And the first place we find,
where it is obviously talking about a very
closely related beast, is in the Book of
Daniel. And that is very appropriate, because the Book of Daniel is so deeply symbolic. It makes its first appearance in
Daniel.
So King Nebuchadnezzar had a
dream, and it impressed him so greatly
that it awakened him. Then, when he was
awakened he found he had forgotten his
THE MARK OF THE BEAST
dream, he remembered only that it was a
[ANOTHER VIEW FROM THE
thing of obviously great importance, and it
MOUNTAIN]
worried him. This is in the second chapter
of the Book of Daniel.
...You remember the reference in
So King Nebuchadnezzar called in
Revelation to the fact that there comes a the wise men to interpret his dream for
time when everyone must receive the mark him, and they said, "Tell u s the dream and
of the beast in his right hand or in his we will tell you the significance." When he
forehead; othewise, he is boycotted, he said, "I have forgotten it, you tell me what
can't buy or sell, and so on. And like most the dreamwas," he punctured their bubble
things in the Bible, there has been an awful right then and there.
lot of utter rot preached about it, by clergyThey were pretending of course to be
men who don't know anything about the wise men and magicians and to have divine
subject, but insist on talking about it just power, and all that kind of thing, and they
couldn't make good. So he had them killed.
the same.
The Book of Revelation, as I think all- But Daniel said, 'Don't be too hasty on this
ofyou know, is entirely symbolicand there- thing now. Give me a little"time and I
fore, unless you are sure that you get the believe God will give me the understanding
right key to the symbols, you can't possibly of itn-which He did.
get the correct understanding of what it is
talking about. So before we get down to
NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S DREAM
that part of it, it is time that we understand
what our symbols are, and then we will
So Daniel interpreted the dream. He
know what we are talking about at least a told King Nebuchadnezzar what the dream
was, and the interpretation of it. And that
bit better.
The Bible offers the key and it offers dream, you remember, was first of this
the only key to the symbols it uses. [H: great statue or image, which had a head of
T h i s is not unlike a personal "dreamngold, the breast and arms of silver, the belly
you have to go to the s o u r c e of the and thighs of brass, the legs were of iron,
information to f m d the key. As w i t h and the feet were mixed iron and clay.
your dreams, wherein you make the
Daniel interpreted the dream. He
play, play the parts a n d write the plot- said, "This shows four successive kingso too must you look at the prophet, doms, each of which is going to rule the
circumstances and prophecy. Since this then known civilized world in its turn."
information (Revelation) is written in The head of gold was Babylon under
the book recognized as the " B i b 2 8 then Nebuchadnezzar. The breast and arms of
you have to s t u d y it for clues and insight silver were another kingdom which would
even to cast out the invalid and sorting come next and would be somewhat inferior
the valid.]
- in its degree of civilization to Babylon, and
Lots of people undertake to try to we know of course that it was the Medodecipher the symbolism of the Bible, and Persian empire. Then Daniel said the belly
they go elsewhere than to the Bibleitself for and thighs of brass would be yet another
their information, and they are invariably kingdom, and we know that was Alexander
wrong. Sometimes they try to do it out of the Great's short-lived empire. And finally,
their own cleverness, but they just can't the iron legs represented one more kingfigure this thing out. Sometimes they take dom. And there is somethingin particular
Hindu or Egyptian or other pagan religions that you need to know about the last

.

kingdom, the iron one of Rome, because it
keeps coming up again.
In Daniel 2 verse 40, he said, "And
the fourth kingdom shall be strong as iron
for as much as iron breaks in pieces and
subdues all things, as iron that breaks all
these, shall it break in pieces and bruise."
And that language is significant because
we keep coming back to that.
[H: Whether or not you like it, you are
ALSO GOING TO FIND that the same
lineage of the Adversary, call them w h a t
you like (the Khazarians) will b e found
finally ruling every one of these empires
right into destruction-EVERY TIME!]
When Daniel interpreted this vision,
the time was pretty close to 580 B.C.,
within a few years one way or another of
this. Babylon was at that time under its
greatest king, Nebuchadnezzar, at the very
apex of its power and its civilization. Two
kings later it came to its end, about 538
B.C. The head of gold, no question, that
was the Babylonian empire which was
then in existence.
The next one which would come after
it, he said, was the breast and arms which
were of silver, the Medo-Persian empire:
two arms united in one breast; two kingdoms, Media and Persia, united in one
empire. Mediawas the more northwesterly
of the two, it came to great power first; later
it was in its turn conquered and absorbed
by Persia; and the united empire, but under .a,Persian king, was the one which
conquered Babylon.
The Medo-Persian power became very
great: it extehded from northwest India
and Afghanistan across the whole Fertile
Crescent, the nations that extend in agreat
arch, north of the Arabian desert; in other
words, from the head of the Persian Gulf,
on up through Iraq and Iran, as we call
them today. But it also included the
Babylonian and Assyrian empires, over
into Syria, and down the coast through
Palestine. It took in a good deal of Asia
Minor, which today we call Turkey, and
they even conquered and ruled Egypt for a
time.
So, starting this tremendous rise
with the conquest of Babylon about 538
B.C., this empire ruled all the important
parts of the known civilized world at that
time, until it was conquered by Alexander
the Great, between 334 and 33 1 B.C.
The Medo-Persian empire was followed by Alexander the Great. Alexander
had been king of Macedonia, which is on
the mainland, just north of the peninsula
of Greece, and in 336 B.C. he was merely
king of Macedonia. [H: Chelas, in p a s t
JOURNALS (SeeJOURNALS # 2 5 , 2 6 , 2 8 ,
and 29) w e have covered this entire
history along w i t h the concomitant r i s e
and infiitration of the " 1 3 t h Tribe", the
Khazarians, w h o later stole the religion
of the Judaists and pronounced them-

selves k t , the "Serpent People" and relate to those wondrous QSUMARIAN Black Sea, the Caucasus mountains,

then, "Jews" and *ally
"Zionistsm. TEXTS* which were kept in securiq through Armenia to the middle of ancient
They were -thieves and liars from the until this century-at least from your Babylonia, the Arabian desert, the Red
be-and
"truthwas not in them"!] Uinquiring"minds. Sunrar is in the Sea, Nubia, the Sahara desert, and the
The Greeks had a very high civiliza- approximate location of Babylon Morocco mountains. Thosewere its boundtion, and one fatal weakness: they could (Baghdad),only further to the South of aries.
never get along among themselves. They Iraq.]
The image of course had two legs,
were always fighting among themselves,
and so the Roman Empire broke up into
the various Greek cities, because each one
OLD ALEXANDER
two. It was divided into a western and
represented an individual nation, as they
eastern Roman Empire at about 283 A.D.
were then organized, and in their bitter
Alexander had built nothing. He The capital of the eastern portion of the
warfare whoever was losing was always conquered and as a n individual he ruled empire was set up in what had been called
ready to call in somebody else as an ally, to the conquered nations, but when he died Byzantium, and, being rebuilt, modemkeep from losing the war. And when you there was nothing to hold it together. His ized, made into a tremendous city by
called in a powerful nation in those days, to empire broke up exactly as had been proph- Constantine, had its name changed to
help, it simply meant that not only did they esied in Daniel, that his kingdom would be Constantinople; and that remained the
conquer your opponent, but they swal- divided to the four winds of heaven and not capital of the eastern half of the Roman
lowed you up too. And of course that is to his posterity, because his four leading Empire.
exactly what happened.
generals under him, each took over apNow, while it claimed at all times to
In some of their bitter internal war- proximately a quarter of the empire where be the capital of the Roman Empire, you
fare, some of the Greeks called in the they were; and in those few years, between find it generally spoken of as the Byzantine
Macedonians to their aid, and Alexander 334 and 323 B.C., this enormous empire Empire, from the old and well known name
had a very well trained and brilliantly was built and fell apart.
of Byzantium for its capital city.
commanded army. There are two men in
So you have Babylon, Medo-Persia,
The western portion of the empire,
all past history who stand out as generals Alexander's empire; and now the next in which gradually was losing its hold on
of ability beyond any other: one is Alexander line, and the last in this series of gentile Europe, had its capital part of the time, but
the Great and the other is Hannibal of empires that was prophesied by Daniel: not all of it, in Rome. For example, the city
Carthage, and it is perhaps a toss-up, Rome.
of Ravenna, in Italy, was the capital for a
which was the more brilliant from a mili[H: The speed of ascent and descent time. This was broken by the Visigoths,
tary point of view.
of nations and dynasties is often ques- who were Israel people on the march, in
Under Alexander's leadership, the tioned in relationship to God and, say, 410 A.D.
Macedonian army was irresistible. the United States of America. Well, let
You remember, under the pressure
Alexander simply conquered and took over us say this, the nation was NOT founded ofthe invadingvisigoths,the Romans pulled
the various Greek cities and incorporated by particularly GODLY men--even the the last of their legions of soldiers out of
them into his beginning empire, and then signers of your Declaration of Indepen- Britain, bringing them home for the dewent on looking for more worlds to con- dence and writers of your Constitution fense of Rome in 408 A.D. That year they
quer. He conquered Asia Minor, Syria and were mostly MASONS and that is hardly succeeded in buying off the Visigoth invadPalestine by 332 B.C. He conquered the of GOD OF GOODNESS FULL INTENT. ers, who had come into northern Italy but
Tigris-Euphrates valleys, which made up However-andTHIS IS IMPORTANT--Fn had not yet taken the city of Rome. Then
the old Assyrian and Babylonian empires, this place W A S DESTINED TO FALL THE the Romans bought them off with a big
, 1 0 ~ . D .thevisigoths
,
by 33 1 B.C. And he went on to conquer PLACE WHEREIN W D WOULD AGAIN money bribe. ~ u tby4
Media-Persia, which was then called BRLNO FORTH THE WORD UNTO HIS had spent the money, so they took the city
Bactria, and today is called Afghanistan. It PEOPLE AND WHEREFROM GOD AND of Rome, looted it, and smashed everylies just outside of India, just north of the HOSTS WOULD TAKE THEIR STAAD! BE -thing; and, thereafter, there was merely a
famous Khyber Pass; it is the gateway to T H I S K N O W N T H R O U G H O ~ T H E ~ Stheoretical pretense of any further Roman
FOR S O SWALL IT COME TO PASS BE- Empire existing in the West.
India.
Alexander also went on down into FORE T H I S GENERATION P A S S E S
However, the Romans, who were a
wily people, suggested to the Visigoths that
northern India, conquering quite a consid- A WAY4
erable area in northern India, so that all
The city itself was founded, accord- there was some wonderful lands which had
the then known civilized world, fromGreece ing to the Roman tradition, in 753 B.C. The been a part of the old Roman Empire. They
to India, was incorporated in his one em- republic of Rome was organized about 500 said, 'Why don't you go and move into
pire. A s you remember, before his death, B.C., and with organization of the republic them? There is some beautiful fertile counAlexander was mooning around, worrying began its expansion into a tremendous try over in Spain. We will give it to you.
because there were no more worlds left for empire. Macedonia, Greece and Egypt Only don't stay here." That seemed like a
him to conquer. [H: Surely now, readers, were incorporated into the empire in 168 good idea to the Visigoths. Centuries of
you do remember that don't you? Well, B.C., and from there the Romans moved on frightful misrule under the Roman emperwhy not? What happened to your his- into western Asia, north Africa and on, of ors had reduced Italy to such a stage of
tory lessons?] He was a brilliant general, course, into a great portion of western poverty and general falling apart, there
and that is all you can say FOR him. He Europe. Eventually, the. Roman Empire wasn't much worth staying for, there, anywas a debauched drunkard also, and he ruled Italy, Spain, what they then called way.
So the Visigoths moved out across
finally died of his dissipation in Babylon in Gaul, which was France and extending
very slightly into Germany, Macedonia, southern France, through the F'yrenees
323 B.C.
[H: Since you will, if you will study Greece, Egypt, north Africa, western Asia and into Spain. And from some time before
420 A.D. until the Moorish conquest in 7 11
the other JOURNALS in conjunction Minor, Syria, and Palestine.
The frontiers of the Roman Empire A.D., the Visigoths were the dominant
with this one-in fact, Editors, please
integrate these "Beastn writings into were the Atlantic Ocean, the Irish Sea, the people in Spain. Now they didn't extennithe waiting material on the DIVINE PLAN south border of Scotland, the North Sea, nate all the previous inhabitants of Spain,
and let's get on with allowing people to the river Rhine, the Danube River, the and, in fact, some of the previous inhabit-
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ants of Spain were Israel people, for that
matter; because the Vandals, a tribe that
had moved down there from southern
Scandinavia, were already in there, and
they were not driven out immediately. They
were not very numerous and they later
moved into north Africa, where of course
they were swept up in the Arab and Moorish
empire, later there, and became extinct,
that is, they were absorbed into the darker
peoples there.
In Spain, then, you had a definitely
Israel people, the Visigoths, as the ruling
race, and in Portugal also, until they were
conquered by the Moors. Thereafter, there
was much pollution of the blood lines. That
never, however, happened in northern
Europe, and for that reason the Scandinavian peoples are today considered "pure"
stock. [H:Now for the "shocker"-they
are considered "pure Israel stock*.] You
cannot say, of Italy or of Spain, that as a
nation they are "Israelw,because they are
not; there are too many other people there.
But you can say that among them are
many who are definitely of Israel ancestry.

[H: Again, you have a writer and speaker
who cannot find proper meaning in terminology because of the corruption of
the languagesand the thieving of "titles"
and "labels" for given definition--so he
is doing the best he can with what he has
with which to work and present. I can
tell you, chelar;, it is a horrendous task
to present material to a world in confrrsion and not simply FURTHER CONFUSE. The teem QIuael"is a real problem for dl because of its total corruption.]
The western Roman Empire came to
its end, all pretense of being an empire was
abandoned, by 476 A.D. The eastern or
Byzantine half of the Roman Empire was
reduced to Asia Minor and the Balkan
states by Moslem power, by 650 A.D. The
Turks captured most of Asia Minor by 1074
A.D.
Between 1204 and 1260, the socalled Latin empire of Constantinople,made
up of the troops of the Fourth Crusade and
the republic of Venice, ruled briefly over
the remaining territory. But the old Byzan-

tine Empire was restored, at least in theory,
actually governing nothing but
Constantinople and its suburbs, in the
middle 1260's, and the last trace of it
disappeared with the capture of
Constantinople by the Turks in 1453 A.D.
The first of these visions of Daniel, of
this series of four great world empires,
Babylon, Medo-Persia, Alexander of
Macedon, and Rome, was given in the
vision of the great statue, the image of the
four different metals. This is exceedingly
important because the great bulk of recorded history is covered by this series of
empires. But the thing was given to Daniel
again, in a different vision. ...
To be continued in the next segment [of
writing on this subject, on page 361.
Let us close this before we run into too
lengthy a discussion and forget our time
limits for this writing. We need to be
elsewhere, Dharma. Thank you.
Hatonn to stand by.
Salu .

Soltec9s Menu This Week:
Well Stirred Vegetable Soup
=
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SOLTEC

Soltec, present in the Light of Holy God,
the God of Creation. May the light of God
and the light of the Christ be with you as we
walk together through these times of turmoil.
With so much taking place on your
globe, knowing where to begin is indeed
difficult. We shall, however, endeavor to
take it one piece at a time.
This week, for the first time, your Federal Government issued an earthquake
alert for central California, following the
alert that the Hosts issued on Saturday
last. (Now, I ask you, who is eavesdropping on whom?) The problem is that most
ofyour state is so oblivious to earthquakes,
that many people were unaware that an
alert had been issued. That, dear ones, is
exactly what the controllers hope for. If
you can be lulled into a false sense of
security and sidetracked by every decoy
they lay out before you, then you are living
up to their expectations and playing right
into their hands. The political hankypanky is used to divert the attention of the
hounds and allow the fox entry into the
henhouse. Don't look now, but you are
surrounded by the foxes. So, because

California did not fall into the ocean this
week, is all quiet on the Western front?
Just this day you have, once again,
experiencedanearthquake upon yourglobe
in excess of six points of your measuring.
This time it was situated in Russia in the
vicinity of the Caucasus Mountains, near
Russian Georgia. Your measuring was
6.7, which itself is no small matter; however the ma1 kicker is the fact t h a t it
shook for a v p d m a t e l w twelve minuted Chelas, that is an indication of an
extremely deep earthquakemeaning that
the plate down into the mantle is moving. Do you not find it interesting that this
occurred on the very day your NASA
launched a satellite that is supposedly
intended to study plate movements and
earthquakes? Is it not convenient to have
such an earthquake to study? And no, this
does not relieve concern for your Western
United States. If anything, this merely
means that you can continue to expect
more of same. They are not finished playing games with you yet. The 72-hour alert
may be up at midnight last night, but I
would not undo the bungies just yet. You
are not yet out of the woods. In fact, the
event of today is only an indication that the
trouble is worldwide and means the situa-

tion grows even more critical.
You who live in Arizona and California
may have noticed avery unusual storm the
past two days. The weather front responsible for this storm is mouing in a drmc&r pattern over the area, causing the
storm to move in and out in SHaves" of
activity. First you will notice that it is clear
and calm, and an hour or so later you are
having a lightning show with winds and
rain; then comes the calm again, then
again the lightning, winds and rain. Those
in Tehachapi have had the unfortunate
luck to experience quite a light show with
red flashes of lightning, accompanied by
explosion sounds, heavy rains and, of
course, the earth continues to shake. Red
lightning is nota natural occurrence. Even
your meteorologists are remarking how
unusual the Jet Streams are for this time
of the year.
And let us not forget the hurricane that
is brewing in your Atlantic Ocean right
now, moving in and around Bermuda. If I
were you, I would keep my eyes and ears
open, for anything is possible. You have
not yet recovered from the last round of
hurricanes.
There have also been what you would
consider minor earthquakes again in the
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Southern California Desert area struck
hard in June of this year-Landers, California. The area is still so unstable that
even these relatively small shakers could
have devastating effects. The continual
weakening of this fault is something not to
be taken lightly.
Another serious situation is developing
at this time on the New Madrid Fault in the
central United States. There exists the
potential for renewed activity along the
Mississippi River at the borders of Missouri and Kentucky. Should this fault
become active, there would be widespread
damage, including the flooding of the lowlying delta areas and the collapse of many
of the underground caverns which are so
prevalent in that part of your land. Kentucky and Missouri are literally honeycombed with caves that run for hundreds
of miles underground. Only a very few of
these caverns have been explored, and no
one is even certain how extensive they are.
Depending upon the extent of the ground
movement here, the Ohio River, which
empties into the Mississippi at the juncture of Illinois, Kentucky and Missouri,
could overflow its banks and flood the lowlying areas of southern Illinois and Indiana.
Running along the borders of Indiana
and Illinois is the Wabash River, which
empties into the Ohio River at thejuncture
of Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky. Can you
see the picture? Moot of these areas are
extremely 1- l l ~ flood
d
O U daring
~
heavy
rains as they arejust a few hundred feet
above sea lenrel. What wouM happen to
these amas during a major seismic
disturbance?
Have I forgottenabout New York? Absolutely not. The potential for activity has not
decreased. On the contrary, the delay only
increases the possibility of a greater-magnitude quake. The pressure is only continuing to build; it has not decreased one
measure. It is not a question of g. It is
merely a question of when.
We have stated, over and over, to be
p p m d for curything, for the possibilities are only limited by the imagination and
determination of the Elite controllers. They
lack neither. Consider the number of
earthquakes,volcanoes, destructivestorms
and other 'natural" or 'unnaturalwevents
of this year: How many prophecies have
been fulfilled? Does it not give reason to
pause and consider your relationship
with God?
Your world is in a very delicate condition, precious ones, and the games your
Elite are playing with the elements are
destined to cause catastrophic results,
designed to eliminate as many of you as
possible. Their timetable is fast running
out and they are now scurrying about,
making mischief in many places in many
ways, in order to bring the situation to a
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climax before the year 2000. They are
masters of destruction and self-servitude
and are expert at both.
Nature is a delicately balanced thing,
though quite tough in its own respect. Yet,
the inhabitants of Earth have managed to
completely unbalance every aspect of the
Natural Laws governing your beautiful
planet, creating the mess you now find
yourselves in. Fortunately, the planet is
still alive, though very ill, and its 'prime
directive" is survival. And, survive it will,
though it may mean the destruction of
many of its parasitic inhabitants. That is,
unless the puppet masters decide to go for
broke and blow it to kingdom come! And
yet, they try to tell you that we are the evil
ones! Do you truly believe for one moment
that if our intent was to cause the destruction or the takeover of your world, that we
would not have done so long before now?
Would we try to warn you at every turn of
their intentions if we were here to cause
you harm? We have naught to hide; can
your controllers say the same?
Chelas, it is past time for you to awaken
from your slumbering and recognize the
peril in which you are living. The clock is
marking off the seconds, approaching the
midnight hour and the dawn of the new
day. Where will you be when the clock
strikes twelve?
f
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Which one shall you be? Which master IsatuteyouandwillwalkwithyoubutTHISTIME
shall you serve-the god of this world, or I cannot CARRYyou.
the God of heaven? Which do you love
FUlODIlOa
more, your money and your possessions,
or your brothers and sisters? Do you
THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE
profess one thing with the mouth and
ARm
believe another in your heart? Examina- T n z C O m m m L a w cmmm
tion of self is always far more enlightening
+
than criticism of another. Ponder these L
things, dear ones, for the intent of your heart
Funds in Banks, Stocks, Bonds, Muis all that God sees.
tual Funds and U.S. Treasuries all
Let u s bring this session to a close, for
help support the Adversary.
there is not much more which can be said
at this time which has not been repeated
Funds in the Phoenix Institute help to
numerous times before. We still have a
support the work of the Hosts, the
little more road to travel, but you are never
Constitutional Law Center and pubalone in your journey. Rest in the knowllishing/ distributing THE TRUTH. Tax
edge that you are ever held near and dear.
Deductible contributions can be made
You who are in service unto this mission
to the CLC's Court of Last Resort.
with the Hosts of God are the light of your
world, and God's love and blessings are
For information please telephone:
upon you all.
(805) 822-060 1 . Thank You.
Soltec to clear. Salu.
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The Soul
10/26/92#1

HATONN

Hatonn in presence in the Light of the
Radiant One. There is great pain in the
hearts and 'souls" of my people this dayI cannot change, for you, the burden of
your own load-however, I can offer
strength, support, assistance and clarity
of thought in the security of GOD, Creator,
through which you can see your way. Hold
my hand and I11 take you there, the journey needs a brother and a friend, for no
man is an island unto self. Ye have no need
to 'do it alonew. Be at peace.
m
I honor my brother, Michael Silverhawk
for a brief explanation and statement in
clarity regarding "SOUL"which might give
peace and balance to you seekers and
students efforting to understand 'life" and
'experiencew.
SOUL
The soul is your a h h i c . It wntains
the sum total of all your experiencesthrough
time and etem'ty, ALL your lives, your loves
and losses; your victories and defeats, your
trials and ~ m p l i s h m e n tand
s on and on.
In meditation you will begin to %eewall of
this mme up. You will haveflashes of your
history and who and what you have been.
Things you are particularly struggling with
now, have must likelyfollowed you through
time. As you invite Light and Divine Assistance and Understanding and Guidance
into your crown and anchor it in meditation
and communion, you will begin to q r i ence bursting revelations and comprehensions unfofd. Youwill asee'throughthe veil
andgaze intoperfedion. Youcan then begin
to replaoe dkmtd with this perfection of
feeling. This is grrrcc. This power heals
and completes your kanna,so to speak lt is
simply msolved and lifted off, jieeing you
and your karma p: I do not like the
definition now applied to the word
Ukarmaw,
so let us release the burden of
urnmad penaltiem and payback and
other unseemly de5itiop. and .imply
state that you free yoursahma h m restriction so that you can, ar a student,
SEE and UNDERSTAND the LESSON at
hand. In the power you hold as creation
of GOD in perfection of rdection, it
means you also have the power to cast
aside the Ukamnawand simply do not
accept it.], so to speak It is simply resolved
and lifted off, freeing you and your mind
and emotions and allows the truepassion of
love and life to comeforth. This will happen
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Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos
In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written transcriptions of
some taped topics, M E WORD is now also offering other tapes and videos on selected topics.
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are 54.00 for one tape, 56.00 for two tapes and 52-50
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Special Order tapes are noted below by and are not automatically sent since this material is
usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written transcriptions are noted by 4.
The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes i n bold in
parentheses and mentioning i f the meeting has a special focus:
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4);
7/12/92(3);
3/2 1/92(2); 3/28/92(1); 4/4/92(3);
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community Church; 7/18/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
4/13/92(1) # What is a Semite?";
7/26/92(3);
4/17/92(1) # W h o Were the First Christians?" 8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
4/25/92(2) f "The Photon Belt";
8/8/92(2);
8/3 1/92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters;
4/26/92(3); 5/1/92(1) "LA. Riots and
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7
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SPECIAL AUDIO, 8/16/92(3)*, Bo Critz speech in
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SPECIAL VIDEO, 8/16/92, Tehachapi Citizens'
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m,
LakeCiW, TAKE AMWCA BACK"
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more and more as you go.
All this progress is painfully slow at
first. It is the same for everyone that way,
but thefurther you go, thefaster you go and
you canflyfree for very longperiods. Then
it is but a matter offine tuning andflight time
experience. You will find that your soul is
clean and new and that you suddenly have
a great deal of "space"forwonderjkl things,
space that was formerly taken up by conflicts. You have forgiven all and selffor all
trespass. This is freedom. This is true
freedom and you will find yourseIf having
tea with God every day. It is simple. Not

Resurrection". He refers to it as the Alpha
Omega Medicine for the Genesis of the
Fifth World.
He offers me this work in brotherhood
and friendship with the following letter:
Dear Dharma & Friends,
(10/ 1 1/ 92)
Greeting in the Light of God that never
fails. lam a tmefollowerof yourgreat works
with the Great Spirit. I am also prompted
most relentlessly in my own life, so that is
why I have sent this treatise. Nine lodges
have received it around the west. Iam soon
to return out there also as my work here
dmws to closing. If you find value in my
easy-simple.
work, then that would be great joy for me.
***
G e m i n has gmbbed my collar to come
1 thank Silverhawk for sharing with me as forth now, as it is apparently the appointed
the brothers we are. He has done a beau- time. Well, here I am then.
tiful treatise called The WindsOf God, "The
Istand with you inintent and purpose
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and give all I have to it. Let u s a12 stand
together unto victory as one. God bless you
all. Ihope to meet you one day soon andpow
wow together. In love with Light, Michael
Silverhawk.

**

In the brotherhood of Creation we cannot be
separatefor we are but one thought of God in
experience as God brings us into manifestation. We must ever fly h e and joyously
beyond all limitations within our soul and
across forever, and we will cross paths and
meet now and then in consciousness as we
wish, but always in unity in spirit in the
ALLNESS of that for which we striv-d
the
intimate expression of celebration that can
never end. A meetingagain, after moments or
through lifetimes, is certain for those who are
brothers and friends. AH0

More On Nostradamus,
Seers And Reality's Illusion Play
need me to do a facsimile of the Oxford
Didionary, I will. Just let me know whom
and where to send it. If you want the
quatrains to be continued to be sent to the
LIBERATOR, I will continue with that as
well, sir. What I can give I will and this too
you know. I am deeply honored and
humbled, I know that is not the word I
need, but we do not use blocks of energy
thoughts, so I really have no word in any
Earth language to express what I feel;
startled is a nice adverb for it. And yes, I do
realize the grave responsibility, nor do I
envy poor dharma. [H:Now this one has
it absolutely right. When she refers to
Are you enjoying Nostradamus? Share dharma--it's a little'dkiharma is aimthat latest writing/ translation from D.J. ply a word. G o on please.]
with us,Oberli. Nora [of Nora's Research
Well, on to the business at hand.
C o m r fame, periodically in THE PHOENIX
Dear Readers,
L B E R A q , I think that you would enjoy
I will not bore you with past quaacquaintance with this one. Oberli, you
can leave out the French. (Laughter.) trains that have already been done, even if
Oberliwould like to leave out Nostradamus. inaccurately, because the time for that is
(Laughter.) But I think you should have a later, not now. This is because this World
little fun along this journey. And this man Order is a very insidious evil that comes
was never wmngl He's just never been this way and it is already testing its heifigured out. And you've got someone cor- nous power as I work this day. There is so
responding now (D.J.) who understands much more than Michel's quatrains to
that and is being given some great insight work upon and 1 know this, this is confirmation for each and everyone of you. You
and I would like for you to enjoy it.
must BELIEVE that you are all unique and
This is dated Saturday, October 10:
special in your own manner, in accordance
with HIS will. In the words of a wise six year
QUOTE:
old, 'God don't make no junk."
Dear Commander,
I want to point out to Sananda's
Of course, I will write and such can be critics that if He used the Georgian
bound and printed, you know this. You Calender, indeed, August 22nd would be

(Editor's note: Thefollowing discussion
on Nostmdams by Commander Hatonn is
transmibed from the meeting tapes of 10/
10/ 92 that areavailable throughThe Word.
Dhanna and Oberli had just received anotherexcellenttmnslationfrom "D.J."inthe
mail that day and, mther thanpresent it in
one of the upcoming daily writings, Commander asked Oberli to read it at the meeting. We thought you would also enjoy
Commander's comments that go along with
D.J.'s-not only on Nostmdams and those
who claim to be interpreting him, but also on
some other matters.)

quite appropriate. So unless you are asking what be His day of Birth by the Julian
calendar, or Augustian or Gregorian, you
only sound foolish indeed; it can be several
days, depending upon the calender which
is used. It is why some didn't blink an eye
at such a date alteration of two weeks.
Now for a little Rules of the Game of
Michel's as 1 refer to Nostradamus. (I will
tell you, were Michel here today, I would
HIT HIM SO HARD THAT WHEN HE WOKE,
NOT ONLY WOULD HIS CLOTHES BE OUT
OF STYLE.. .IT WOULD BE THE NEXT MILLENNIUM!!) Somewhere, someplace, most
logically some hidden place in Salon,
France, are all his quatrains, in order and
unscrambled. Perhapsjust aRosetta Stone
of some kind. There IS a pattern to his
quatrains and to his anagrams. Some of
his quatrains have the adverbs and adjectives rearranged, some of the most important lines are done in lower case, such as
was the case with the 'Commander of the
Phoenix." NOT ONE WORD WAS OUT OF
SENTENCE STRUCTURE!! This is very
important to note, for if you have pursued
this man's enigma for over a decade, as I
have, these things become crystal clear
after going over them for the trillionth time!
I also want to point out that with a linguistics computer, these could be unravelled
and most likely HAVE been. A s for the
anagrams, I have a bad case of mirroring
dyslexia, so...a scrambled word to me does
not look "scrambled"to my "broken eyes."
Except for that fact, if you study Latin,
Greek, Old French, ancient cartography,
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social mores, etcetera, (Leave it alone, it is
one word) then you too can do the same.
But to do it correctly and give sense to
them, you must do this or you just make up
what you do not understand! And they are
verv understandable!
SECOND: Nostradamus did not use
articles in his quatrains often (The, is, at,
and, on ...etcetera) so they must be inserted. Frequently he rearranged the words
of the sentence too. There are over a
thousand quatrains and I am not going to
give you all the whyfores and howcomes of
it. You must remember that the Lollards,
who were followers of John Wycliffe, lived
just before Michel. They were the ones that
said the Church (The only church was the
Catholic Church then) was getting too fat
on gold, silver and that the piety of poverty
was not even observed by the poorest of
vicars. He was right.
Therefore, the Church labelled he
and his followers heretics and promptly
did such cute things as burned them a t the
stake, tortured them to recant their preaching, excommunicated them, had them
drawn and quartered and generally gave
them a good 01' fifteenth century welcome.
Now for the quatrain:
-

-

and We, maybe. Go oa.] Now, we in there are much more important events
Nevada, USA have Bubonic Plague in the than playing cryptography games.
ground squirrels (weaffectionatelycall them
"Little Bubonics") [H: They do in CaliforSincerely,
nia also.], but Pneumonic is another thing
D.J.
entirely!! There are three kinds of Plague:
Septic (Kills you in hours), Pneumonic (It
But there redly isn't anything
kills you in a few days), and the ever- more important than a descrambling of
popular BUBONIC (It kills you in about a the history as it was, and as it is proweek or so). The whole point being that jected to be. And you can't expect it to
plagues kill animals too, not just humans. appear in Americanese not going to. It
Michel was a physician and when he said was never written that way. And the
plague, he meant PLAGUE!
great seers saw things that were not
Yes, his first wife and family died of suitable for their minds to even explain
plague, not because he could not have in their given times.
healed them, BUT BECAUSE HE DID NOT
But do you see how wonderful it is
GIVE
THEM
THE
ANTIBIOTIC whenyoueachtake yourtalentsand you
PREPARATION. :.IN TIME!! Even now, we share? Because as Nora [in Nora's Rehad nine deaths last year in this state from search Corner, periodically in THE PHOEBubonic. Does this line up with road- N X LIBERATOR.] outlays, for example,
blocks in Arizona? I should think so! It is the different pronunciations of the
a virulent deadly disease and if you do not simple word Jesus, Esu, do you see that
have the antibiotic in time ...you will die. it allows truth to come forth out of
' ~ lplagues
l
affect children and the elderly Nostradamus work?
It's the time of knowledge coming to
much worse than a healthy young adult,
and it usually kills them. Any text on the the forefront. And you ones didn't realPathology of Disease will give you this ize you would be it. And suddenly what
information. elood refers to death and was a little bit of fun, or a need to be
dying, fire to destruction, of which there is prodmctive, an interest, a nagging little
a great deal going on right now. ~n~ think that k e e p you going48comes
macro/ micro world econom~istcan verify a r izamease respopibility. I don't want
CENTURY IX:55
that a war is what brings a nation out s f a t~spd %hejoy ofthe production by you
"L'horgible guerre qu'en I'Occident Depression1 WeZre had the supposed "ar- taking this as some great burden. You'll
sonists" setting fires all over the Western fisrdyrht p u need...Thisir for &Zof you!
s'apprete
United States and burning millionsof acres
Yeu're going to be getting note u d
Lpanensuhant viendra la pestilence
- Si fort horrible quejeune, vieux, ni bete, to ashes. (If it. was hardwood we wuld more mderstumdhg. Don't pruh the
- Sang, feu Mercure, Mars, Iur&er en make soap! Tons of itl)
@ver. Doo't w q b u t that which &,
France."
I must make sport,,Ebrwhat coms.is m a t y8to udo_Id. The teachers
beyokl tears, so very much does i t hurt. take&re oftbat. And it's hard to know, .
*TRANSLATION
Some of you wil die, in fact, a &at .my
At's
,
tp
it's hud to -3
will dii ifyou do not listen UP! Do you think W d l , ~ w U i ts myJob3Wsll, it camTtre horrible *war, thai in"'the.West, any world leader really gives a doodley- .with + bt bf trriiiing, r I~t..,houss.nd
th'emselves affected, '
squat about one of u s m'arked as 'expend- Iso*
uul hrn. A d
one had to
l
e
k
Old*Qench
t
o
even
be
able to go
Tfie year followi~gcoines the P@ix,
able: or 'nuke fodder"?
a
I-THINK-NOT! b a e k w . e whtt.was iacorrect in fhd
So very - horrible that ,(it &ts) the
young, the old .
Frenccir _rr 'kprodueed in text8 on
an*d"the beasts. (Animds)
Addendum: I must make greatest NostkaduPus. It's not u simple rtr
Blood, fire, Mercury,-Mars, Jupiter in. apologies, for I did not send the correct ~okus*@nnon
makes it -:
1%just
France."
wording of 'UENDOSUS". fi is not a big p u t romaane i n a trance and
glaring eqijr, but it is an ERROR, mine. No.tradrmus ir gohg to rp- it all out.
The last three planets line up "hFrancew Yep, +sureis that. To be very correct it is It's not going to h.ppen. But because
o;^nSeptember ll, 1993 and go through "Dom n'Esus," which translates to 'Lord there was enough unfoldment of the
September 26,1993. "In ~ r k c emeans
"
forever Jesus," or "lord, born Jesus." Yes, Nostradamus predictions, the f h t perin Virgo. Each country has an astrological it is small, but I do apologize. Being rattled son that Dolores worked with gave very,
sign according to Nostradamus, a s America by such is not an excuse, just a fact. I want very valid information to the extent of
is July 4th, so it would be Cancer: This is the readers to know that I went to the their capability. - However, Volume I1
taken from an ephemeris that was do* by quatrains for several reasons, the most was worse thas drivel. [This is the twocomputers for accuracy. Frankly, it's a important being that IF Commander volume set entitled, Conversations With
pain, for I use it only because it gives a time Hatonn was whom he said he was;*I knew Nostradamus, by Dolores Cannon, availreference, THAT IS ALL. On Friday night, it would be there. Michel would never have able from America West Publishers; see
October 8, 1992 on CNN World News, there "not seen" such an awe inspiring event back page for ordering information.] And
was something that should make everyone and not written of it. I am sending along George and Desirw, feeling very, very
shake in their shoes. In Arizona, USA, a those pertinent to NOW, the others will be put upon, very sad, and now they will
case of PNEUMONIC PLAGUE died. [H: there for later. Dr. Young, please, let me wen get a nice lawsuit from the one in
Hold, everybody here that? What did it know how much space [As muchas it takes, point who wrote the book.
I don't care whether they like it oL
mean to you? What have you heard D.J., for translations praised so highly by
about it? Audience: pneumonic or bu- Commander Hatonn], for I never imagined don't like it, if it's not truth, it's not
bonic? H: Is there a difference? Death so many would be printed and I realize fruthl But, your bl@ willboilwhen you
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know that it & truth. It will tell you. whole manifested experience-that
ing mind cuts in and you start picking it
You'll know. And when you hear that which you perceive to be real which is to pieces. "Oh, I was just dreaming!"
What are you going to do to wake youryou are headed for a war, you know this that you can seemingly touch.
there's going to be one. You can lie to
Anyone who has had a good, vivid self from THIS one? What, in the world,
yourself and say, "Well, maybe we'll nightmare that wakes you up with your are you going to do to awaken yourself
avert it."
heart pounding and a scream on your from this illusion, this dream?
Is Nostradamus any different than lips, but so frightened that you cannot
Or, are you going to insist that your
Revelations? Not a lot. Not a lot. It's make a sound--when you awaken, it's energy form, your Higher Mind, play it
having to come into understanding of veryreal, isn't it? And then your reason- out? That's all that we're talking about.
either o n v o u have to underrrtand that
enough of the information is written in
the New Testament to literally pull ones
away~theoldMosaiclawsthatwere
I
taught in the Torrrh. This is where you
had the Judaist approach and the Christian approach. This iswhy those two are
10/25192#1 HATONN
vice without thought to profits or anything
out here at opposite ends.
beyond absolute "costs" and we shall conSo what happens? If you use your
EVICTION LOOMS
tinue as best can be done. I cannot see
mind you can see what happens. When
lessening the information flow but we must
those ones who had utilized, for their
Dharma, my very heart goes out to you look a t what we must face. It is not lack of
own benefit, those old laws, you can see that you have to serve in the midst of life love on the part of you readers'nor willingfrom what is written that they made up going on with its slings and arrows hitting ness to share. It points out what agood job
most of them--because so many of the the mark. Readers, please allow this next the Adversary has done. You have either
things would not have been the way that to serve as confirmation of the truth of the been convinced to go with "him" in your
God functions if He is Goodness and collusion and total lack of all justice in the investments (wherein you WILL lose it) or
Light. So you have to wonder, well, was now-totally-controlledjudicial system. The you have searched and been drained of
He really Goodness and Light?
attorney has called this morning to say your own assets or any number of other
Well, if you wonder about that then that the court has denied a stay on the case reasons, all ofwhich are valid. Many ofyou
your journey is even harder because of the property (dwelling) of Dharma and changed your support to Bo Gritz and you're going to have to do a lot more E.J. This is without cause and none is other necessary things and so we have a
time of great difficulty which will not likely
studying about God of Creation, who offered-it simply states that it is "over"had capability of creating total perfec- the eviction notice will be legally served lessen as the chains bind tighter and tighter.
tien, in working order and total balance, within 10 days. After all the struggle and We will certainly go on at the paper as long
in an entire overall Universe, endless, expenses it is too much with which to deal as we can. And, by the way, other things
infinite. Then surely He would not have at this moment so let usallow for emotional that seem to stem from here-are NOT
been dumb enough to do some of the stability before packing the boxes AGAIN. CONNECTED TO PUBLICATIONS OR THE
The world is hard, chela-and
basically PAPER-SO PLEASE, DO NOT BE CONthings attributed to Him.
Nor would He need to get angry. He evil beyond your imaginings. I remind you CERNED. ALL THINGS, INVESTMENTS,
wouldjust macreateyou ifyou displeased regarding your own status in this "free" ETC., ARE TOTALLY SEPARATED AND
Him! Or He might toy with you. - But nation-you are already "had" and the full HAVE NO IMPACT. MUCH HAS BEEN
does a Father literally tease His child intent is to own-hook, line and sinker- INVESTED INTO PUBLICATIONS, ETC.,
when it is painful to the child? Some, if ALL property, ALL assets AND YOU WILL BUT THAT WILL NOT BE IMPACTED IN
they're mean enough. But a Father that EITHER BE DEAD OR ENSLAVED! IT IS ANY WAY WHATSOEVER. IT IS THAT
is always loving would not do that to His THE PLAN,AND THE EVIL BROTHER HAD THESE ONES HAVE PERSONALLY BORchild. But a Father who k loving and CONTROL OF THE COURTS, THE LAW, ROWEDTHROUGHSUPPORTERSONTHE
responsible will require discipline of THE LAWMAKING, THE CONGRESS, THE PROPERTY IN POINT AND THAT IS NOW
ADMINISTRATION ANDYOUR INDUSTRIAL EXHAUSTED FOR ALL PRACTICAL PURHimself and toward the child.
You have a situation where all along FOUNDATION IS SHATTERED AND ALL POSES-WITHOUT EVEN RESOURCESTO
the way you were given the TRUTH as it THAT IS LEFT ARE THE FINAL COFFIN MAKE A MOVE--SO WE SIMPLY HAVE
would be. These seen did not always NAILS. These people have put everything SOME HARD CONFRONTATIONS LOOMunderstand theft Spiritual Call, but did they had and were able to borrow into OUR ING IN FRONT FOR MY SCRIBE/ SPEAKER.
the best they could with the threat of work, into the WORD and into the services THIS IS NOT COMPLAINT, ONLY PETITION
death always overhanging them. It's supporting that job. The sums borrowed FORPATIENCEASTHEYSTRUGGLE WITH
easier today, in this instance: There is are gone as were against the winning of the A PROBLEM THAT NEVER SEEMS TO
no way the threat of death can overhang house and therefore recourse is minimal to SUBSIDE. -SO BE IT. THANK YOU.
zilch in time to save anything.
me, Hatonn, and they know it.
TO YOU EDITORS
I have to tell you this because I cannot
Now, they can threaten my sribe, my
speaker, whoever it might be, but they ask more of these two and with the probPLEASE, sometimes I p ~ r p ~ s e f ~ i l y ~ r
know that I have the right to respond in lems and untrue concerns OT ones who
kind. And they know when you might were badly misled, I will not ask them to thought-provoking statements and quesdoubt. It's always wise to know your give more into the "business" for assets of tions. ' I ask'that you not change them nor
enemy. And my enemy knows me very other parties will be assured. I cannot interpret them for the readers. The READwell. My enemy has nemr left sight of postpone giving you this information for ERS have aright and aneed to thinkabout
you must realize that at this time JOUR- specific things, even unto the titles of our
his goals.
Most of my people have done so and NAL publication and the LIBERATOR do books-unless 'I" choose to make explawallowed around in his game. And now not even break even. Perhaps there are nation! This is NOT reprimand, just reminder that I often have a far greater
you're stuck with having to sort the fewer on God's. side than you thought?
Every
effort
has
been
made
to
give
serreason
for much of what I say than will at
reality of your whole existence, your

I r n ~ o rant
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THE SURVIVAL STOREHOUSE
2810 W. CHARLESTON BLVD, SUITE C6723
I A S VECAS, NV 89102-1921
For credit card orders g&,
call (800)800-5565

.

-

(Name)
(Address)
(CiW)
(State)

(Zip code)

(Telephone)

Exp

CREDIT CARD (Vlaa.Master Card or Discover)

Up CRYSTAL UQWQ
QUANTITY

ITEM
Two - 1 oz. dropper bottles

COST PER
$20.00

.
"

1 Quart bottle
**mL;/b. C+

$90.00
TOTAL

Dharma, it has been such a burdened
week-end so far that I suggest we simply
continue to write for a while and then allow
closing for today so that you can visit with
your children come to share and the time
is limited. Of all ones I need to thank and
apologize for such a heavy load-it is to
you, precious, and I do not. However,
chela, I do not take thee for granted nor
without honor and appreciation. I cherish
you beyond myself and, although you know
as much, it needs to be said into your
consciousness. It is hard to even touch the
appreciation and brotherhood I feel and
experience with you ones who are never
from my side and for you who work from
afar, seemingly without note or mention
save "within". Our tasks are so heavy and
"time" limitations and "human limitations" are great. I bend, not my brow, but
my knee unto you ones-sometime I shall
tell you the difference in meaning. This is
a far greater honor than bowing my head
for this radiates glory--not shame! So be
it.
SEPTEMBER MORN
ORGANIC GARDENING CONTACT

Liquid price includes s h i p p v

This is one of those persons who endlessly serves and from such a distance:
CHLORELLA
Doe Hill, Virginia. So what does she,
Carroll Eagle,have to do with anything?
TOTAL
QUANTlTY
COST PER
ITEM
MUCH SERVICE IN BEHALF OF YOU
CHLORELLA (1 /2 LB)
WHO WOULD GROW (ORGANICALLY)
$32.00
(500TABLETS/BOTTLE 500rng ea)
AND SHARE YOUR FOODS IN FRIENDSHIP OR ON THE MARKET. She has
DISCOUNT:
LESS DISCOUNT
ORDER 10-1 9 BO7TLES & DEDUCT 1096
struggled against the FDA and vandals,
(IF APPLICABLE)
ORDER 20 BOlTLES OR MORE & DEDUCT 15%
drug dealers and hosts of other problems
SHIPPING (SEE RATES BELOW)
to continue to serve. She has even come
from under her shelter of "individual
ALLOW 3-5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
sovereignty" to keep going in order to
obtain
a loan to repair damages to greenTOTAL
house, etc. But she prevails and continues her task.
SHIPPING RATES:
The products of her labor are beautiORDER
UPS 2ND DAY AIR
NEXT DAY AIR
ful and perfect and I would ask that any
GROUND
STATES ALASKA/HAWAII
STATES
ALASKA/HAWAII
and
all of you who effort to grow organis 0-100
$4.25
$5.00
$7.50
s 12.00
$1 5.50
$ 101-200
$4.75
$5.75
$9.00
$14.00
$17.00
cally and especially if you "do business"
$18.00
$ 201-300
55.25
$6.00
$10.00
$ 16.00
of any kind with that produce-contact
$ 301-400
$6.00
$8.00
$12.00
$18.00
$2 1 .OO
s 401-500
$6.50
$10.00
$15.00
sz0.00
$23.00
her. BUT, contact her with a gift of
$22.00
$25.00
$ 1 8.00
$12.00
S 501-600
$7.00
stamps, return envelopes, etc., for the
526.00
$30.00
$20.00
$ 1 5.00
$ 601-1000
$8.00
$34.00
$26.00
$31.oo
$20.00
price of the phone call or such-for it is
$1001-2000
$9.00
$2001-3000
5 1 0.00
$24.00
532.00
$36.00
$40.00
too expensive to simply have loads of
Note: As a supplernent(for m e person): 1 ear's sup ly = S16QW
inquiring mail and not have the whereOn a survival basis (for one person): 1 yeafs supp(t = ~374.L
(includes discount)
withal
to respond. She has had to give
PLEASE ALLOW 3-5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. SHIPPING PRICES APPLY T O USA ONLY.
ewerything to continue her work. We want
first meet the eye. This comes to my restaurant. I KNEW that Madonna was to HELP, not further burden. I believe
attention for last evening E.J. tried to deci- coming out with a major evil disaster and you will find she has a listing of services
pher and rewrite into more clarity, a state- I needed to make a "point". No offense (products), etc., and I shall not offer to
ment I had just made regarding Truth. intended herein-but the information of share them herein but I do ask that as
Often the errors are present in typographi- explanation was not accurate, Ed, and our workers get into varieties of greencal misprints or deleted words, etc. But I never do we carelessly DO ANYTHING from house foods-GET HER INPUT. She needs
ask that you not decipher that which is this side of the veil. But yes, I do attend ALL the assistance-AND YOU NEED THE
your meetings-even at Brewer's! I sug- INPUT FOR YOU ARE NOT SOPHISTIintended for EACH to interpret.
A s to the label of my book-I did not use gest you just leave this writing in the CATED I N THE MANNER OF PROthe title SEX AND THE LOTTERY because presentation for it needs no further expla- DUCTION. THIS is the way we join hands
of a conversation of you ones in a local nation. Thank you.
and "make it work"!

-
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Contact her:
CARROLL EAGLE
(OR) SEPTEMBER MORN
HC R2 Box 134
DOE HILL, VA 24433
* * *
COMMENTS ON FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
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DROGEN PEROXIDEUSED PROPERLY TO
ENHANCE CELL WHOLENESS, AND
OTHER THINGS WHICH ELUDE ME AT
PRESENT. I DO NOT THINK OF THESE
THINGS AS 'SPECIAL" SO OFTEN I AM
CARELESS ABOUT THEM. I SHALL EFFORTTO BE MORE AWARE AS I SPEAKOF
THINGS FOR I DO REALIZE THAT YOU
NEED INFORMATION OF THOSE THINGS
ALSO. MY ABSOLUTE AND TOTAL INTENT I S NEVER TO DO ANYTHING OR
WRITE ANYTHING THAT WOULD CAUSE
ANY SPECULATION OR FOCUS TO ANYTHING WHICH MAY SO MUCH AS APPEAR
AGAINST LAWS, RULES OR IN ANY MANNER WHATSOEVER BRING ONES
AGAINSTYOU. I EVEN INSIST THAT ALL
WORKERS IN MY PRESENCE-HAVE NO
FIREARMS OR WEAPONS ON PREMISES

WITHOUT FULL LEGAL REQUIRE-

MENTS-WEWORKFULLYWITHINALL
REGULATIONS AND GIVE NO EXCUSE
FOR BREAKING AND ENTERING AND
DESTROYING PROPERTY. WE DO NOTHING ILLEGAL. SUBVERSIVE, HIDDEN
OR CLOSED. SO BE IT. You as individuals, of course, can do anything you wish
but these are the agreements of the immediate persons who work in this vineyard.By the way-the enemy has far more potent weapons to use against you, so if your
intent is to "defend" self against the "big
boy" government/military, as I believe you
have witnessed in Idaho-and all over &he
world-then THAT is not the way to beat
the enemy!!! "THAT"only gives the Gent
a reason substantiated in court-to shoot
all present, including YOU!

Now, for one last comment on supplements, etc: In our meeting (personal)yesterday, we were asked about various things
I write about and suggest as possible helps
for your use. Hydrogen Peroxide was the
first topic and I must again remind you: WE
ARE NOT PRACTICING MEDICINE. WE
ARE NOT IN THE PRACTICE OF LAW-if I
see something that can greatly help you
"feel"better and have a bit of better healthso shall I tell you about it. "CURE" is a
word we do not use because it indicates we
ARE practicing something without licensing, etc. I shall not be "trapped" nor
have any of my people "trapped" by some
"sting" types of inquiries as to that which
we do. W E G I V WRITINGS
~
ON MANY,
MANY SUBJECTS. We do have ones who
are willing to give extra service at great
u
savings to you readers who wish to obtain
items of which we speak or instructions
where you might obtain same.
material I a m caused to use "his" lan10/25/92 #1 HATONN
If any of these ones open a "market" for
guage and interpretation lest all you
the items, you will be informed. Meanwhile
MARK OF THE BEAST
readers consider me a n d our work to
you can get Chlorella algae and Crystal Life
represent s o m e t h i n g it doesn't. I can(Continuing from page 29)
Liquid products (atleast temporarily)through
not interrupt to explain every disagreeAGAIN QUOTING:(mostly) [H: Frankly, ment-for it k the "CONCEPT" which k
THES ~ V N A L S ~ O R E H O U S [ES. e e p r e d s
I am using a lot of "Biblical" stuff h e r e in p o i n t herein-ot
the specific wordpage for ordering information]
The Chlorella is offered from a resource so that you w h o consider your "Bible" to ing. I, for instance, would n w e r refer
which will be a major part of the actual b e your resource can feel more comfort- personally to any type of description on
growing in this area as the project for same able in my o w n identity and presence.] m y own as "Adamic" vs. Unoa-Adamic".
I t is a widely used description (incoris established. I do know that the price at
THESE REMARKABLE "BEASTS"
rect) but you ones demand man-prepresent is incredibly low in comparison to
mnted Utruth" or you denounce my
anywhere else brought to our attention.
For this we go to the seventh chapter presentation. I have explained these
The product is fully approved and excellent-we simply chose not to wait for full of Daniel (Bible)and here now is where we points earlier in o t h e r writings m I
production in the local facility (whichcould start getting into these remarkable beasts. cannot take time to pick this present.want you to gut the
Daniel saw this vision himself. He tion to pieces-I
take two to three years) for offeringyou this
said
four
great
beasts
came
up
from
the
Upicture"
in
Uconcept"
so that you can
food product.
It is not magic-it is simply a "whole" sea, diverse from one another. A s you understand the "Mark of this Beast",
product which offers good means of stor- know, the sea, as used in the Bible can also NOT WHO CALLS THEM SELVES "ISRAage for survival needs and whole health. mean symbolically,the people in the "great ELITES" "ZIONISTS" AND/OR JEWSVS.
The LBERATOR, as such, is not in any mass", "non-Israel" people. So out of the GENTILES. THAT IS AN IMPORTANT
such business-the LIBERATOR is a pub- great mass of non-Israel people, the gentile POINT THAT WE HAVE CLARIFIED IN
lication only. Thank you for allowing me to empires in the true sense, you have four GREAT DETAIL FOR ALMOST THREE
speak of these things-again. THERE MUST great beasts, different from one another. YEARS. YOU WILL HAVE TO GO DO
BE NO MISUNDERSTANDING OF OUR
The first beast was like a lion and YOUR HOMEWORK, PLEASE.]
phe author explains:] So wherever
WORK HERE. WE OFFER WHAT WE CAN had eagle's wings. Duniel7 verse 4 says, "I
IN ORDER TO SERVE WHEN WE KNOW beheld, till the wings thereof were plucked, the Adamic peoples are mentioned, the
THE PRODUCT TO BE EXCELLENT BUT and it was lifted up from the earth, and Hebrew word Adam is used. There is also
THERE IS NO FURTHER INVOLVEMENT. made to stand upon its feet like a man, and the word "ish"which means simply a male
person of any race, and is used sometimes,
WE DO NOT SPEAK OF SOMETHING AND the man's heart was given to it."
The word "mann in this particular sometimesreferring to Adamicpeople. But
THEN NOT GIVE Y OU A PLACE TO OBTAIN
THAT OF WHICH WE WRITE OR SPEAK. sentence is the Chaldean word "enash", wherever the word "enosh" is used, it is
A S WE HAVE TIME FROM OUR SUB- which is derived from the same root as your speaking of non-Israel people and it is
JECTS IN WRITING, I SHALL GIVE YOU Hebrew word "enosh-which
distin- speaking generally in a rather derogatory
SOME GREATER INFORMATION ABOUT guishes the non-Adamic peoples from the sense. By mentioning this Chaldean word
THESE ITEMSWHICH AID GOOD HEALTH, Adamic. [H: This is equally as confusing 'enash", you remember that the Book of
I.E.,LIFE CRYSTALS (CHONDRIANA),HY- a n d yet, readers, a s I utilize a person's Daniel is written partly in Hebrew and
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partly in Aramaic. The portions of the book
that pertain to non-Israelite peoples are
written in the much more widely used
Aramaic language, which was spoken everywhere, from southern Babylonia on up
through the Fertile Crescent, through
Assyria and Syria. In other words, it was
spoken everywhere in western Asia, other
than in the earlier days in Palestine when
the related but not quite identical Hebrew
language was used.
[H: M y point is not to explain what
this author "meansn. But what is happening here is that the word acceptable
today is being avoided by the author
because HE KNOWS THAT THE WORD
"JEW" WAS COINED IN THELATE 1700s
A.D.! THAT MEANS THAT THE ACCEPTED WORDS AS ERRONEOUSLY
USED TODAY ARE NOT VALID. BUT
HOW DO YOU MAKE THE MASSES OF
PEOPLE NOW ACCEPTING THE FALSE
WORDS UNDERSTAND? WE OF THE
HOSTS HAVE THE SAME PROBLEM AS
W E RELAY INFORMATION TO YOU. I
CAN ONLY SUGGEST THAT YOU UTILIZE THE SUGGESTION GIVEN IN THE
PRIOR WRITINGS-GET A" BIBLE" DICTIONARY AND S T O P USING T H E
WEBSTER'S VERSION TO IDENTIFY
MEANINGS OF BIBLICAL WORDS. IT
WILL HELP. IT IS NOT A SURE ANSWER
TO TRUTH, HOWEVER, FOR SO MUCH
IS CHANGED IN INTERPRETATION AND
MISTRANSLATION.]

Daniel's vision of the first of these
beasts that came out of the sea was like a
lion, the eagle's wings were plucked off, it
was made to stand erect on its hind feet like
an enosh man, and was given the heart of
an enosh man. [H: Can you see the
already apparent interpretation? This
indicates the "plucking o f f or "stripping" of the flight wings of man's own
higher beingness into a trapped "thing"
without capability of rising into his
higher beingness. Right there you have
the truth about the coming of man to
your planet-as he became separated
from his GOD-given capabilities of a p e rience. W e call ourselves the "Bird
Tribes" for we are your brothers who
still have the knowledge of capability of
"flight" by whatever label you call it.]
"And behold another beast, a second, like to a bear, [H: Important!] and it
raised up itself on one side, and it had three
ribs in the mouth of it between the teeth of
it; and they said unto it, Arise, devour
much flesh. After this I beheld, and lo
another, like a leopard, [H: Also very important.] which had on the back of it four
wings of a fowl; the beast also had four
heads; and dominion was given to it. After
this I saw in the night visions, and behold
a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, and
strong exceedingly; and it had great iron
teeth: it devoured and broke in pieces, and
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stamped the residue with the feet of it: and
it was diverse from all the beasts that were
before it; and it had ten horns." (Daniel7:
6-7)
Remember what was said about that
fourth empire of Rome, the iron. T h e
fourth kingdom shall be strong as iron:
foreasmuch as iron breaks in pieces and
subdues all these things: as iron that breaks
all these, shall it break in pieces and
bruise." (Daniel 2:40)
Here again this beast had iron teeth,
was terribly strong, it devoured and brcke
in pieces and stamped upon the residue
with the feet of it, and it was diverse from
all the beasts that were before it. So here
again is a vision of the same succession of
empires and again is making clear that this
was Rome, by a similarity of certain identifying features and the symbolism of it.
Then the Angel explained to Daniel the
meaning of this vision. He said these great
beasts, which are four, are four kings
which shall arise out of the earth.
Daniel said, "Then I would know the
truth of the fourth beast, which was diverse from all the others, exceeding dreadful, whose teeth were of iron, and his nails
of brass: which devoured and broke in
pieces, and stamped the residue with his
feet." (Daniel 7: 19) So the Angel explains
it.
"Thus he said: The fourth beast shall
be the fourth kingdom upon the earth,
which shall be diverse from all kingdoms,
and shall devour the whole earth, and shall
tread it down, and break it in pieces. And
the ten horns out of this kingdom are ten
kings that shall arise: and another shall
rise after them; and he shall be diverse
from the first, and shall subdue three
kings." (Daniel 7:23-24)
Now you can go into some further
symbolism in here, if you need to follow
this up, but for the present we don't. We
have identified previously these different
kingdoms and this succession of empires,
so I am not going to bother trying to identify
each of the ten horns, and so forth, now.
We have other things to cover.
Let u s now go back. The first kingdom was like a lion, and you remember, in
the vision of the great statue, it was the
head which was of gold, superior to the
others in its degree of culture. Likewise the
power, the lion being the most powerful of
the great beasts, it was a great military
power with high civilization, but with only
the characteristics of the enosh. They
lacked in power the spiritual capacity of
the people of Israel-with all their faults.
The second kingdom, you remember, was like a bear, and it raised itself up
on one side. Well, that is the Medo-Persian
Empire, originally Media, north of Persia
proper, which was the leading kingdom
during the first stage of this empire. And as
they expanded westward, they first shat-

tered with a sword the empire of Assyria,
which was north of Babylon, and that was
of course done under the dominance of
Media. Then Persia gained the dominance.
So it raised itself up on one side. In other
words, Media and Persia were not equal,
they were the unequal power of two kingdoms in one. It also says there were three
ribs in its mouth. It conquered and absorbed three great empires-Assyria,
Babylon and Egypt-for identification here
is unmistakable. [H: It also "proves" the
identity of the "Khazars" as we have
given you over and over again.]
The third empire, the third beast
that came up out of the sea of these enosh
peoples, was like a leopard, and certainly
you could not have taken a better symbol,
with its swift striking, terrible power. It
says it had four wings and four heads. In
other words, already, while it was still a
single empire under Alexander, it had in it
the seeds of this break-up into four parts,
and dominion was given unto it. Yes,
dominion it certainly had.
Alexander conquered all that the
previous empires had ruled. He occupied
and conquered Egypt, then he went on to
take over all that the empires of Assyria,
Babylon and Medo-Persia had ruled, including portions of northern India.
Finally, there was the fourth one, a
beast that was dreadful, terrible, strong
exceedingly,and he would devour the whole
earth. Well, it covered all the then known
world, all that was civilized enough to be
known at that time, all but the easternmost portion of the earlier empire. Rome
didn't penetrate into Afghanistan, or as
they called it Bactria then, or Egypt; but it
had everything west of that.
Rome also had what the other empires had never had: it had all of Europe
except Germany. It had northern Africa,
but was excluded from all the principal
lands then occupied by the people of Israel.
It only overran England where the Israel
people were as yet very few in number,
because the bulk of the Israel people had
not come into England. There was just a
tiny handful there, before the withdrawal
of the Roman legions.
He said this beast would break in
pieces and devour all things. Remember,
Daniel 2 verse 40 says, "The fourth kingdom shall be strong as iron: forasmuch as
iron breaks in pieces and subdues all
things: as iron that breaks all these, shall
it break in pieces and bruise."
Then Daniel said this fourth beast
was diverse, or different, from all that went
before it. It was. It originated as a republic.
Now remember, while republicswere known
in Greece before this time, they were small
cities; they were not great empires. This is
the first time in all history that you had a
republic rising to tne power of aconquering
empire.
. .
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A s a kingdom Rome kept its identity in came to power later, absorbing Media. Con- forth a man child, who was to rule all nations
forceafter the death of even its most powerful cerning the rough goat, the cultured Greeks with a rod of iron: and her child was caught
kings. 'Rie others tended to weaken and despised all Macedonians as being barbar- up unto God, and to his throne."
sometimes even break up, when a great and ians. Of course the Greeks despised absoThat woman unquestionably is Israel,
powerful king died. But in Rome you had a lutely everybody else in the world as being becauseyou have here arepetition ofJoseph's
continuity of the empire as such, for these barbarians, because they recognized only dream. Back in the Book of Genesis,it says
many centuries.
two classes: Greeks and barbarians.
this about Joseph: "and he dreamed yet
This next vision now obviously conAnyway, the Greekslooked down upon another dream, and told it to his brethren,
cerns the same four empires, but now you the Macedonians, maybe more than some of and said, Behold, I have dreamed a dream
have a tie-in with the Book of Revelation, the others, because these were a rough, more;and, behold, the sun and the moon and
because you have these fourbeasts rising out tough bunch, "And when he was strong,the the eleven stars made obeisance to me. And
ofthe sea. A s we shall note when we get to the great horn was brokenw-Alexander died at he told it to his father, and to his brethren:
Book of Revelation, where John was given a the very height of his power, 323 B.C.
and his hther rebuked him, and said unto
vision, it was one beast which rose out of the
You remember, in the earlier vision of him, 'What is this dream that thou hast
sea, but the one beast combined in itself the the four beasts that came out of the sea, dmmed? Shall I and thy mother and thy
characteristics of the first four. So obviously Alexander had been compared there to a brethren indeed come to bow down ourselvesto
you have a connection there which can not be leopard. I take this, that I am going to read thee to the earth? And his brethren envied him;
overlooked.
now, from The W g of Nations, published but his father obsewed the s a m ( Genesis
By way of more confirmation of this by P.F. Collier and Sons: PAlexanderwas one 379-11).
order, in the eighth chapter of Daniel, he was of the generalswho won by rapid strokes and
The sun and the moon obviously repregiven another vision, of a ram and a goat. He daring expedience. His long marches were sented Joseph's father, Igrdel, and his mother,
said, 'Then I lifted up mine eyes, and saw, perhaps the most characteristic part of his eleven stars ofcourse,Josephhimselfbemg the
and, behold, there stood before the river a career. Urged on by him, his axmy seemed to twelfth. So now you have awoman clothed with
ram which had two horns: and the two horns be able to annihilate time and space. The the sun,the moon under her feet, upon her head
were high; but onewas higher than the other, rapidity of their motion was almost incred- a crmnrn of twelve stars, and probably tallung
and the higher caiie up last. I saw the ram ible. He was on the spot when his enemies about^&". Thenyou read in Reuelation l2:2
pushirigwestward and northward,and south- believed him to be still hundreds of miles that thewomanwasabouttogive birth to achild,
ward; so that no beasts might stand before away, and when once arrived, Alexander had and it says in Reuelabbn2:S "...who was to rule
him, neither was there any that could deliver an eagle eye for seizing the moment to strike. all nations with a md of imn",a child who was
out of his hand; but he did according to his He hardly ever made a mistake. His attacks, caught up to the thmne of God.
will, and became great. And as I was consid- however reckless, succeeded to a miracle."
Of course that child, it would seem who
ering, behold, and the goat came from the
So Alexander is compared to the leop- was to rule all nations ismost like@the Christed
west on the face of the whole earth, and ard. The leopard is not a big animal. It is child you call Jesus (Esus). He was born of
touched not the ground; and the goat had a terrifically strongfor its size. It is extmnelyfhst, course,aswe are mnindedby Paul; He came, a s
notable horn between his eyes. And he came to and it makes its attacks in just that way. Now, fhr as the "flesh" is concerned, of the place
the ram that had two horns, which I had seen Your kingdoms shall stand up out of the nation, recsgtuzed as Tsrael", of a tribe fbm that area
standingbefore the river, and ran intohim in the but not in his pow@. All the members of the And, so far as ruhg all nations, we xad in
fwy of hispower. And I sawhimcome close unto fanulyofAlexanderthe G m t were asasshated Revelcdion 19verses 11,15 and 16:"And I saw
heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and
the ram,and he was moved with anger against in the struggle for power.
Egypt was taken over by his general, he that sat upon him was called Faithful and
him, and broke his two horns: and therewas no
power in t h e m to standbeforehim, but hecast Ptolerny I. k c e , the old Macedonia and True, and in righteousness he doth judge and
himdown totheground and stampedupon him, Greece, was taken over by Lpimzichus. Syria make war. And out of his mouth goeth a s h q
and there was none that could deliver the ram and Asia Minor went to Antigonus. And sword, that with it he should smite the nations:
out of his hand. Therefore the he-goat waxed Cappadociaand Paphlagonia,whichwere east- and he shall rule them with a rPd of iron: and
very great: and when he was strong,the great em Turkey and the areasinland to the south of wrath of Almighty God. And he has on his
and on his thigh anamewritten, King of
hornwasbroken; and forit cameup fournotable it, went to Eumenes. And it says "...not in his vesones toward the four winds of heaven: (Daniel power",that is, it was not an orderly division of kings, and Lord of lords."
A s to being caught up to the throne of
8:3-8).So the Angel giveshim the explanation of the empire, but each quarter was simply siezed
by the localcommanderashisown independent God, in H e b m s 12 verse 2 it says (considerthis.
Now remember, this is prophecy before it act. So, the accuracy of Daniel's vision here is ing varied translations),"Lookingunto Jesus
happened. This is while Babylon was stillat the beyond question. Now we are beginning to get the author and finisher of our faith; who for
apex of its power. The Angel says, 'The ram into what the symbolism of this thug must in the joy that was set before Him endured the
cross, despising the shame, and is set down
which thou sawest having two horns are the probability mean.
Let us turn now to the twelfth chapter of at the right hand of the throne of God." And
kings of Media and Persia And the rough goat
is the king of Grecia: and the great horn that is Revelaton (RevelQtion12:1-5):"And thae ap as Jesus Himself says, in Revehthnasoffextd
between his eyesisthe fitst king.Now that being peared a great wonder in heaven; a woman in chapter 3 verse 2 1,"to him that ovmmeth
broken, whereas four stood up for it, four king- clothed with the sun, and the moon under her will I grant to sit with Me in My throne, even as
doms shall stand up out of the nation, but not in feet,and upon her head a mwnof twelve stars: I also overcame, and am set down with My
and she-with
child cried,travadingin birth, Father in His thmne."
his power." ( Datriel8:20-22)
Thiswaswritten sometime in the middle and pained to be delivered. And there appeared
END OF Q U m G FOR THIS SEGMENT.
third of the 500's B.C.-545, somewhere in another wonder in heaven; and behold a great
there, and the fall of Babylon did not come red dragon, having seven heads and ten
***
until about 538 B.C. So this was two centu- horns, and seven crowns upon his heads.
ries before the rise of Alexander the Great. And his tail drew the third part of the stars of
Maythepeace ofGODgowithyou,chelas,as
Note again the accuracy of prophecy. The heaven, and did cast them to the earth: and the insight comes into thine consciousness for
ram had two horns, Media and Persia, both the dragon stood before the woman which though the way seems hard and cast with
were high but one was higher, and the higher was ready to be delivered, for to devour her baniers-so shall the goal be wondrous.
one came up last. Persia was the one that child as soon as it was born. And she brought
Hatonn to stand by. Salu.
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Please Help CLC!
Dear Readers,
The Constitutional Law Center
wishes to thank all of you for your
support a n d prayers. It is because
of your dedication toward preserving t h e Constitutional rights of
everyone that we continue t o become increasingly effective.
Currently, we are seeking experts in Constitutional Law, as
well as other areas of law, to assist
us with the tremendous research
that we m u s t develop. This research can be done in your area
and forwarded t o us via fax o r
mail.
We are especially in need of t h e
legal knowledge of suspended, disbarred o r retired attorneys a n d are
desirous of establishing contact
with t h o s e w h o a r e naturally
"drawn" t o t h e s t u d y a n d practice
of Constitutional (Common) Law.
We urge you t o contact u s if you,
or someone you know, are available t o perform s u c h research for
t h e Constitutional Law Center.
And again, we t h a n k you for your
h e m e n d o u s support.
Sincerely,
Gene Dixon, Director
.Lonstitutional Law Center
9 16-485-7901

PHONE LINE

805-822-0202
Announcing a new service for our dedicated
readers. Today's Watch
phone line will carry
n e w s and comments
fromcommander
Hatonn's writings. This
is our way of keeping
you i n f o r m e d a b o u t
breaking world events.
The announcement machine will answer after 2
rings if there are any new
messages for that day,
and after 4 rings if not.
In that way daily callers
can hang up after 2 rings
and save toll charges if
no n e w message has
been recorded. The mes-
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38.THE DARK CHARADE
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41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A
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